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THE

Stoddard Lectures.
THE PERFECTION OF ENTERTAINMENT.
ITIHIFB IN
LKCTTHK NO. ».—*
urOTMNO. HALCYON DAYS IN' THE
LAND OF <’'CAKES—1 HE FOOT-PRINTS OF
SCOlT AND BURNS.
I- TTI'BE NO -A.-DOWN THE BANCO* A SAIL ON EUR PE’S NOBIEST
RIVER—TV E GLORIES OF V IENNA—AVIsir
TO HUNGARY.
LFI Tl'RE NO 3-FL«BESO* AND
FISA AN HOUR AMID THE WONDERS OF
THE WORLD’S ART CENTER—THE SLEEPING CITY.
* TEE NO
4—S>fII.Y AI*D THE
NEAPOl.lTAN »HOKK—THE BEAUTIFUL BAY OF NAPLES—THE REVEL Vi IONS
AT POMPEII.

LEU

LETTCBE NO. 3-FBOM JIAB4 Hll.I,
10 AIT. 41* >FET-ATHENS, PAST AND
PRESENT-SCENES IN JERUSALEM AND
THE HOLY LAND.

S'

annual meeting of the stockholders of “The
Caual National Bank of Portland,” for the elecand for the transaction of
o
.evenMirectors
tion
any other business that may legally come before
at tlieir banking bouse on
will
be
held
them
Tt ESDAY, the teuth day of January, 1882, at
o’clock
m.
eleven
a,

THE

all

Dec. 10,1881.

National

stockholders of the Merch**>ts

DECEMBER 16, 23, 30, JANUARY 2, 6.
SOURSF TICKETS WITH RE-

S1.60 AND S2.00

SERVFD *EATS
AD' ISSION 6t> CENTS, RESERVED SEATS
Tie. At* at STOCKBRIDGE’S.

76

CENTS

-BY THE-

HUE DREiSSERS of PORTLAND

CITY HALL, MOW EVENING, DfC. 19.
Cba. dler. Grand March 8.30.
Music

NEURALGIA,

Dec. 14—First Grand
€«sie»t for Prise dlmifN.
Entries, to close naturda? Evening, Dec. 10.
THURSDAY KVK..Dec. 22—Pillow fame Party
SATURDAY P. M. Dec. 31—Exhibit on of
Jnresile Slater*.

dtf

declO

Theatre.
DEC. 17.

Portland

New

SATURDAY,

ONLY.

NIGHT

ONE

BoyMon Star Troupe
G. E. LOTHROP,

^

t he

attractions:

Evervhodv’s favorite.

,

OOOXj burgess
“The Man who Laut bs.” Tbe brii iant Character Vocalist,

Maggie
and Dance

The Peerless

IA/FC ■ CV

nLoLLI

Sovg
Done

u ww.

nay oi January, iooa,
choice of Direc ore for

«•

the ensuing year, ai d the
business that roav legally
W. H. SOULE, Cashier.

transection of any other
come before them.
Portland, Dec. 9,1881.declOdtf

Dnua.,

the

long

Meeting*.

of the

Stockholders of the

TELEGRAPH COMPANY, will be
THEEAVTEkNMeeting
of
the

held at the August* House, »»•
Augusta,
City
WEDNESDAY tbetaenty-tirst dav of De-ember,
for the purpose of
instant, at ten o’clock A.
electing a board of dire tors or the ensuing year
and the ransao ion of any «tber business which
may legally c me before he meeting.
dec5d2*»FKED E. RICHARDS, Clerk.

First National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
First N ational Bank of Portlai d, f«*r the choice
of Directors vmd the transaction of such other business as ii ay egally come before them, will be held
at their Banking House on TUESDAY, the 10th
day of January, 1882, at 10 o’clock a. m.
* W. E.
GOULD, Cashier.

THE

Portland, Dec. 10,1881.

THE

dtd

EDUCATIONAL
Itllt.

H. N. O NEILL,

Rogli«h

Teacher of
and

and

Rh}i>io ogyof

Italian Mingisg
(he Voice,

to inform bis numerous friends and the public
that he will be prepared to receive pupils for

begs

P
IVATE LESsOits,
and
the 6th of September at his ne
over
rooms, No. 140 Tremout street
store.
Music
Schmidt’s

elegant

ou

Arthur

be ferm opens on the 12th of September* but pupils may enter at any »im.e.
JJ1 m. O’N El L»I* will also be prepared to receive
pupil? in private instruction at the above rooms on
anu after isept. 6th.
sepl6d3m

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to private

pupils by

the subscribe*

_df.f

jan?4

FAMILIES

-

Fraternity

can

depend

Absolutely

reliable nt all
as we now supply

fresh and

or

baker,

times,

Yeast

€. A.

BECKFOBD,
GENERAL AGENT IN MAINE,
Federal

eep20

Portland.

Street,

Shopping Bags,
Travel ins:
Han<1 Bags in Plush, Satin
Leather,
Linen Handkerchiefs,

TetfTrays,

'itf

-IN AID OF THE

CURE

|
S

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS, m
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
ALL ROUCH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
g DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP, *« SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLE8 and g
a
-*
TENDER ITCHINCS onaUpwrtaof die
tody. It makes the skin white, soft and amooth;

g

g

BEST toilet
removes tan and freckles, and is the
two
dressing in THE WOBLD. Elegantly put up,
bottles in one package, consisting of both internal
and external treatment.
All first class druggists have it. Price 91. per package.

M,W,F ly

ecl7

Boxes,

Morning Caps,
ets

Fancy Table Covers,
Fan y Side board Covers,
Bap Boards.
Crumb 1 rays,
Wall Pockets,

Gloves,
Dog Skin Gloves,
Gloves,
Fur Trimmed Gloves,
Worsted Gloves,
Kid Mifc ens.
Silk or Worsted Wristers,
Silk Umbra las,
Cares,
Ki«1

Buck

Pock* t

or

■

e

Stands,
Paperweights,

Thermometers,
Paper Cutters

Ib

Pockrt Scales,
Book Racks,
Starnu Boxes,
H»t Racks,
Pipe Tra s.
Paper Wall Pockets?,
Letter Oabmets,
Printing Presses.

Dishes,

Dolls’Mittens,
Furniture,

Hammock?,

Hosiery,

Combs,
Toilet Sets,
Puff Boxes,
Elegant Sashes,
Bibbs
Late Hsndkerchiefs.

<

Sacque?
Silk Handkerehlets,
Brushes,

Hoods,
Sacques,
Umbrellas,
Rubb-r Cloaks.

•

INFANTS.

FOR
ods

Compound Is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
mail
Lynn, Mass. Price $L Six bottles for $5. Sent by
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
Pinkharo
Mrs.
for
either.
box
receipt of price, $1 per
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.

Mit'ens,
Gloves,

\

Dolls’

Underwear,
Worsted Mittens,

It will at all timea and under all circumstances act In
female system.
harmony with the laws that govern the
For the cure of Kidney Ccuiploints of either aexthis

Handkerchiefs,

Clothespins,
Authograp Albums,
Work Boxes,
Toy Hand Mirrors,

s’

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, la always permanently cured by ita use.

Tables

Christmas Cards,
'Jot Clocks,

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’8

Quilted Hoods,
Sacks,
Alghans

Fine Toilet Powders,
Soaps at d Toilet Article* of finest

jjr~XR PILLS. They cure constipation, biliouanasa|
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
f&T Sold by all Drnggists.
M.W.F&wly
ocl7

The above comprises tml an imperfect list of our elegant stock.
We aim to keep fitst-elass. reliable goo<>s, and sell them at reasonable prte s. Parlies who nadihe above list may aid them-elves in
dealing what to {rive for presents. We very much de?iieto have
people from all pa* Is of the state visit our store, and can assuie iliem
t’*at they will not be disappointed on examining our stock. All
goods cat criilly packed and promptly sent lo depot or any place
and goods always cheerfully shown.
desired. Plenty of

help,

Basement Floor is

now

used for

a

USHTIS
Wo have just, received an elegant
lot of Satin Merveilleitx in every
desirable color, and we shall offer
them at the very low price of
$l.'?5per yard; these goods are not
sold less than $2.00 anywhere in

Portland.

Owen. Moore & Co. CLOAKINGS
have a very tine line of
Cloakings for Ladies and Children, at the lowest prices.
We

—

PORTLAND FRATERNITY
General Cammiltee,
T. C. Bebsey. Esq., President f Fraternity.
Samvel J. axderson Fsq., Vioe President.
E A. NuYES, Treasurer.
Mr. S. E. Spring.
Hon. William Senter,
Mr. I. P. Farrington,
Hon. G-orge Walker,
Mr. Georg* S. Hunt,
Hon. A. E. Stevens,
Mr. Geo. W. Woodman,
F.
G«o
Hon.
Weecott,
Mr. Cbas. VeLanghiin,
X >n Jacob Mcl-elJan,
Mr. John N. Lord,
H~n. Wm. L. Putnam,
Mr J. S "insiow,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr.,
Mr. J. P. Baxter,
Mr. W. I. Thom,
Mr. J. D Fesseuden,
Mr. Naihan Weob,
Mr. Lewis Pi> rce.
Mr. Charles E. Jose,
Mr. W. A. Winship,
Mr S. T. Pullen,
Mr. W. F. Mi.liken.
llr. M. P. Emery,
Cemnxittee on Entertainments.
Fred E. Farrington.
J. H Drummond, Jr.,
Jordan,
P T. Giiffln,
Semer, Jr.,
Wm. H. Schumacher.
E.D. Noyes,
Tickets for the course of six evenings, admitting
Gentleman and Lanies $■'. t» bo obtained of the
Committee on Entertainments.
Evening tickets $1.
Bail by Chandler’s Fail Quadrille Band
eodtd
novl8
C. c.
Wm.

THE WHITNEY

great bargains

Gaiter
alenled

arch

Under„the Falmontli Hotel.

in Ladies’ and Chil-

dren’s Underwear.

13, 18SI.

Made to Measure at 222 MIGOLE

CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED,

STREET,

Cor.
novll

Whitney Gaiter Shoe Co.
dtf

Congress

and Elm St;;.

A ■ S1K

MBA

Jy2«

eodtf

tdlJUIfflAUA
Inner Soles for Cold Feet!

GILBERT’S

3

Cl

Term in Plaiu and Fancy Dancing

Commences Monday Eve, Dec. 1».
WALTZING A. SPECIALTY.
Terms for Twelve lessons: Gentlemen $5.00; La*

dles *3 CO.
A.-cmbt? Every Tbnrsdaj- Evcaise.
dtf
deelS

CALL and SEE

““

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CADY,

D|ig_

Also

———

_TH

ASSEMBLY.

Mechanics’

Thursday Evening,

Hall.

December 22.
If arch, S 30.
dtf

lHo»i< by Chandler.
nov5

a

choice Btock of first-elaau

PIANOS AND0RGAN8.

SAMEL THEM,
3 Free Street
sep29

Block, PORTLAND.
dtf

Button Boot,
J.W.&E.H. DEERING

TABLELAHPS

Choice Groceries & Provisions.

Limoges,
Longwy,

For art goods of all kinds STUBBS BROS., have
t^e largest assortment and the lowest i rices.

.MANUFACTURER

STUBBS

ns

end

AND DRAINER

of styles.

BROS.,

ARTISTS’COLOR MEN.
it TEMPLE ST.,
dwld

PORTLAND, ME.
l'4t

H> ad
dec9

Portland

English Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.
For

G. E. JOSE & GO.

OYSTERS.

ST.,
Street.
eoatf

crwise pr« rnp

ly filled.

declu-dtf

cautioned against bar-

ar-

or

man

will be

decl6d3fc

cr«w

of Ger-

“Cobuhenn," Zeplin. Master, lately

arrived from Damz c,

ing

th#

as

no bills of their
or consignees.

contract-

paid bv oaptain
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO,

E. T. MERRILL,

IMPORTED

WINES &

LIQUORS

nil binds, in the

OUIOIMAI.
—roB

decS

___dtt

CARDS"

CHRISTMAS CARDS.
CHRISTMAS CARDS.
Sew Year, Faster and Birthday
Yards. IOOO styles Fancy lards
■narked down, odd cards 5c per
dozen. Scrap Books. Yard Albums
and Yard 1 rimming*.

PACKAGES,

Sine

R. STANLEY &

Street.

OPPOSITE V. S. HOTEL.

dtf

of

NOTICE.
hereby
persons
ALLboring
trusting an> of
Bark

1

1

from the best manufacturers in the
Ladies’ Waterproof Cork
world.
Misses’ and
Sole Walking Boots.
Children’s Waterproof School Boot*,
and
low heels.
Extension edges
Whiitier’s Heel Protectors keep children’s ankles from turning and add
one-half to the wear of the shoes.

CHRISTMAS

Sale Wholesale and Be tall.

oclO

Shoes, Slippers, Rubbers

455 Congress

Fitted complete with the

dlw

225 Federal St.. Portland, Me.
Fresh supp ies from beds of Virginia and Marylaud constantly on hand. All orders by mull or oth-

HORSE OUTFITS,
PREBLE

Satsuma, Kioto, &e.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

IN

hrnuiful roltery
Centres.

Japanese,
Sarreguemines,

H. FREEMAN & Co

CUSTOM HARNESSES

Picture framing of all kinde.
Christmas Cards,

OF

With

Best Brands of Floor constantly on
band.
All goods sold at reasonable prices.
decl4

A FACT.

ELEGANT

Have purchased the stock and taken the
stand formerly occnpied by A. DEERING
& SON, 576 t'ungress Street, head of
Green, muv Oder to their friends and
the public, a complete assortment of

Satisfaction guaranteed.

.JAMES «. McliLAUFLIA

vere criticism and even insult, being without
hope of profit, pecuniarily or professionally,
he takes charge of a desperate case, and confronts some of the best legal talent in the ooun

try to save the neck of his wife’s brother from
the halter. His position is one of exceptional difficulty, but he maintains himself with
great judgment and considerable tact. He
has

surely

done uothing since the trial began

to draw rebuke upon himself. That he will
lose his case all hope and most believe. But

making a sturdy defense, and making
properly; and will earn, if he does not
win, the charitable approval of right-thinking people.

he is
it

Since the

between France aud Ger-

war

growth of the two countries in
population has been curious in its contrasts. Germany bits increased by 4,500,000
souls, but France by only 612,000. Births
in France in 1867 were 264 in every 1,000 inhabitants; but in 1878 they were only 25} in
every 1,000. The figures which correspond
to these in Germany are 38 3-5 and 38}. For
many the

excess

of births

over

deaths in

other

coun-

As the country cordially welcomes Mr. Frelinghuysen, it casts
the
a glance of affectionate Interest upon
great statesman who surrenders the office.
James G. Blaine’s career as Secretary was
short, but it was long enough and trying
enough to reveal anew the magnificent qual-

ities which go to

m

ake up the

man

and thus

regard oi ms
party and the country. 'During the terrible
anew commend mm to

me

interval between the assassination and
death of General Garfield the duties of his
office were increased one hundred fold and
But
were as delicate as they were difficult.
from first to last he met every demand upon
him with un faltering fidelity and perfect ef-

ficiency. He performed all his ordinary and
extraordinary duties with the same thor.
oughness and the same skill, and whether
acknowledging a message of condolence
from the Queen or re-affirming the Monroe
doctrine iu its application to the interoceanic canal project, or dealing with the Chili
and Peru complications was equally master
He will be followed

of the situation.

into

by the gratitude and regard
American who appreciates the

his retirement

every
character and extent of
country.

his services to the

_

It appears that the Mormon trouble is by
no means confined to Utah, as the Mormons

have

large

colonies in

Idaho, Colorado,

Nevada, California and New Mexico, and
wherever their colonies are situated they are
governed arbitrarily by the Mormon bishops
and elders, who dictate how the people shall
vote at the regular elections, which despotism is implicitly obeyed by the whole colony.
In the Territory of Idaho this solidity of the
so much skill
as to cons'itute anelemtntof trouble and
danger, which causes general agitation and

Mormon vote is wielded with

excitement_
The Conservative re-action in public

sen-

timent as shown in the British elections results in a, large degree from the continued

failure of

all the

measures

of the Liberal

government of Mr. Gladstone for the pacification of Ireland, and is likely to continue
and extend unless some very pronounced
success shall be achieved in Ireland by the
Ministerial policy. In foreign affairs the
government has been wonderfully successful, but that seems to be completely obscured
by the failure in Ireland._
Brewer and Lizzie Stanley
Edward
stood before the minister at Lafayette, Ind.,
to he married the other evening, when the
girl announced that she would take no step

further unless Edward kissed the Bible and
took a solemn oath not to touch liquor unless she gave it to him, or gave him permission. This Mr. Brewer cheerfully compiled
with, and the affair went on.
Tub Hon. Edward McPherson has albeen for twelve years Clerk of the
House of Representatives at Washington.
If he lives to complete the term for which
he has now been elected he will have had
the longest service as Clerk of the House of
any incumbent of that office from the foundation of the Government, Already he has
had the longest continuous service.

ready
nov4

Decker Bros’ Pianos,

attempted

of

qualities.

Velvet Bonnets

our

Cure

Change of Life*
It will dissolve and evpel tumors from the uterus la
canan early stage of development. The tendency to
its use.
cerous humore there is checked very speedily by
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloatlyg, rieadaches, Nervous Prostration,
fiAYiPrnl Debility. Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

Rolling Pins,
B .thir g Tubs,

Books,

Positive

Spinal

Kites,
Castors,

Tranks,

a

Complaints and Weaknesses
so common to our best female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female ComUlcera
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and
tlon, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
to the
Is
and
adapted
particularly
Weakness,

FOR CHILDREN.
Dolls’
Dolls’

Sometimes, lu the best-ordered printing offiit so happens that a form (which is one or
more pages of reading matter, set up in type,
and fastened in an iron frame ready for the

ces,

with an accident. The
who is carrying it trips and drops it, or he
bgngs it down lu such a wa; that it is loosened,
and tumble out the type, helter-skelter. It is
then “in pi” as the printers call it, and some one

hv—

SON, Importers,

1!« FOBB ST., FOit’i'J AND NIK,
ReSl

The Chicago Times again runs its knife
into the ribs of its Democratic brethren,
with the sage remark that the party whose
historic life cannot be separated from slavery domination, can never again be the custodian of the government.
Southern papers speak of the possibility
of a successful ticket for 1SS4, composed of
Blaine of Maine and Brown of Georgia. The
Atlanta Constitution says that a great success will attend such a compromise.
Twenty Cincinnatians
boots off, so as to be ready
shoes of Postmaster Loge,
official life have nearly run

d«14

Exchange

Street.
42w*

have got their
step Into the
whose sands of

to

HISTORICAL FI.

propose to mention hero e few of the world's
great generals, inventors, discoverers, poets, and
men of noted deeds.
We

George Stephenson

gress of the United States.
Echo
Answers.—Snort-sighted Swell (to
game-keeper, who has been told off to see that
he “makes a bag”)—“Another hit, Wiggins!
By the way—rum thing—always seem to bear
shot somewhere behiud me just alter I fire!1'
WiggiDS (stolidly)—“Ves, sir,’zactly so, sir.
Wunnerfle place for echoes, this'ere, sir!”—
Punoh.

was

born at

Carthage,

which

city was so hated by Goethe that he rarely made a
speech without saying: and -‘Carthage must be destroy'd!” Of other note • generals, Ell Whitney was
a Roman; Shakespeare was a Prussian; James
Watt was a Corsican; and Hannibal is an American.
It is believed that Charles Darwin Invented Man;
Newton, the horse; Julius Cmsar, the monitor: Napoleon, the blood; Frederick, the sewing machine;
Cato, the circulation of the earth; that Ericsson invented the satellites of Jupiter; that Bucephalus
frequently discovered the taw of gravitation and
Dante the r-volutio of the steamboat; Galileo the
Great, the telegraph; William Harvey Bonaparte,
the steam engine; Elias Howe and Blondin, the
cotton-gin of the telescope and Dr. Tanner, the
fastest, If not lhe most fiery, naturaliit of ancient
times, discovered the theory of The Descent.
Among poets the greatest in all h story Is Samuel
Morse; whi.e Robert Fulton ranks highest in the
poetry of Germany, and Ulysses S. Grant in that of
Italy. John and Isaac are famous English poets of
our day.
Many men have performed special feats. Alexander oo quered and rode the locomotive; Teunycrossed the Niagara River on the
and Browning claims to have lived forty
out eating.

sen

tight-rope;
days with-

Now, young folk, one and all, who of you
will belong to the fortunate one hundred who
are to receive the Deacon’s dollar-bllls?
Remember, the hundred prizes are for the
beat hundred solutions received before January
10th 1882, and they Bhall be awarded even if
not a single solution should prove to be absolutely correct. A "Solution” Is the entire pi
properly straightened and written out according to the above directions.
Send your full post office address, and state
whether you are under or over fifteen years of
■Be_____
]Rockland Courier.]
The Effect of Culture.
A few months ago the daughter of a Rockland man, who has grown comfortably well off
in the small grocery line, was sent away to a
"female college," and last week she arrived
home for the holiday vacation. The old man
was in attendance at the depot when the train
arrived, with the old horse in the delivery wagconvey his daughter and her trank to the
houfe. When the train had stopped, a be-

on to

witching array of dry goods and a wide-brimmed
hat dashed from the car. and flung itself into

party’s arms.?
"Why you superlative pa!" she exclaimed;

the elderly

"I’m ever so utterly glad to see you."
The old man was somewhat unnerved by the
greeting, bnt he recognized the sealskin cloak
in his grip as the identical piece of property he
had paid for with tho bay mare, and he sort of
squat it up in his arms, and planted a kiss
where it would do the most good with a report
that sounded above the noise of tke depot. In
a brief space of time the trunk and its attendant baggage were loaded into the wagon,
which was soon bumping over the hubbies

toward home.
"Pa, dear,” said the young miss, surveying
the team with a critical eye, “do you consider
this quite excessively beyond?”
"Hey?” returned th^pld man with apuzzled
air; "quite excessive beyond what? Beyond
Warren? I consider it somewhat about ten
mile beyond Warren, countin' from the Bath
way, if that’s what you mean
"Ob, no, pa, you don't understand me,” the
daughter explained. “I mean this wagon and
horse. Do you think they are soulful—do you
think they could be studied apart in the light
of a symphony, or even a-simplc poem, and

appear as intensely utter to one on returning
home as one coaid express?”
The old man twisted uneasily in bis seat and
muttered something about he believed it used
to be used for an express before he bought it
to deliver pork in, but the conversation appeared to be traveling in such a lohesome direction that he fetched the horse a resounding
eraok on the rotunda, and the severe jolting
over the frozen ground prevented further remarks.
“Oh, there is that lovely and consummate
ma!” screamed the returned collegiatess as
they drew up at the door, and presently she
was lost in the embrace of a motherly woman
in spectacles.
"Well, Mafia,” said the old man at the supbutter off the
per table, as he nipped a pieceV)f
lump with hi3 own knife, “an’ bow’d you like
your school?"

“Well, there, pa, now you’re shou—I mean,
I consider it far too beyond,” replied the
“It is unquenohably ineffable.
daughter.
The girls are so sumptuously Btunning—I mean
grand—so exquisite—so intense. And then
the parties, the balls, the rides—oh 1 the past
weeks have been one sublime harmony.”
"I s’pose so—Is’poee so,” nervously assented
the old man as be reached for bis third cup,
U1MI 1UII

UUU

uwn

auwuu

three—how
about them?”
"Pa! don’t!” exclaimed the daughter re"the rule of three! grammar! It
French and music and painting and the dihave made my school life the
that
vine in^rt
bos—I mean that have rendered it one unbroken flow of rhythmio bliS3—incomparably and exquisitely all but.”
The grocery man and his wife looked helplessly at each other across the table. After a
lonesome pause the old lady said:
“How do you like the biscuits, Maria?”
"They are too utter for anything,” gushed
the accomplished young lady, "and this plum
preserve is simply a poem in itself.”
The old man rose abruptly from the table,
and went out of the room, rubbing his head in
manner, and the mass
a dazed and benumbed
convention was dissolved. That night he and
stove until a laie hour
the
alone
by
his wife sat
and at the breakfast table the next morning he
rapped smartly on his plate with the handle of
his knife and remarked:
"Maria—me an’ your mother have been talkin’ the thing over, an’ we’ve come to the conclusion that this boardin’ school business is too
utterly all but too much nonsense. Me anther
consider that we haven’t lived sixty consummate years for the purpose of raisin’ a curiosito this unty, an’ there’s goin’ to be a stop put
after you’ve
quenchable foolishness. Now,
an
fried
sausage
of
that
poem
finished eatin’
that symphony o’ twisted doughnut, you take
an’ dust up stairs in less’n two seconds, an’
peel off that fancy gown an’ put on a caliker,
an’ then come down here ana help your mothI want it distinctly underer wash dishes.
stood that there ain’t goin’ to be no more rhythin
this house, so long’s your sumic foolishness
an’ consummate
perlative pa an’ your lovelv
ma’s runnin’ the rauolie. You hear me, Ma-

in’, writin’. grammar, rule

Sroachfnlly;

ria?”
Maria was

out.

President Abthub’s was the 91st message sent from the President to the Con-

a
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must pick up the scattered type, and, examining each little bit of metal, restore it to its
proper position. The printer who sits in the
with this pi is not in the least
corner busied
like Jack Horner, but is generally for the mo
ment a sad and sorely tried fellow.
Now see what has happened to ns! Deacon
Green, assisted by his friend Mr. Timothy
Plunkett, had prepared some instructive paragraphs concerning certain noted men of history,
and no sooner were they put in type than a
young compositor tumbled them into pi. He
at once, in the excitement of the moment, did
his best to restore the paragraphs, but ah I
what a mess he made of the work!
When the Deacon heard of it, he wrote, in
his hearty way:
“Nevermind! The boys and girls of St.
Nicholas shall make all straight. Print it
just as it is. call it Historical Pi, and tell the
young folkB that I, Deacon Green, happen to
have by me exactly one hundred new one-dollar bills, all of which shall be given as prizes
for restoring the pi, viz.: one bill for each of
the one hundred best solutions received. The
conditions are that the paragraphs are to be
restored with perfect accuracy as to historical
fact and the punctuation of every sentence;
that the solution must be written on one side
of the paper only, and addressed to Deacon
JJreon, care of the Century Co., Union Square
(north) N. Y.—and that not only accuracy, but
neatness and penmanship, are to be considered
in deciding upon the best solutions. Every
word, every letter, every punctuation poiut
that was in the original paragraphs is also in
the Di, and all that is necessary is to make
sure that, in the re-arrangcmeut, they all get
into the rli'ht nlaces.
The prizes will be
awarded by a committee of seven, including
the editor of St. Nicholas, ‘The Little Schoolma’am,’ Mr. Timothy Plunkett, and
The children’s to command,
Silas Green.”
Now, you shall have the Pi, just as the Deacon returned it.
Fortunately, no one word is
and
the opening
iojured in the least;
But look at the rest of
is
unharmed.
seutence
the paragraphs! Even the names are divided
and mixed up!

Albany Journal:
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VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

Cigar Ca>es

Shaving Mugs,

Knowing that the lawyer
the defence of a man so odious as Guiteau would draw upon himself se-

considerations.

Germans number at leas', half-a-dozen.

Maich Safes,
Pocket Match Boxes,
Bracks s.
Tobacco Boxes,

Toilets,

Intolerence that it is difficult to stay.
But there is no reason why his counsel should
be made to share the odium that attaches to
the prisoner. Mr. Scoville has undertaken
a most unthankful task, moved by worthy
an

tries, while nobody leaves France. The fact
is, that the Germans have large families,
while the French are just the reverse in this
respect. The average French family consists of but two or three children, while the

un-Ink

Card Cases,

Hosiery

■

mw

Scoville,

and excites

repressed,

tion to the United States and

Brackets,

Dressing Cases, Furnished
furnished,
Smoking Sots,
Cigar Cases,
Fine Wallets,
Pocket Books,
letter Cases.

Mr

140.000; in 1878 it was only 98,175. Germany, on the other hand, shows
for 1878
an excess for 1869 of 328,000, and
With these figures as a
one of 556,506.
starting point, it is intimated that at the
end of the century, provided emigration and
immigration do not interfere with conditions
as they now are, France will have scarcely
40,000,000 people to the 60,000,000 that Germany will have. And this growth of Germany is in despite of an immense emigra-
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We submit the following- list of articles which may be found in
stock in flrst class reliable goods:

French Dolls,
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German Dolls,
American Dolls,
Chinese I)' lls,
,J uanese Dolls,
Ne to Dolls,
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Gaff, Fleiscfirarn 6 o.’s

their grocer
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S lk

148 Pearl Street.

to every

Is Warranted to Cure

& Federal Sts.

Exchange

Plavlug Cards,
Silk H*i d kerchiefs.
Pocket Flasks,
Silk and Wo sted Mufflers.
Silk Handker-Pocket Scissors,
Bandanna
leal
VestCbai'S.
chipfo,
Sleeve Buttons,
Silk Suspenders,
Scarf Pins,
Fine Neckwear,
Brush
Brooms,
Fine Underwear,
Broom Cas^s,
Rubbe-Coats,
Moustache Caps,
Travelling Bags,
S-rap Baskets,
Shav ng Mirrors,
Writing Desks,
Shaving Mugs,

COLCORI),

J. W,

SEAMANS.

Dances!

Cor.

Umbrellas,

and short of

artistic feats on ibe Horizontal Bar. Introducing
never attempted by
n uy m« and difficult teats,
wot other Gyn nasi.
The talented Ethiopian Com-dian,
fii. W. C. TURNER,
who will appear in a rmnd of Ebony Eccentricities
and amuting Ethiopian eba acterizatioLS
A b illiant and atira--live programme.—A complete > ndeffleie* t orchestra undt-r tbe leadership of
the accomplished virtuoso, Mr. CHAS. D’ErTELLE,
d&t
dec! 3

W. L. Wilson & Co’s,

Fur

dec 2

supplied

part.
^ave for many years closely studied the cause of
’leaiaiuia, and ihe nature of fee nervous system,
with the many diseases that it is subject to, and
have found by actual experience that the true and
primary cause of neuralgia is pove'tv of the nervous fluid—it becomes impoverished and poor, and
in some oases starved, n< t because the patient does
not eat, but because what is eaten is n<>t appropriated to thrt nenrous system; there are many causes
for this, but Dr 0 W. Benson’s Celery and < hamomile Pills have in my hands proved a perfect remouy
for this c mditiou and these diseases.
gold by all druggists. Price, 60 cents a box.
rves are

mail, two boxes for $1,
any address

THE

stockholders

Neuralgia means nerve ache, and therefore you can
suffer with neuralgia in any paat of the body, as the

rianor mrt

An nual Meet ng of the Stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Po»tland for the
ch' ice of Directors and the transaction *f such oih
er business as may egally c>*me* efore them, will be
he d at their Banking House on TUESDAY, the
10th day of Jauuary. 1882 at K) o'clock a. m.
WM A.WINSH1P, Cashier.
decO did
Portland, Dec. 8, 1881.

ever

Tbe Empress of Song an * Dance,
nibiflADGEAISTOIV.
Tbe well-known Juggler,
Mr. HHED LeULAVB.
The famous Gymnast,
nr CHA*. CIBDELLO.
late of Cardello an V'cioiel 1, in bis graceful and

RECEIVED, AT

JUST

Casco National Bank.

Duo, tbe

it—<3 ft. 3 and3 ft. G.
popular Character Comedians,
McCarthy # m< >nroe
The accomplished Lvric Artists,
The

Quality,

National Bank, of Portland will
banking bouse on Tuesday the loth

Cline.

Miss*

Very

Finest

Cumberland
THE
he'd at their

.Proprietor and Manager.

the justly celebra od

Of the

10,1881.__decltdtd

Roller Skating Rink.
ANNOUNCEMENT.

English Breakfasts,

Cumberland National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockbolde-s of the

by

WEDNESDAY EYE.,

-and—-

11 o’clock a m. to choose five Directors for the ensuln year, and to act on auy other business that
may legally come befnre them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cash er
Dec.

Ticket- admitting Gent and Ladies, 76 cente.
d3t
decie

The

Guiteau’s lawyer, on the celebrated case has
called down upon him much harsh and unjust criLicism. The lecture, so far as readers can judge from the telegraphic report,
was inoffensive. It simply asks a suspension
of judgment until all the facts In the case
The request is reasonable’
are brought out.
certainly, and no one should object to it.
The conduct of the dastardly wretch now
on trial In Washington provokes an abhor-

listening.

[London Punch.]
More Truth about Ghosts.
Dear Punch: A friend of mine made a joke
the other evening. That joke/elf dead. I was
present at the time. The next day, at the same
time, I saw that joke distinctly; and sir, what
is more, that joke haunted me alt nightl Q. E.
D.

Yours, &c.

I beckoned tbe old
He refused to advance, and made faces
at me.
I rubbed my eyes—he was gone. I
looked at my watch—It was just 12. The next
day at 12 o’clock precisely my pawnbroker re
fused to advance twelve shillings on that identical ticker. O, my prophetic soul, my uncle!
U. P. Atkee.
Yours,
Dear Old Cockalorum: Kayther! I've four
maiden aunts—Sarah, Betsy, Jemima and
Hepzibah. They all 'ang out together at ’Ackney, as ’appy as 'edgebogs in a 'op-sack. And
if that ain’t a genuine 'aunted 'ouse.nny name
'Assy.
ain’t
Sir: Man I know’s been awful bad for the
last fortnight. Sees ghosts everywhere. Doctor says it^ “D. T.,” so we stopped bis Daily
Neddy.
Telegraph. Yours,
balls like a street acrobat.

printing press) meets

Scoville in the Case.

Nervous Irritability, Sciatica and all painful Nervous Diseases.—A. treatise by a well known physician, a specialist on these subjects, concludes as
follows: “Neuralgia is cne of the most painful of
disoa es, and is attended with more or less nervous
irritation. Sciatica is also a form of neuralgia, and
all painful nervous diseases come under that name.

New Garden Formosas

THE

publica-

preserve com-

or

Every regular attach* of the Prisms is famished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel manager*
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of ©very person claiming to represent our journal.

-ALSO-

shareholders of the National Traders Bank
of Portland, are hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their Banking Room,
ou l Us.SliA V, the tenth day of .January next, at

be

necessarily

for

PB1CE .1 CENTS.

boy.

man

TAPANI
FINE* FLAVOR. ** Ai Ail O

OF VERY

NAT IONAL TRADERS BANK.

decl Od6t

Grand Ball

First

ensuing year, and the transaction of such other
bus lie-s as may legally be brought before them will
be he'd at the bank, on TUESDAY, Jan. 10, 1882,
at 10 o’clock a. m.
CHAS. PAYSON, Caehier.
dec 1 Odtd
Portland, Dec. 10, 1881.

not

guaranty of good faith.

as a

HEWBASKETFIRED

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.
be ehy u-’titied ibat their
Bank of Portland,
THE
of Directors tor the
annual meeting tor the uho

indispensable,

caees

tion but

B. C. SJMERBY', Cashier.
declddtd

Annual

DATES.

One Hundred New One Dollar Bills!

cation!?.

EA

NATIONAL BANK.

ce

HALL

FRIDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 16.

We cannot undertake to return
munications that are not used.

ensul g year, ami for the transaction of any ot her
business that may then be legally acted upon.
K. 0. C jNANT, Secretary.
decl2d3w
Dec. 12, 1881.

ar«

CITY

[Christmas St. Nicholas.]
Deacon Green’s Offer.

Wo do not read anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of the writer are in

UNCOLORED

mHE stockholders of the Ocenn Insurance CompaJ ny, are hereby notified to meet at he office of
said company, in Portland,on MONDAY, thesecond
day of January A 1>. 1882, at three o clock p. m.,
for the purp< se of choosing seven Directors lor the
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Sbcond-Siqht.

Respected P.: What do you think of this for
The other night I
a ghostly coincidence?
woke suddenly, and, to my astonishment, saw
my uncle at my bedside, tossing three golden

Indian Girl Graduates.
Crying Their Byes Out When Sent Back
Home

A correspondent of the New York Herald,
from the Crow Creek Agency, says:
“While I was galloping back to the fort in the
company of Dr. Bergen, tbe post surgeon, we
came upon a handsome Indian girl, who was
sauntering along the road-side. She proved to
be ZiwiD. or Yellow Woman, one of the Hamp-

writing

Attired in a fashionton College graduates.
ably cut polonaise, jaunty bonnet and a pair of
high-heeled French shoes, as she drew book
and modestly shaded her eyes with a tiny
gloved hand, Ziwin was the strongest advocate
of education that could have been sent among
the susceptible braves of Crow Creek. She is
the daughter of Don’t-Know-How, an Indian
storekeeper, who displays over his door the
sign, ‘D. K. Howe.’ When little Ziwin was
sent to tbe college at Hampton Roads her father's house appeared, in comparison with tbe
surrounding tepees, to be a palatial mansion.
Tbe impression was not effaced even by contact with Eastern luxury during her college
life, and last week the girl looked forward with
great pleasure to tho grand reception which
her father had arranged for her retorn. Bnt
when she walked into the rude hut, and felt
bow completely education had isolated her
from her savage surroundings, the poor girl
burst into tears. That night she slept in the
arms of her
sister, and both girls cried till
morning, one because sbe was civilized and the
because
she was not. The next morning
other
Ziwin turned everything upside down and began a general house cleaning. Her father appeared at the agency an hour later with a melancholy countenance, and it is a question as to
"how long he can stand the regime of cleanliness which has been inaugurated. After a few
words with the girl we passed on, and by a
piece of good fortune overtook one of the Yale
College graduates. He was the pink of stylish
perfection and would have attracted attention
even in the East.
He said he was surprised to
find how education had altered his idea regarding the Sioux, but said bis people were all
anxious for civilization, and when we parted
he apologized for having left his visiting cards
at borne.

[Chicago Tribune.]
The Chicago Primer.
Is this the Great Eastern? Ho, it is a Cincinnati girl’s shoe. See how easy it is to be

mistaken.
How happy the Man looks. He is going to
have his Picture taken to send to his girl.
Poor girl! bow sad her Christmas will be.
Here is a Poet. He is going up in the Elevator. How happy he looks.
Pretty soon he
will walk down, looking very Sad. Ho has
seen the Editor.
See the Boot. How large and shiny it is. A
Mao owns the Boot. Call on |his daughter
some evening, and see what it was made for.
This is a Horse. It can go very fast. The
Man who is standing by the Horae looks sad.
He is broke. Do not go to horse races Tommy,
or you will be broke too.
What a fine-looking Old Gentleman. Is he
rich? Yes, he is very rich. See how healthy
he looks. He will not die of Enlargement of
the Heart. He lives in Chicago.
Here is Miss Luoy. How proud and fine she
looks in her new Sealskin Sacque. It cost
Three Hundred Dollars. Lucy's Father will
Fail next week.
What have we here? It is a Young Man
who wears a yellow Ulster and a High Collar.
Does he smoke Cigaretes? Yes. Let us all
take a kick at him.
The Man is at the Desk. He is an Editor.
What is that in his hand? It is a Microscope.
What does the Editor want of a Microscope?
He is looking for his 8alary.
This is a Young Lady. She is sitting at a
Piano, and will soon begin to siog “Empty la
the Cradle, Baby’s Gone.” Run away quickly,
children, and perhaps you will miss some of It.
Where is Tommy? He is playing base-ball
in th.x Inf Pan Tnmmv nlav well? Yes. indeed
for he sometimes makes a Home Run. This is
when his Father heaves in sight.
See the Elevator. It is not running. How
the Man swears. He is an Editor. Do Elevators ever run? Ob, yes, when they are first put
in a Building, and betore they are Paid (or.
See the light overcoat. The Young Man is
wearing it in December. He has been saving
up his Money to buy Wheat, and cannot afford
Some day. perhaps, he
to get a warm Coat.
will Drop on himself.
The Dog and the Cat are lighting. Is this
wrong? Yes, it is very wrong for the Dog aad
Cat to Fight, because they are not Married.
When you grow up, children, you will see the
point of this Lesson.
What a large Dog. He is going swiftly up
It is tied to the
the street. So is a Tin Can
Dog's Tail. Will the Dog win the race? I
should smile. It is wrong to tie a Can on a
Dog’s tail if the Owner of the Dog catches you.
See the Man. He is bolding on to the Lamp
Post. How the wind whistles and blows. It
is very cold. The Man is full as a boiled owl.
If he goes home will his Wile greet him with
a Kiss?
No, but she will search his clothes
for loose change and appear at the Matinee
next Saturday. The Man knows this and does
not go home. He prefers the society of a Lamp
Post to that of his Wife. This man has a great

head.

o

Regimental Dogs.
[Daily Kews.l
A French paper has been lifting up its voice
in favor of a very bumble yet interesting section of the military establishment—regiment a
dogs. Formerly almost every battalion or cavalry squadron of the French army had its pet
dog, an animal who belonged to nobody in particular, but who contrived to serve his many
masters with fidelity and zeal. He was free of
the barrack sooms; he dined off the soldiers’
leavings; he harbored a proper prejudice
against civilians, and barked at them; but he
wagged his tail in a friendly way to every one
When the battalion
wearing red trousers.

marched out the dog marched out too stepping
decorously by the drum major's side, with his
tail curled, and disdaining the greetings of the
other dogs who might be anxious to salute him

in the Btreets.
Some of these dogs acquired renown in war.
There was Pistache,the dog of the second battalion of the Third Chasseurs, who got wounded scampering up the heights of Alma, and received a medal which he wore to the day of
his death attached to a silver collar. There
was Capricome, who was present with the Sixty-fifth regiment at the taking of the village of
Magenta, and who is said to have dragged a
vivanaiere uy tue snirii
cer lay wounded and
got ft medal too.

i«u »

wuwd

bu

uui-

for water. This
It might have been
dog
would have
recollections
such
that
thought
disposed dogs
pleaded in favor of martially the
war ministo all time; but General Farre,
ter. who has abolished so many things dear to
drum
mind—drums,
majors,
the military
breastplates and white gloves—some months
be exago issued an edict that all dogs should
of
pelled from barracks. He did not make use
liable
were
that
exouse
they
the proverbial
to go mad; but he charged them with being
quarrelsome. It was said that when several battalions were quartered in one barrack
their 'dogs fought for supremacy; and a still
more painful accusation was preferred against
one individual dog of having snapped at the
calves of an inspector-general who had walked
These
into a barrack yard in plain clothes.
charges proved fatal to the dogs, and they had
There were some sad leave takings
to go.
when the four-footed pets were turned out to
find new homes in the houses of married offiof most of them;
cers, for that was the destiny
and pathetic scenes when some of these anitheir restraints,
from
mals, breaking away
found their way back to barracks and gambolled in, leaping and yelping with jpy.
It seems, indeed, that few of the cashiered
dogs have been able to Bccomodate themselves
The solto the irksomeness of civilian life.
diers, an the other hand, find barracks duller
it
is being
than over without the dogs, and
urged on their behalf that General Farre
would do a popular thing if he revoked his
edict. It has been announced that in the Russian army dogs are being trained to act as sentries. No such utilitarian purpose is contemplated by those who would like to see the
French military dog restored to his franchises;
it is simply for him that he was a cheerful
companion, who pleased the soldiers by his
antics, his cleverness (for he was sometimes
trained to walk on his hind legs and shoulder
arms), and who was devoted, watchful, but
above all amusing.

gasping

He is going
This man is a School Teacher.
to Sit Down in the Chair. There is a Bent
Pin in the Chair and it will Bite the School
Teacher. The School Teacher is a very Able
Man, and he will find it out as soon as the
Bent Pin tackles him. Will the School Teachor rise
again? We shou'd Smile. But the
School Teacher will not Smile. He will Play a
Sonata with the Ferule on the Boy’s Back.
The Boy put the Bent Pin in the Chair. He Is
trying to be a Humorist. When the School
Teacher gets Through with him the Boy will
eat his meals from the Mantel-Piece for a
Week.—Denver Tribune Primer.
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LIQUOR CONSTABLES.

Hearing Before the Counoil
Portland Petition.

FOR

APPEARANCE

NO

on

THE

the

PETI-

Leave to Withdraw, the Decision of the
Council.

(Special Dispatch to the Press.)
Augusta, Dec. 15.—The Governor and
CoaDSil gave a hearing this morning on the
of

Neal

Dow,-

William W. Thomas

others for the appointment of four
constables to enforce the liquor law in Cumberland count; on the ground that the present

and 39

performing their duty
in the enforcement of the law. Sheriff Sawyer
and his deputies were present, but not a single
petitioner appeared.
C. F. Libby, Esq., in behalf of the sheriff
and bis deputies stated that they had come to
liquor deputies

were

not

Augusta at considerable inconvenience and
expense for the purpose of meeting the accusation against them; that the men who had
signed their names to this petition, which imputed official unfaithfulness to these officers,
had not the courage or interest to substantiate
an
their charges; that such a course was
outrage upon the officers, and an insult to the
Got rnor and Council who were requested to

adjudge

these officers unfaithful without evi-

dence, and that the petition ought to be dismissed lor want of prosecution of the charges.
At the «ams time the officers were desirous
that the Governor and Council should be fully
informed as to the manner in which they had
performed their duties, and would give any information which was desired.
also
addressed the
Hon. M. P. Frank
Governor and Council as to the injustice done
these officers by the course of the petitioners.
Mr. Andrews, one of the deputies, thin gave
a very full account of the amount and manner
of work performed by the deputies and the
difficulties attending the enforcement of the
law in Cumberland county, and referred to the
adverse criticism and hostile attitude of ,Neal
Dow and his friends towards them.
Mr. Andrews showed by statistics that the
work done by himself and associates was in
excess of that done the preceding year (1880)

by Mr. Bing and

bis associates; that there had
been more convictions and a larger amount of
eleven months of 1881
fines collected in
than in the whole year of 1880.
Hon. Joshua Nye slated to the Governor
and Council that Mr. Libby's criticism on the
course

of

the

petitioners seemed

to

him well

founded, and that be thought it would be well
for them to establish a rule that no aotion
would be taken in any case where the petitioners failed to appear and sustain the charges
contained in their petition.
The Council gave the petitioners leave to
withdraw.
Penobscot and
Petitions from
were tabled for the present.

Somerset

MAINE.
Found Dead.
Biddeford, Dec. 15.—This afternoon about
4 o’clock, Mrs. Sarah Savage, a widow lady
living alone in Saco, was found dead, sitting
in her chair, having from appearances been
dead several
Mrs.

once.
eucus

days.
Savage

inquest is to be
the daughter
city.

An

Adams of this

was

More Testimony to the Prisoner’s
Sanity.

GUITEAU MOKE ABUSIVE THAN EVEK.

TIONERS.

petition

GUITEAU’S TRIAL.

BECEMBFR 16.

held at
of Sel-

•

MASSACHUSETTS.
An Insolvent Paper Company.
SrRiXGFiKLD, Dec. 15.—The Massachusetts
Paper Company will go into insolvency. Liabilities about $200,000.

NEW YORK.
The Constitution Mustered Out.
Kuw Yobk, Dec. 15.—The old frigate Constitution was mustered out of service to-day at
Brooklyn. Admiral Cooper and a large number of fnaval < fficers witnessed the hauling
down of her ensign.

WASHINGTON.

Mrs. Scoville Attempts to Take Part lu
the Examination.

Washington, Dec. 15.—Among the spectators at the Guiteau trial to-day were Senator
Hawley, Representatives Lefevre and McKinley of Ohio, Emory Speer of Georgia and ExClarkson N.
Sergeant-at-Arms Thompson.
Fotter, Gov. Phelps of Vermont and Cortlaudt
upon the

Parker of New York occupied seats
bench.
As soon as the court was called to order Guiteau addressed the court and said:
If your Honor please, I want to make a little
speech. It will be a great misfortune if anything should happen to the jury. They are
very honest and intelligent men, and 1 want
the best of care taken of them. There are
some of them who are acoustomed to good,
wholesome food, and consequently they are
liable to have indigestion. I want the court to
order them out every morning for a walk of
four or five miles before breakfast. I have two
or three more little speeches to make, but this
will do for the present.
Judge Cox—The court will attend to the
wants of the jury.
Mr. Collier, who was on the witness stand
when the court adjourned yesterday, was recalled. The witness never detected any sign
of insanity in the prisoner.
Mr. Scoville began to cross-examine the witness when Guiteau, in great rage, shouted, “I
never saw this
man but once iu my life, and
that was in 1873. I never saw him but five
minutes iu my life
What does he know about
me? Thts shows just how little sense you have
to
Corkhill.
got,
put this man on as an expert.
(To Scoville) And you havu’t got common
sense to waste the time of the court in examining his character. He was only a clerk in a
lawyer’s office anyway.”
Being re-examined by Corkhill, the witneis
said:—‘‘In my opinion, at the time I knew him
he was perfectly competent to distinguish between right ana wrong.”
An exception was notea Dy Mr Scovme.
Mr. Bcoville asked. “What is your opiniou of
the prisoner’s ability to distinguish between
right and wrong at the present time?”
The question was ruled out and another exception noted by Mr. Scovilie.
J. M. Justice, lawyer, of Logansport, Iud.,
The prisoner was
met the prisoner in 1877.
selling a little book, the “Life of Moody.”.
here
Guiteau
interrupted—“You are mixing
me up with some else, sir."
The witness continued but was again interrupted by Guiteau, who shouted, “Stop right
here. Can you identify me as the man?”
Witness—“l thiuk I can.”
Guiteau—“Can you swear to it?”
Witness—“Yob, I can.”
Guiteau—"Well, you are a liar, sir; a miserable liar, that's the best way to dispose ol you,
sir.”
The witness continuing, said tbe prisoner remained in Logansport abont throe weeks selling the book.
Guiteau continually interjected bis abusive
comments aDd finally shouted out, “Y'm miserable whelp! to come inhere and make me
I was preaching tbe gospel
out a book agent.
and I sold my own productions.” In a few
to
he
turned
Scovilie with an air of
minutes
intense disgust and said, “Ob, cut this fool
short. He is lying all through. Don’t waste
time on him.”
Mr. Scovilie asked;—“What was the appearance of tbe prisoner when you knew him?”
Answer—He looked abont tbe same as he
does now, except abont the.eyes.”
Bcovillc—“ What was tbe difference in the
expression of the eyes?”
Answer—“At thatj time he had a free expression; now the expression seems sap-

pressed.”

Guiteau—“I don’t think I am much supI seem to be
pressed this morning, sir.
pretty lively this morning.” Guiteau graduhimself
worked
into
a
ally
up
towering rage
and declaimed against tbe witness, the prosecution and the cranks whom he claimed had
threatened him violence, his billingsgate being
more especially directed against the prosecuting attorney. Referring to Corkhill. he said,
“He is getting too dirty and too stinking to
’ive, and the first thing he knows God Alm’vhty will take him off and send him down
b. Io v.”
Kev. Rush R. Shippen, pastor of All Souls
church, Washington, boarded at the same
bonse and occupied a seat at the same table
with tbe prisoner from April last until the day
before the murder of the President, when be
(tbe prisoner) disappeared from tbe bonse. The
witness had frequent conversations with the
prisoner. Both had lived in Chicago and that
formed the basis of tbe conversations which
led to a quite familiar acquaintance. The
prisoner was chatty and polite, a lit.rle qnirk or
nervous in his utterance, but not sufficiently so
The witos to indicate a marked peculiarity
ness never detected anything toin licate insantbe
never
entertained
and
slightest suspicity
ion of it in connection with the prisoner. The
striking feature of Mr. Sbippen’s testimony
was bis statement that the usual topic of conversation between himself and the prisoner
and at the table, where they met three times a
day, were the CoDkling-Garfield imbroglio and
and tbe New Testament revision, and that on
no occasion did the prisoner exhibit more excitement than any other person might do, the
former being the subject which, as Guiteau alleges, impelled him upon the President. Dr.
Shippen’s testimony is considered of the highest value to the prosecution.
Mrs. Dunmire, formerly wife of Guiteau,
.1

Mr. Sherman’s Refunding BUI.
Washington, Dec, 15.—Senate committee on
finance this morning unanimously agreed to
recommend the passage of Sherman’s three per
cent refunding bill with amendments reducing
the aggregate amount to be issned to $200,000/
000 and providing that the amount of deposit
to,he received shall not exceed at any time $25,000,000. Committe took this action after
hearing Secretary Folger, who expressed himself in opposition to the proposition preferring
and retaining the’gnvemment privilege of callingfin the 3^8 at anytime.
Executive Nominations.
The President rent the nomination to the
Senate to-day of J. C. Bancroft Davis of N. Y.
to be assistant secretary of state and a large
number of postmasters.
The Cotton Cro^.
The statement of the cotton crop issued by
the depamneut of agriculture to-dav states
that the returns of the conditiou in October,
and the yield per acre estimated in November
are more favorable than December returns of
the comparative product which are usually
conservative and somewhat lower than the outcome warrants. Taking the reports of the
season together up to December 1st, the indications point to a cron of about 4,900,000 bales
and a somewhat higher product appears possible.
Cadet Whittaker’s Case.
While theie is nothing positively known on
the subject it is the general belief in well informed army circles that the verdict of the
Cadet Whittaker court martial (was unfavorable to tbe prisoner, and recommended bis dismissal from tbe academy, but tbat a review of
the proceedings by the advocate general of the
army and report thereon by the Secretary of
War will result in the President's setting aside
the findings of the court and ordering tbe reinstatement of Whittaker.J
Secretary Blaine to Olve a Reception to
His Successor.
Secretary Blaine will give a reception to his
successor, Secretary Frelinghuysen, Monday
evening, on which occasion the diplomatic
corps will be present.
The House Committee Not Yet Settled

Upon.
A

Representative

who has been consoled by
Speaker Keifer in the matter of committees,
that
tbe
tbat
be will announce them
says
report
or any considerable number of them to-morrow
is absurd. He has not to this hour framed a
single committee or taken pea to paper to
He has been considering tbe
frame them.
qualifications and eligibility of tbe various
members, and been consulting with those whoso
advice be has desired. It is possible tbat tomorrow the committee on elections may be
-1
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work and sit daring the holiday recess, but
this gentleman states that it is quite certain
that the committee as a whole will not be named any before the day which shall precede the
adjournment for the holiday recess, and that
it is very probable that the announcement may
be postponed till after New Years.

SPORTING.
Hanlan and Boyd.
Toronto, Dec. 15.—Hanlan has cabled the
acceptance of Boyd's challenge and authorized a deposit on his behalf on condition that
the Sportsman’s challenge cup shall be inHe intends
cluded in the terms of the races.
Before
leaving for England in a few weeks.
doing so lie will arrange with Boss in refeat^
ence to the propesed match between them.
The Broken Newark Bank.
Newark, N. J., Dec. 15.—Nugent & Co.
have assigned all their property to Geo. B.
Jenkinson, their receiver under the United
Slates court for the benefit of creditors. The
assignment is nnder the state laws and its
<ff -c« is to give the Mechanics bank which
claims the priority undor the National law
their share with other creditors in case their
priority is denied. Claims outside the bank afe
about 5500,000.
_

_

Capture of the Remnant of

Victoria’s

Band.
San Antonio, Tex., Deo. 15.—News was
reoeived from Presido del Norte that Chief
Arazaie and thirty of his tribe have been captured by Mexican troops.
These are tne main
remnant of Victoria’s desperate band.
The Minnesota Millers.
Minneapolis, Mine,, Dec. 15.—An important secret mee'ing,of representatives of the
millers aud grain dealers'of ibis State was held
h ire last night. The purpose of the meeting
was to adopt grades uniforms with
those of
Chicago and Milwaukee.

Railway Matters.
Milwaukee, Dec. 15.—It is generally understood that the railroad cut will place treight
rates at 17 cents for grain and 18 cents for provisions from here to th? seaboard.
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prisoner in July, 18G9.

Scoville objected to the testimony unless
record proof of the divorce was shown.
The witness was then withdrawn, Corkhill
remarking that he would introduce the witness
later after he had obtained the necessary copy
of the court record.
Dr. Noble Young, physiciau at the jail
where Guiteau had been confined, related the
particulars of several conversations he had had
At one time he asked the
with the prisoner.
prisoner “why he removed (using the prisoner’s term) the President,” and bis reply was,
“Because I was inspired to do so,” and a little
after—“If the President should die I would he
convinced that my inspiration was from the
Detty, but if he should recover I would be in
The witness thought this
doubt about it.”
on
was a decided wavering
the part of the
prisoner. The witness was asked if he considered the prisoner a sane man and replied, “A
perfectly sane man, sir, and as bright, quick
and intelligent a man as you would see in a
Not the slightest indication of
summer’s day.
A little impatient of reinsanity about him.
a
at
straint
times, little nervous, as men in his
would
be, but perfectly
naturally
position
sane.”
Mrs Scoville suddenly rose in her place and
said, “Your honor, I would like to ask a question (of the witness. I consider it of vital
importance to the case.”
Guiteau (impatiently)—Now don’t, sister.
It’s all these people can do to stand me withYou are no lawyer.
out your talking.
Mrs. Scoville—The question is of vital im•

portance.

Mr. Scoville—Dprefer, your honor, that permission should not be given.
Mr. Davidge—Let Mrs. Scoville suggest the
question to her husband and we will not ob-

ject.

Mrs. Scoville (sotto voce)—Well, he don’t
know how to ask questions, anyway.
Mr. Scoville asked if it were possible to
place in the prisoner’s coffee any drugs that
would make him appear brighter or more
quiet as the case might be.
Guiteau (with a comtemptuons expression)—
“You are examining the witness for the other
I nevor saw anyside ain’t you, Scovillj?
thing quite so stupid as your manner of examining witnesses this
morning. I think
your lecture last night must have been too
much for you.”
Mrs. 8coville wrote her question and reachher husbond, when
ed over to hand it to
Guiteau sharply said to her, “Now you just
mind your business and atteud to your own
affairs. You are making yourself altogether
too officious in this case.”
Pending the colloquy between Guiteau and
his sister, the witness was permitted to detart
much to the disappointment, apparently, of

be bas any decency. I have got a speech on
this fellow Gorham. I only want te get a
chance at him."
Witness stated that he had read to the prisoner what Grant and
Conkling and some of
his (prisoner’s) alleged friends Bald of him
(Guiteau) and his crime, and he, walking the
floor excitedly, said, “What does it mean? I
would have staked my life they would have
defended me. They know they wanted Garfield removed and vet they denounce me and
Witness alcan only see in it the bloody act."
so showed him some papers in which he (Guiteau) was bitterly denounced for the crime and
his (prisoner's) comment was that the true
facts had been suppressed and that he had not
Witness continued, “He
had any defence.
asked me, (referring to Grant, Gonkling and
other prominent Stalwarti), ‘do they know I
have stated that I had no accomplice,’ and I
told him yes. He seemed dazed and said, repeating the words several ’’times, ‘most asGuiteau here
tounding, most astounding.’
broke in and said with a Bneer, "You was a
wasn’t
you, General?
pretty smart detective,
You will prohably get more business in this
line now." ItecesB.
Immediately after recess Guiteau announced
that he had a little speech to make and said:
“I suppose I have given one thousand autographs since this trial began. It has been suggested I shall charge 25 cents for them hut I
decline. We want money, however, for this
trial. There are certain office-holders in this
city and throughout the country that never
would have had ttheir positions but for my in
spiration. I want these men if they have got
any consciences to respond to the appeal and
If they don’t do it I
send us some money.
shall speak out in meeting and give their
Some rich men in New
names next time.
York gave Mrs. Garfield several hundred thousand dollars. It was a noble act and I applaud
I deit. Now I want them to give me some.
mand it in the name of justice and right.”
Col. Corkhill introduced in evidence an application made by Guiieau ten years ago for
a policy of life insurance in which the prisoner
answered in the negative the question “Has
there even been any insanity in your family?”
Gen Reynolds continued: “At my second
interview with the prisoner he wrote the address to the Ameticau people which has since
been published and handed it to me with the
request that 1 have it published.”
The original draft was -then introduced and
was read by Col. Corkhill, with occasional comments by Guiteau who followed the reading
When the word
with the closent attention.
“inspiration” was read Judge Porter aroRe and
called attention to the fact that this was the

assassination?”
Corkhill—Did he

nse

the

word "assassina-

tion?”

Witness—Yes, that is the precise word he

used.

The witness made memorandum notes of his
conversation with the prisoner at this interview, and to refresh his memory was allowed
The witness read two or
to read from them.
three lines, quoting the prisoner’s words, and
nsed the word “Assassination.”
Corkhill—“Did he use that term?’"
Witness—"He nsed that word and never
spoke in referenco to any divine inspiration at
thiB interview. After thisat subsequent interviews he always spoke of the muruer as the
"Removal tf the President.”
Guitean, who had received this witness with
smiles and a tlamingcountenance upon bis taking the stand sood realized bow completely he
had been entrapped by him and his rage increased momentarily.
Finally he shouted,
This man came to me as an old friend from
Chicago, when really he was nothing but a soy
employed by Corkhill. I want to thunder this
to the American people, to let them understand what this man’s chaiacter is.
(Turning
to Corkhill) “This is yonr work, Corkhill, and
for
it.
You
have
will
damn
yon
God Almighty
stolen my
deceived me |all through and
thoughts and betrayed them.”
The witne-B contined to read from notes he
had taken at his second interview with the
prisoner. Some allusion being made to something which had appeared in the Washington
Republican,Guiteau rounded upon his desk and
ihoutedoat, "That’s just what that little whelp
Gorham was writing at that time, and now he
Ho is hanging
is ready to eat his own words
around Arthur now trying to get some little
of himself if
ashamed
to
be
office. He ought

TREATY.

Secretary Blaine’s Instructions to
Mr. Lowell.

REASONS WHY THE TREATY SHOULD
BE MODIFIED.

Coutrol of' the Isthmus Canal Insisted
Upon.
Washington, Deo. 15,—The following instructions from Secretary Blaine in reference

to the modification of the Clavton-Bulwer
treaty were sent to the Senate to-day by the
President in answer to a resolution ol that body:
Department of State,
f
Washington, Nov. 19, 1881. i
<£
London:
James Ilussell Lowell, c.,
Sir—In pursuance of the premises laid down
in my circular note of June 24th of this year
touebiug the determination of this Government
with respect to the guarantee of neutrality for
the iuteroceanio canal at Panama it becomes
to the convenmy duty to call your attention
tion of April 19, 1850, between Great Britain
and the United States, commonly known as the
Clayton-Bulwer treaty. According to the articles of that convention the high contracting
parties, in referring to the interoceanic canal
tii rough Nicaragua, agreed “That neither the
one nor the other will ever obtain or maintain
for itself any exclusive control over said ship
canal, and that neither will ever erector maintain any fortification comiuaudine the same or
in the viciuity thereof." In a concluding paragraph the high contracting parties agreed :“To extend their protection by treaty stipulations to any other practical communications,
whether by canal or railway, across the Isthmus which are now proposed to lie established
by the way of Tehautepec or Panama.” This
convention was made more than thirty years
ago under exceptional and extraordinary conditions which have long since ceased to exist,
conditions which at best were temporary in
their natur^ and which can never be reproduced. The remarkable development of the
United States on the Pacific coast since that
time has created new duties for this Government and devolved |new responsibilities upon
»o
*»
w
nrst amiouuutuuoui ui
uispicaviuu
it, the full and complete discharge of which
19
h
on
the
made
was
fence for murder and it
requires some essential modifications in w®
of July after the prisoner learned that Arthur,
Ulaytou-Bulwer treaty.
The interests of her majesty’s Government
Grant, Conkling and the other Stalwarts that
he expected would shield him, in reality
involved m this question, in so far as they may
loathed him and abhorred his act.
be properly judged by the observation of a
“It’s a lie, Mr. Big Blank Mouthed Porter,”
friendly power, are so inconsiderable in comshouted Guiteau.
parison with those of the United States that
of
this
Mr. Scoville protested against
style
the President hopes a readjustment of the
that
tnrmo
ttiA tr«9t.v iriA.v ho reached in a spirit
demanded
and
the
to
jury
argument
of amity ami concord.
Judge Porter should withdraw the remark.
one
Judge Porter—I shall not withdraw
Respect to ber majesty's government deword I shall say upon this trial.
mands that the objections to the’ perpetuity ,ol
exists
now
A number of letters written by Guiteau
the convention of 1850 as it
since his incarceration wore read by the Disshould be stated with directness and with ento
trict Attorney and were offered in evidence
tire frankness, and among the most salient and
disprove the theory of insanity.
palpable of these is the fact that the operation
After the readiDg was concluded Guiteau
of the treaty practically concedes to Great
turned to the District Attorney and enquired,
Britain the control of whatever oanal may be
‘•Where are the rest of my letters, Corkhill,
constructed. The insular position of the home
American
the
I
think
that you intercepted.
government with its extended colonial possespenpie ought to know what a miserable sneak sions requires the British Empire to maintain
a vast uaval establishment which in our contiyou are.”
nental solidity we do not need and in time of
Mr. Scoville questioned the witness (Gen.
states
of
hour
the
until
adjournment.
KeynoldE)
peace shall neser create. If the United
“Have you always been on good terms with
binds itself not to foitify on land it concedes
the prisoner.” asked Scoville.
that Great Britain, in ihe possible case of a
“Yes,” shouted the prisoner, “I always con- struggle for the control of the canal, shall at
sidered him my personal friend and he proved
the outset have an advantage which would
bo reversed
himself a mean, dirty scoundrel; a nice record
prove decisive and whiclt could not
aud
into
you’ll have, Reynolds, to come sneaking
except by the expenditure of treasure
me
on.”
the treaty
of
to
intention
information
to
hang
force. The presumptive
get
my cell
Scoville pressed the witness closely and fin- was to plat e the two powers on a plane of perally received the answer that the government fect equality with respect to the canal, but iu
would prove
paid him for his expenses while he was having practice, as I nave indicated, this surrender
it,
these interviews.
utterlydelusive and would instead
if not iu form yet iu effect, to the control of
Gnitean—How mncli.
Scoville—You keep quiet.
Great Britain.
Guiteau—Well then ask him how much ho
The treaty binds the United States not to use
You take an hour to get ont of him what
its military force in any precautionary measure
could learn in 10 minutes.
while it leaves the uaval power of Great Briaiu
Scoville asked him how much he received perfectly free aud nnrestraiued, ready at any
dollars.
was
and the reply
eighty-five
moment of need to seize both ends of the canal
Guiteau—Three interviews; well that's pretaud to render its military occupation on land a
matter entirely within the discretion other maty good, about thirty dollars a day for lyipg
of
that’s more than Corkhill earnB, but then he’ll
jesty’s government. The military power the
world.
next
in
the
below
shown
down
as
by
the ^United Stales
get his reward
The cross-examination became rather tedirecent civil war is without limit, and in any
Guicontinent
American
the
ous without eliciting anything new. aud
on
conflict
The Clayton-Bulwcr
teau protested frequently, that the time of the
altogether irreistible.
“loose
to use a
such
not
wasted
not
be
zig- treaty commands the government
by
court should
single regiment of troops to protect its into lost
zag soit of talk.”
Finally with great impatience he shonted. incodoeciiou with the interoceauic canal, but to
“Oh say your aunt was your uncle, ’twonld be
surrender the transit to tlie gnatdian-hip and
You are
about as sensible as your questions.
couirol of the British navy. If no American
Come your honor,
most as stupid as Corkhill.
soldier is to be quartered on the isthmus to
let’s go home.”
protect the lights of his country iu the iuieroceatiic caual surely by the fair logic of neutralAdjourned.
be per»
A Forged Letter Read by Scoville.
ity uo war vessel of Great Britau should
iu ihe waters that control
Washington, Dec. 15.—The following is re- mitted to appear
either entrance to the canal.
ceived:
A more comprehensive objection tothetrexty
Mayor’s Office, Washington, N. J.
is urged I y this government. Its provisions
In to-day's papers, 1 find a letter which
embody a miscouception of the relative posiit is stated was read by Scovill, council for
tions of Great Britiau and the United States
Guiteau, in his lecture last evening on “The
with respect to the interests of each governGuiteau Case.” Said lette-purports so be signment,in questions pertaining to this continent.
ed by me and is dated December 10th. The
The government ol the Untied Siaies has no
letter iaa forgery and I nereby offer a reward
occasion to disavow an aggressive disposition.
of 8500 for information that will lead to the
Its entire policy establishes its pacific characdiscovery and conviction of the antbor.
ter and among its chief aims is to_cultivate the
Daniel F. Beattt.
most friendly aud intimato relations with its
neighbors, both Independent and colonial. At
the same time this government with respect to
European states will not consent to perpetuate

fnt.
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Congress-lst Session.

all

Washington, Dec. 15.
Petitions were presented for regulation of
railroad transportation routes, and for the abolition of taxes on bank deposits aud checks.
Mr. Sherman from the committee on finance
reported favorably with amendments, bill to
provide for the issue of three per cent bonds.
He gave notice he would ask its consideration
immediately after the holidays.
Bill was placed on cdendar.
Bills were introduced and referred making
the appointment of reprentatives in Congress
among the States under the 10th census.
To incorporate the Maritime Canal Company
of Nicaragua.
Resolution by Mr. Ingalls instructing the
.committee on pentions to inquire and report
what increase of pension if any should bo allowed to the widow of Abraham Lincoln was

adopted.

On motion of Mr. Edmunds the subjects referred to in the President's messoge were ordered to be referred to the appropriate committees.

Senators upon their request were excused
from committee service as follows: Mr. Cameron of Wisconsin, from select committee on
census; Mr. Edmunds from chairmanship of
foreign relations; Mr. Blair from tranfportation routes to seaboard: Mr. Miller of California, from epidemic diseases; Mr. Aldrich from
foreign atlaiis: Mr. Hawley from District of
Colombia and Nicaraguan claims.
The discussion of the Presidential succession
addressed the
was resumed aud Mr. Garland
Senate in answer to the objectiens of Mr.
Beck, that the cabinet officers (to whom the
line of succession is given in his bill) might be
ineligible as not possessing the presidential
qualifications. The requirement that such officers shall have these qualifications could be
added to the bill also as a provision to meet
the possible case of Cabinet implicated as particepts criminis with an impeached president
As to when the presidential inability arises,
he
or as to who is to determine that inability,
said, the only means for a determination of
that question would be a constitutional amendment. The clause of tbo constitution simply
gives to Congress the right to say what officer
Bball act and neither in that nor any where else
is it empowered to pass upon inability.
After some remarks by Mr.j Coke, debate
a
was suspended aud
message was received
from the President transmitting a communication from the Secretary of the Interior in refeieuce to the application of certain railroads
for the right of way across lands of the Choctaw nation. Tl o Indian commissioner favors
the proposed legislation, which was referred to
the committee on railroads.
The chair also submitted an executive message transmitting a report from the Secretary
of State with accompanying papers touching
the proposed modification of the Clayton-Bulwer treaty of 1850 between the United States
■and Great Britain.
Senate adjourned until te-morrow.

WALL STREET.
Bearish Feeling
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tc priority on the AmerThe Un'ted States seeks to
ican continent.
use only for the defence of its own interests
the forecast and provision which her majesty’s government so energetically employs in
defense of the interests of the British Empire
to guard her eastern possessions, to secure the
most rapid transit for troops and munitions
of war aud to prevent any other nation having
equal facilities in the same direction. Great
Britain holds and fortifies all the strategic
points that control the route to India,at Gibraltar, at Malta, at Cyprus. Her fortifications give
her the mastery of the Mediterranean. She
hold a controlling interest in the Suez canal
aud hy her fortifications at Aden and on the
island of Ferim she excludes all other powers
from the Red Sea aud renders it mare clausum.
It would in the judgment of the President he
no more unreasonable for the United States to
demand a share in these fortifications or to
demand their absolute neutralization than for
England to make the same demand in perpetuto the
ity from the United States with respect
transit across the American continent. The
possessions which Great Britain carefully
importance
guards in the East are not of more
to her than is ihe Pacific slope with its present
the govto
assured
and
growth
development
ernment of the United States. The States and
Territories appurtenant to the Pacific ocean
and dependent upon it |for commercial outlet
and hence directly interested in the canal comprise an area of nearly 800,000 square mileB
larger in extent than the German empire and
.the four Latin countries of Europe combined.
This vast region is but fairly beginning its
miles
prosperous development. Six thousand
of railway are already constructed within its
to
calculation
a
moderate
day
is
it
and
limits
that within the current decade the number of
near
In the
miles will at least be doubled.
future the money value of its surplus for exBritish Inthat
of
the
as
be
as
wil
large
port
Nor most it
and
perhaps larger.
dies,
a
but
is
India
be
forgotten that
while
Britain
Great
of
distant colony
the region ou the Pacific is au integral portion
of our national union and of the very form and
body of our State. The inhabitauts of Inpia
and
are alien from England in race, language
religion. The cnizehs of California, Oregon
and Nevada with the adjacent territories are
of our own blood aud kindred, bone of our bone
aud flesh of our flesh. Great Britain appreciates the advantage and perhaps the necessity
of maintaining at the coBt of a large military
and naval establishment, the interior and nearest route to India while any nation with hostile intent is compelled to take the longer route
and travel many thousand additional miles
through dangerous seas. It is hardly conceivble that the same great power which considers
herself justified in taking these precautions (or
the safety of a remote colony on another continent should object to the United States adopting similar, but far less demonstrative measures, for the protection of the distant shores of
her own domain, lor the drawing together of
the extremes of the Union in still closed bands
ol interest aud sympathy, aud for holdiug in
the quiet determiuatiou of an houorable self
defense the absolute control of the great water
way which shall unite the two oceans, and
which the United States will always insist upon
treating as part of her coast line.
If a hostile movement should at any time

loug established claim

SENATE.

airs, ouuvme.

Gen. James S. Reynolds, lawyer of Chicago,
knew the prisoner first about May, 1868. in
Chicago. The prisoner applied for permbsion
to enter bis (witness's) law office as a student.
He was allowed to do so and remained for
He disappeared, and in 1875,
some months.
reappeared and approached the witness on the
The witsubject of his Inter-Ocean scheme.
ness thought bis ideas upon the subject rebis (witand
sotuo
of
them
to
markably good
ness’s) knowledge bad siuoe been adopted by
The witness
the management of tbat paper.
thought at the time that the prisoner would
make a successful lawyer if he devoted himself to it. The witness visited the jail twelve
The prisoner
days after the assassination.
asked him "Where were you on the day of the

OLAYTON-BULWER

among Operators—The
nr—The Manhattan Liti-

station, Sic.
New York, Dec. 15.—Wall street reports
state that a discouraged feeling prevailed
The
aiming operators up town last evening.
activity of moroy, notwithstanding the full
limit of bonds presented for redemption, was
considered an unfavorable feature. The Trunk
line situation seems to be growing worse instead of better. A large class of operators
who wore bullish a week ago now predict dullness and depresssion, extending well into the
TlAWlV 09f,

It is reported that Mr. Vanderbilt offered to
by making
adjust the trunk line differences have
beeu.
the differential rales half what they

He also proposed that the New York Central
and Erie companies should appoint one arbiter
and the Pennsylvania and Baltimore and Ohio
based
companies another, the arbitration to be
on the testimony furnished by the commercial
are
There
associations of the cities interested.
intimations that Mr. Cassatt was disposed to
compromise, but President Roberts rejeoten
both offers. It is intimated that the final settlement may be on the basis of equal rates on
ocean freights and differential rates on grain
for local distribution.
Tho decline in Boston, Hartford & Erie firsts
is said to have been allowed for the purpose of
shaking out a large block of bonds.
It is stated that Judge Benedict s order restrains the Manhattan Company from paying
last.
money under the agreement of October
This order restores to a certain extent the condition of the tripatrite agreement of May, 1879.
If the Manhattan Company does not pay the
inte,esl and dividends due the Metropolitan
reCompany, the latter can bring suit for the
a decovery of its prooertr, but will be met by
mand for 86,500,000.
A further advance in Boston & New York
Air Line preferred is expected.
The Western Union statement and the action of the Treasury in taking all the bonds
offered were tho principal bull points made
last eveniug.
,,
The Columbia & Greenleaf road, the stock
_

of which was admitted to dealings yesterday,
is one of the roads controlled by the Richmond
& Danville Terminal Company.
The Supremo Court at Providence yesterday
dissolved the injunction restraining the sale of
the Sprague estate.

to its people, aud destruction to its property! the government of the Uuited States
would foel that it had been nufaithful to its
duly and neglectful towards its own citizens if
it permitted itself to be bound by a treaty
which gave ihe same right through the canal
to a warship sent on an errand of destruction
that is reserved to its own navy sailing for the
defense of our coast and the protection of the
lives of our people; aud as England insists by
the might of her power that her enemies in
war shall strike her Indian possessions only by
doubliug the Cape of Good Hope so the
governmt ntof toe Uuited States will equally
insist that the iutenor, more speedy and safer
route of the canal shall be reserved for ourselves while our enemies, if we shall ever be
have any, shall be reso uuloi innate as to
manded to the voyage aronnd Gape Horn.
A consideration of controlling influence in
this question is the well settled oonviction on
the part of the Government that only by the
United States exercising supervision can the
Isthmns canal be definitely at all times seemed
against the interference aud obstruction incident to war. A mere agreemeut of neutrality
on paper between the great powers of Europe
might prov > iueffectnal to preserve the canal
in lime of hostilities. The first sound of a
cannon in a general European war would in
all probability annul the treaty of neutrality
aud the sb ategic position of the canal commanding both oceans might be held by the first
naval power that could seize it. If this should
be done the United States would suffer such
and loss in her domestic
inconvenience
commerce as would euforce the duty of a defensive aud protective war on her part for the
mere purpose of gaining that, control which in
advance she insists is due to her position, demanded by her necessities. I am not arguing
or assuming that a general war, or any war at
all, is imineut in Europe, bnt it must not be
forgotten that within the past twenty-five
years all the great powers of Europe have
been engaged in war, most of them more than
once.
In ouly a single instance in the past 100
years has the Uni ted States exchanged a hostile
shot with auy European power. It is in the remotest degree improbable that for 100 years to
come even that experience will be repeated.
It consequently becomes evident that the one
conclusive mode of preserving any Isthmus
•jjnal from the possible distraction and dee-

danger

truction of war is to place it under the control
of that Government least likely to be engaged
in war and able in any aud in any event to enforce the guardianship which she will assume.
For self-protection to her own interests, therefore, the United States in the first instance asserts her right to control the Isthmus trausit,
and secondly she offers by such control that
absolute neutralization of the canal as respects
the Eupopean powers, which can in no other
way be certainly attained arid lastingly assured.
Another consideration forcibly suggest the
necessity of modifying the convention under
At the time it was agreed to
discussion.
Great Britain and the United States were the
only nations prominent in the commerce of
Since that time
Central and South America.
other loading nations have greatly enlarged
their commercial connection with that couutry and are to-day contending for the supremWithin the
acy in the trade of those shores.
past four yeais indeed the number of French
aud German vessels landing on | he two coasts
of Central America far exceeds the number
of British vessels.
While, therefore, Great
Britain and the United States may agree to do
nothing and according to the present convention each remains bound to the other in common helplessuess a third power or a fourth or a
combination of mauy may step iu and give direction to the project which the Clayton-Bulwer treaty assumed was under the sole coutrol
of the two English speaking nations. Indeed
so far as the canal scheme now projected at
Panama finds a national sponsor or p. trou it
is in the republic of France and the non-intervention enjoined upon this oouutry by the
Clayton Bulwer treaty, if applied to that canal,
would paralyze the arm of the United States
in any attempt to assert the plain rights and
acquired
privileges which this government
throu h a solemn treaty with the repu die ol
Colombia anteiior to the Clayton-Bulwer convention, so that the modification of the treaty
of 1850 now Bought is not only to Jree the
United States from unequal and iuequitable
obligations to Great Britain, but also to emother
power the government to treat with all
nations Beekiug a foothold on the Isthmus on
and
of impartial justice
the same basis
independence. One of the motives that
originally induced this government to assent
to the Clayton-Bulwer treaty not distinctly
expressed in the instrument but inferable
from every line of it, was the expected aid of
British capital in the construction of the
Nicaraguau canal. That expectation has not
beeu realized and the changed condition of
this country since 1850 has diminished, if it has
not entirely removed from consideration, any
advantage to be derived from that source.
Whenever in the judgment of the United
States government the time shall be auspicious
aud the couditious favorable for the construction of the Nicaraguan canal no aid will he
needed oatside of the resources of our own
wuuo
government ana people, aim
never
capital will always be welcomed and as
an
repelled it cannot henceforth enter of this
determination
the
in
factor
essential

problem.

It is earnestly hoped by the President that
the considerations now presented will have
doe weight aud influence with her majesty’s
of the
government and that the modifications
be
treaty desired by the United States will
in
which
conceded in the same friendly spirit
they are asked.
The following is a summary of the changes
necessary to meet the views of this goverument:

First—Every part of the treaty which forbids the United States fortifying the canal and
holding the political control of it in conjunction with the country in which it is located to
be cancelled.
Second—Every part of the treaty in which
Great Britain and the United States agree to
make no acquisition of territory in Central
As
force.
full
remain in
to
America
government
an
original proposition this
aud
the
Britain
would not admit that Great
United States should be put on lhe same basis
even negatively with a respect to territorial acaud
quisition on the American continent
would be unwilling to establish such a precedent withort full explanation. But the treaty
contains that provision with respect to Central
America and if the United States government
should seek its annulnreut it might give rise to
erroneous and mischievous apprehension among
a people with whom this government desires
to be on the most friendly terms.
The United 8tates has lakeu special occasion
assure the Spauish-Americau republics
to
to the sonth of us that we do not intend aud
do not desire to cross their border or in any
disturb their territorial integrity aud we shall
not willingly incur the risk of a misunderstanding by annuling the clauses in the a Claystep
ton-Bnlwer treaty which forbids such
The acquisition of
with Central America.
the
a military aud naval station necessary for
protection of this canal and voluntarily ceded
American
the
Central
to the United States by
States not to be regarded as a violation of the
provision contained in the foregoing.
Third—The United States will not object to
maintaining the clause looaiug to the establishment of a free port at each end of whatever
canal may be constructed if England desires it
to be.
Fourth—The clause in which the two governments agreed to make treaty stipulations
for a joint protectorate if whatever railway or
canal might be constructed at Tehuantepec or
No treaty
Panama has never been pefected.
stipnlations for the proposed end have been
suggestod by either party although citizens of
the United States long since constructed a
railway at Panama and are now engaged in tl •
It is a fair presame work at Tehuantepec.
sumption in the judgment of the President
be
regarded as obsothat this provision should
lete by the now action and common consent of
the two

governments.

Fifth—The clause defining the distance from
cither end of the canal where in time of war
captures might be made by either belligerent
left incomplete and the
on the high seas was
distance was never determined. In the judgof
the
Pretident
ment
speaking in the interests
of peaceful commerce this distance should be
made as liberal as possible and migut with advantage as a question relating to the high seas
and common to all nations be a matter of stipulation between the great powers of the world*
In assuming as a necessity the political control of whatever canal or canals may bo constructed across the Isthmus the United States
will act in entire harmony with the goverument within whose territory the canals shall be
Between the Uaited States and the
located.
other American republics there can be no
hostility, no jealously, no rivalry.no distrust.
This government entertains no design in connection with this project for it* own advantage
which is not also for the equal or greater advantage of the country to be directly and imNor does the United
mediately affected.
States seek any exclusive or narrow commerIt frankly agrees and will
cial advantage.
declare
proclamation
by
public
at the proper time in conjunction with the rebe
the
canal
on
whose
soil
located,
may
public
that the same rights aud privilesge, the same
tolls and obligations for the uso of the canal
shall apply with absolute impartiality to the
merchant marine of every nation on the globe,
and eqaally in time of peace the harmless use
of the canal shall be freely granted to the war
vessels of other nations. In time of war, aside
from the defensive use to be made of it by the
country in which it is constructed and by the
United States, the canal shall be impartially
closed against the war vessels of all belliger
ents.
It is the desire and determination of the
United States that the canal shall be used only
for the development aud increase of peaceful
commerce among all the nations, and shall not
be considered a strategic point in warfare
which may tempt the aggressions of bellig« rents or be seized under the compulsion of military necessity by any of the great powers that
may have contents in which the United States
has no stake and will t«ke no part.
If it be asked why the United States objects
}o the assent of European governments to the
terms of the neutrality for the operation of the
canal my assurance is that the right to asseht
implies the right todisseut, yud thus the whole
question would be thrown open for contention
It is the fixed puras an international issue.
pose of the United States to confine it strictly
and solely as an American question to be dealt
with and decided by the American government.

In presenting the views contained horeiu to
Lord Granville you will take occasion to say
that the government of the Unite 1 States seeks
this particular time for the discussion as most
since
opp jrtuue and auspicious. At no period
the peace of 1783 have the relations b-tweeu
the British and ^Americau Governments been
so cordial and friendly as now, and I am sure
the
her Majesty’s govermneut will find in
the
aud
now
propositions
suggested
evidence
additior al
submitted
now
of the desire of this government to remove all
two
between
of
controversy
possible grounds
nations which have so many interests in comaud
honorable
for
mon aud so many reasons
lasting peace.
You will at tbe earliest opportunity acquaint
Lord Granville with the purpose of the United
States touching the
Clavtou-Bulwe
treaty
and invonrown way you will impress him lulI
refrain
of
views
government.
with'tbe
your
ly
from directing that a copy of this instruction
be left with his lordship, because in reviewing
the case I have necessarily been compelled in
drawing illustrations from British policy to indulge somewhat freely in the argumentum ad
This course of reasouing iu an inhominem.
minister is altogether
struction to our own
legitimate and pertinent and yet might seem
discourteous if addressed diieotiy to the British
government. Yon may deem it expedient
to
Lord
to
make
this
explanation
Granville and if afterwards he shall desire a
copy of this instruction you will of course furnish it.
lam, sir,
Your Obedient Servant,
Jas. G. Blaine.

MARINE NEWS.
Little Doubt of the Loss of the
Bath City.

special

Paso
passenger

says: Tbe Southern Pucific
from boro Wednesday morning was
boardod by highwaymen.
Wells. Fargo &
Co's, messenger was knocked down, gagged and
compelled to surrender the keys of the safe,
from which $1500 were absiracted. About
$600 were seoured from passengers.
New York, Deo. 15.—A Los Vegas special
gives the following account of the train robtrain west

bery:

Lieut. Flipper Acquitted of Making lllega
Arrests.
Dallas, Tex., Deo. 15. -In the United
States oourt, yesterday, colored Lisut. Flipper
and Col. Nolan of tbe lOllt cavalry, were aofor assisting in maklDg illegal arrests in

fuitted
'an Handle in 187$.

..
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THE MERCANTILE AQEIICY

Cambrics.
Light. 8 §10
Denims.12V*@1«V4 Slleslss._
Ducks-Brown 9
§12 Cotton Flannels. 7 ajl5
Fancy 12W>§l«Vi Twine*Warpe 18®28V4

-OF-

Batting—Beet.llbk®}*

EDWARD RUSSELL & CO.

Stack Market.

New Yobk, Dec. 15.—The agents here of
the steamer Bath City have no hope of hearing
The steamer Somerset, which arfrom her.
rived yesterday, reports a hurricane off Newfoundland, and if the Bath City, In her crippled condition, encountered it, she undoubtedThe Bath City was built a year
ly foundered.
and a half ago, at Middleboro' on the east coast
of England, for the Bristol City line. She was
ranked by the Lloyds at 100 Al, the highest
mark.
She had an iron bull, with improved appliances for strength and safety, was 279 feet loDg
barque rigging and had the English compound
and
eugmes. Her net tonnage was 1122 tons,
When she
the gross tonnage was 1800 tons.
cargo
her
November
of
left Bristol on the 10th
aggregated 1500 tons. It consisted of 1765
buudles of wire rolls, about 13,032 boxes of
raisins, 43 casks coloothca, 18 bales of gunny
bags, 1100 empty petroleum barrels, 5 sheep and
The various
few miscellaneous articles.
a
items in her cargo were consigned to 13 firms
The total value of her cargo is
in ibistfity.
placed at about 8150,000, and the Bteamer herself Is rated at the same figure. She carried
Her commauder was Capt.
no passeugers.
John Ivey, aud iter first officer Mr. Vans. Her
27
numbered
crew
men, and her complement,
all told was 32.
Boston, Dec. 15.—In connection with the
speaking of the steamer Bath City by the Marathon and refusal of the latter to tow the Ratli
City, the officers of the Cunard company of
this city state that the disaster to the Bath
City occurred Ntv. 23d and it was midnight of
Nov. 30th when she was in communication
with the Marathon. She had lost her toremost, her rudder head was gone aud she bad a
large hole in her stern. She had plenty of
coal and her engines were working. At that
time the weather was favorable and the sea
calm. The captain of the Bath City asked to
be taken in tow by the Marathon. The latter
declined to do this on account of being short of
coal, but the captain offered to take off the
The latter’s captain
men from the Bath City.
did not think he was justified in abandoning
the vessel, and the ships parted company.
Contractor Robbed
American
I Mexican Officials.

An

by

En Paso, Tex., Dec. 13.—George F. Buckley,
an American contractor, was art ested aud closely confined by the Mexican authorities at Paso
dsl None on Friday last, for threatening a
resmcut iu sumo

Ueruian

» wuuu-

wuius.u»w

The contractor was released yesterday on
of $30, bnt $4000, which was
a due
taken from him when he was arrested, wore

iug.

paying
not

rctnrued.

_

Rescue of a Starving Crew.
Mobile, Dec. 15.-The Norwegian ship
Alexander has rescued a boat’s crew of nine
of the men of the French ship France which
had been abandoned three weeks before in
The rescued men were on the
mid ocean.
borders of starvation, having only one-half of
each day. They had caught
biscuit
a spoiled
a dolphin and devoured it raw.

Exchange),
change streets:
Boeton stock

Boston

ooraer

Middle and Ex-

of

Opening.
Land. 8%

JjVs

ihe only Agency hiving two fully equipped office
In Maine. The oldest established In the
world, viz.: U

22
—.

68Va
95V4

—

9»ys
%

noorly

79%
81%

——

teraber.

at the

which our reference book rating* are based, giving full particular* a» to each individual', meao*
ami characloV, have been thoroughly freshened
through personal examination and Investigation by
acour Travelrny Ifefrortert and are
knowledged to be of the most complete and reliable
character.

on

money market.

Slock and

universally

(By Telegraph.)

New York, Dec. 16— Evening. Money closed
offered 3; primo merantile paper 6 a7.
Exchange
steady 480% tor long and 484% for short. Governments sre steady and unchanged, except ext t’s,
which are % lower. State bonds generally inactive.

Collection of Debts
throughout the United Suite* and Canada* ha* beea
•
a specialty of this Agency Tor year*.
^

Railroad bonds generally strong.
he transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat-

T. FRYNIK JOSES, MANAOER.

ed 180.000 share*.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Govern men Securities:
Onited States 6s, ex
United States 6’s ext..
United States new, 4% *, reg. 114Va
United States new, 4Vi’s coup.114%
Unite- * States new, 4’s, reg.117*4
United States new, 4’s, coup.118%
Pacific 6’s of 96.127
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
_

decl

EXHIBITION

J2%

Erie preferred.
Illinois
I.ake Shore.

Central.JJ*
Michigan Central. J*2Vs
New Jersey Central
J}5
Northwestern.1 *4%

Northwestern preferred...* 40
New VTork Central.135%
Rock Island..... 134Vi
Milwaukee & 8t. Paul.
St. Paul preferred .121

22?^*

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Elias Smith SampsoD, aged 16, committed
suicide in New Bedford yesterday. Mental

depression.

John P. Howard of Burlington has increased his gift to the University of Vermont from

$28,000.

Bantholf’s hotel on Jerome avenue, New
York, was burned yesterday. Loss $15,000.
Typhoid fever in most virulent form has
Several deaths
broken out in Jersey City.
*
have

occurred._
METEOROLOGICAL.

I

TWENTY "POUR

NEXT

THE

won

IMOAtTONS

Nouns.

War D«p’t,Officr Chirp Signal 1
Omen, Washington, D. O.,
/
Dec. 16 1 A.M.
,
For New England,
Fair weather, Northerly shifting to easterly
wind, falling followed by rising temperature,
rising followed by falling barometer.

[special bulletin.]
General snow has fallen New England and
Middle Atlantic States, but at this report fair
weather prevails east of the Rocky Mountains.
The temperature has fallen from 20 to 25 degrees along the Atlantic coast where it is slight
ly below the mean ,or the motmi. it nas risen
from 20 to 30 dgrees in Minnesota, Dakota and
Manitoba, where it is abovt 30 degrees above
the mean for the month.
This warm wave will extend over the country east of the Mississippi River. Warm fair
weather is indicated for to-day and Saturday
in New Eogland and the Middle South Atlantic and Gnlf States.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Perdaid D>il> Wkelnak market.
Portland, Dec. IS.
The following are wwlnj’t quotations of Flour,
Qrain, Provision*. Ao.
drain.

Floor.

Superfine.6 76@« 25 H. M. Corn,
oar lots
Extra Spring..« 5* '@8 76
65
I3S Spring....7 25®7 76 Oats,
Saoked|Bran 00@24 00
Patent Spring
Mids..
17 00
Wheats.:...8 60@9 26

Michigan Win
ter best.7 76@8
Common

Seed,car lot 32 60
00
bag lots 36 <50
80
Corn,bag lots..
Cotton

T‘

Miohigan....7 00@7 25 Meal,
Louis WinOats,
Bran,

St.

7 60@776
ter fair
Winter good..7 76®8 00
Winter Best... 8 2o@8 60
Produce.
Sweet potatocs5 25@5 60
16® 17
TurkevB.
Chickens.
13@16
Fowl.

10§12V4

..

1 3b

..

“
“

Hlds,

Rye,

..

77
66
2600
28 00

..

..

...

Previeieae.

Mess Beef..11 00@11 60
Rx Mess..12 25®12 60
Plate.13 6o@13 76

00@14

Ex Plate..14

26

Pork—
Eggs..;_
27@28
Backs.. ..21 60@21 76
mu>ns.$7 bbl.S 00®3 26
Clear.20 60®20 76
Cruberries, » bbl
Mess.19 6< @20 00
8 6'I@9 00
Maine

Capo0od,1000@ll

00

Hams.JlVi@12

ttound Hogs...
8® 9
Sugar.
Care.
Granulated... ..... 9%
Extra C. 9V4 Tub, V B>....12V5@12V4
■

Tierces, #>1P.12%@12
Mnso,tlRaisins2 75®340 Pall. 13 @13»i
Beau.
London Layors3 10®3 15
Frail

3 60
10®T0V4 Pea.
Prunes.9@9Vso Mediums.3 40@3 60
2
60
Yellow
Eyes
36@2
Oranges
Batter.
PalermoelDbs-5 00@6 00

Valencia
Turkish

Messina,$7box

Creamery.30@32

0 ooffiO no

Valencia,F*-*s. 6 60@7 60 Gilt EdgeVermont30@32
"
22S26
3 00 Choice
Jamaica $7100..
Good..3 9®21
Lemons.
Mosslua.4 60@6 00 Store.16@17
Cfceese.
-alormoi.4 25®4 60
Malaga.3 50@4 60 Maine.12 -4@14V4
Vermont-12V4@l4Vi
Nuts.
c* Y Factory. 12 Vi@14Vi
Paanuts—
Wilmington.1 60@2 00 Skims. 7Vi@ 8Vi
7B@2
00
Apple*.
Virginia_1
Tennessee.-.1 45ffil 76 Per bbl.2 75@3 00
HalOo
26® 1 60
lb.
Cooking.1
OiStana.$) "
Walnuts
12Vq®16o Evaporated.1B@17
Western....6Vi@7
Filberts
12Vi<i15c|Dried

12V»@>6c|

Pecan

do Eastern....

Potatoes.

Early Rose, $7 bush:—

6Vi®7
__

Houlton.
Maine Central.

80@86
@80
Grand Trunk.
@80
Proliiics, Eastern
Grand Trunk. @80
@76
Jacksons.
The aoove prices art for
lots aoout 5c higher.

car

tots

California Timing Blacks.
(Bv Telegraph.)
8 an Franc moo. Dec. 16 —The following are the
onotationn
ot Mining stocks to-day:
dosing
8%
Best ft Belcher
Bodie... 3

neei

1'%
Eureka
Gould ft Curry..* 6%
2%
Hale ft Norcroes.
Mexican. 11%
9%
Northern B*Ue.
Ophir. 7%
3
Savage
Sierra Nevada. 11 %
17%
Union Con.
4%
Fellow Jacket....

6

Rounds. 8

@8

@12 ]Loins..10

Rumps.9

Hump Loins. 9

@67

@
@20
@16

Foreign Exports.
MATAXZAS.Schr F W Richardson—6807 shook*
and heads, 8c'8 box sbooks, 686 bbls potatoes, 200
boxes herring, 866 empty tcs; 66 packages fish.
Foreign ■ m porta.
PIl.LAU. Bark Cohnhelm—926 bales rags to S
D Warren & Co.

Ohio AC O, Dec. 16.—hogs— Receipts 36,000 bead;
shipments 3800; generally weaker except for choice
to good mixed
light bacon at 6 90®« 06; common
weak and 6® 10o lower at 6 '• 0®H 20: heavy pack
log and shipping at 6 26®0 66; skips and culls at
4 00®6 26.
Cattle—Receipts 7000 headjshipments 3100 head:
weak and 10 lower; exports at 6 OO^tt 66; pooo to
choioe shipping at 6 15®5 60; common to fair at
4 00®o t 0.
Sheep- receipts 1800 bead: shipments 300 bead;
common to medium at 2 76®3 60; good to choice
4 0U@6 00; extra 6
00._

market..
PORTLAND

Deo. 13.

following quotation* of Crain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
167 Commercial street:
Feb.
127%
127%
127%
128%
127%
128%
128%

Time. Jan.
9.33 .127

9,5'I..12«%
UL30..127

11.3'. 1271
12.30..127
1.02..1*7%
Call....128%

.-Corn-- —Oat*—
Jan.
May.
66%
60% 66%
44%
60% 66%
61
66%
44%
61
66%
44%
46
61% 66%
46
01% 66%
Jan.

Keceipu of Alaiae Ventral.
For Portland,
for connecting
orandise.

Portland, Deo. 13.
ears 49 miscellaneous merchandise,
r .ad* 81 oars miscellaneous raer_

Dry Good* Wholesale market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily hyStoror Bros.* Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
UNBLEACHED COTTON*.

Heavy 30 In. 7%@ 8% Fine 7-4.14017
7% Fine
86 in.
Ftne»-4.22426
Light 86 in. 6 @8

6%f

Me<L^
Fine

40 In.

7%@

8-4.Ip22

9

Fine

104....27%@32%

BLSJLGKKD COTTONS.
Fine 0-4.16 0m
7-4....-19 @23
Med.86
@11 Fine
7% Fine 8-4.21 226
Jght861n.. 6
Fine
9-4.25 @80
10
Flue 42 In..
@14
@17 Fine 10% ...27%@82%
Fine 6-4....11
Best

36tn..ll%«18
In..

8

|

—FOR—

"w.

Cents,

15

—AT—

BABCOCK’S,
126

Street.

Exchange

Demesne markets.

fBf Tderraph.)

Directly opposite the Press Office.

WWW Fob*. Dee. 15-Evening.—Flaar market
rather more active with more doing, both for export
and borne use, prices however without decided

cnange.
Receipts of Flour 6,118 bbls: exports 8697 bbls;
sales 1?500 bbls; No 2 at 3 00 a4 60; Superfine
Western and State 4 20®5 lotcommon to good -xt.
Western and State 6 0008 00; good to choioe Western extra at 6 10® 9 00 common t > choice Whiu
wheel Western extra 7 25® 8 26;fanoy do at 8 30
26
®9 00. common to good extra Ohio at 5 36a8
a 9 t'O
c >minon to choice extra St. Lotus at 6 26
tc
choioe
at
7 16@7 26;
Patent Minnesota extra
d uble extra at 8 60@»00, including46”0 hh s
bbls
W
6
00
for
1;
1,800
OUT Mill extra at 9o®7
No 2 at 8 00@4 60; 1400 Soperfine 4 20ft5 10; 1 ,200 bbls low extra 5 OOiSb 66; 8800 bbls Winter
Wheel extrs at 6 26®900; 4400 hbls Minnesota
extra 5 00®9 00; Southern flour is dull; good to
choice extra at 0 8048 12%. Wkesl-receints
32,600 hush, exports 46,297.000 bush; unsettled

opening %<g%c higher,

closing

firm with

very

C8I2f«

BT

SCHLOTTERBECK'S

fern, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harm lew; ia not a oauatie.
it remove. Oorna, Warta, Bnniona and Calloaa.
leaving a blejniah.
Brnah for applying in each bottle.
HP-zt CC'RJt IS G VARANTBXD.^a
Par mle by >11 Dnagba.
Price 23 cent..
Tr*r it and you will be ooatrineed like thoiaaxla

without

a

trade and active business in options;rales 2,'<66,000 bush, including 198,000 buih
on the spot: ungraded Spring 1 00®! 27; ungraded
Red 1 2o@l 44; No 8 do 1 3T: No 2 Red 1 4064 @
141 new; 1 42® t 42% old; Mixed Winter at 1 3.;
ungraded White at 1 29® 1 88: No 2 White at 1 36;
No 1 do. 600 bush at 1 89. Rye easier at 9664 o.
Ba lev steady. Corn opened about %c lower, afterwards recovered and closed shade better with moderate trade receipts .31,460 bush; exjxirts Jt72

Nov24andtf

Corns1

Cure Your

moderate export

who^> *ve used

It and now teatlfy to It*
A ,k for Mchlouerbeck’a C>r> and
and
lake no other.
Mol vent
oor2S

value._
Wart

__

FINANCIAL.

I

_srober at 69g69%c, dosing at 69o: do Janua70%e, dosing at 70ft70c; February at 72®

ry 70e

g»"

701/,

eloolne

71U

Mav

a-

at

Ontk

(«.

fully Vs and moderately actlve;'*oeipu 19,66 bush;
sa e- 896,000 busn; No 3 at 46%c: Wbtte do 50 g
60% c new and old; No 2 at 49%@50c for new, 51c
old; do White 61c; No I at 60o. do White at 68c
Mixed Western 49851c; White do 60863c: Mtxeil

White do 61@64e. including
State at
6000 bosh No 2 for January 49%c; 36,000 do for
do February 60%
49%
e;
@49%
January
@vo%c May at 60%. Nmm is brmer; fair to good
white x
refined
is
at
7%
stronger;
refining
@7%;
0 at 8%@8%; Yellow do 7%®8c; Confectioners
A at 9@9%; crashed at 9% @9%c: powdeied 9% :
at
granulated at9%o: standaro A at 8% ; Cubes
Por*'
New t ‘r eins 60@64.
«%o.
teams is nominal; united 84%0. Tallew firmer;
sales 66,0(Xi lbs 7%@7Va. f*erh is dull and weak
without decided change. Lxnt opened about Po
higher, advance lost, closing sbade stronger: sales
3i0 tes prime stean, on spot at 11 20811 2a; 167
city steam at 11 101112%; refined for Continent
quoted at 11 42%. Balter weak; State 20@4uo;
Western 12@40c. I'heewy firm.
Freights to Liverpool steady;Wii«»t P steam 3%.

61%@61%o:

106,00<)

Chicago. Dee. 15.—Flour Is dull and nominal.
Wheat unsettled and generally lower: No 2 Chicago
Spring 1 26%@1 27 cash; 126% for December;
1 27% for January; 1 2*i%@l 28% for February,
No 8 do at 1 12%: rejeoted 80@86o. Corn a shade
higher at 60% d«ie for cash; 60%c for December;
61861 %e for January: 01 %@6l% for February,
rejected 69c. Oats shade higher at 46% e for oast)
and December; 44%o for .lannarv:4t%e February.
Bye and Barley steady and unchanged. Porn unsettled and generally lower; old at 16 60;new 16 87%
cash and December: 1C 80816 82% for January;
17 02% for February; 17 26 March. Lard a shade
07%
higher at 10 9O@10 Oocash and December;ll
@11 10 for January.il 2-% for February 11 037%
26,
Meats
easier
unlk
.shoulders
40
March,
@11
short ribs 8 86; "hort clear 9 It*.

At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat closed
December; 1 28% January;
at 1 27% fo
Corn higher
1 28% for February; 1 29% March.
at 61% a,61% January 61%@6l%o for February.
Pork
not
but
firmer
Oats
higher, advanced
higher.
2%. Lard shade higher 11 10 for January; 11 26
March.
40
bid
11
@11 27%; February;
tteoeipu- 14.000 obis nour 24,u- o onsb wheat,
78 0C0 bu«h oorn. 71,000 bosh oatE, 6,000 besh
rye. 26,000 bush barley.
Shu menu-16 000 bblx flour, 13.000 bush wheat.
69,000 bush corn, |33 0C0 bush oau. 6.0C0 bust
rve. 15.000 bn h barley.
ST. Louie, Dee. 16 —Flour nominally unchanged.
Wheat opened lower, declined, then recovered and
closed firm with February options active: No 2 bed
Fall at 1 33% for oash;i 36% for January; 1 38%
for February; 1 40% for March. Com is dnll at
62%e tor cash;64%« Janna v 66%c for February.
66%c March. OaU very slow at 47%o for eaeh.
Keeelpis- 4,000 Dbts nous, 24,tiOu bun *> eai,
31 0**0 bush oorn, 12,000 bush oau, 1,0(0 me
rye 21.000 bush barley.
Shlpmenu-9,000 bbls flour, 23,000 bush whra'
19,0(0 bnsb corn, 6,000 bush oau, 000,000 bteb
Barley. 0.000 bush rye.
Detect, Dec. 16.—Wheat easier: No 1 White at
1 31 asked. December at l 34 asked; January 1 35;
February 1 3«%@1 36%; March 1 38%.
Beceipts 9,000; shipments 6000 bnsb.

higher

Nkw York, Dec. 15.—Cotton doll; Middling uplands 11% o.
New Orleans, Dee. 15.—Ootton quiet; Middling
uplands ll%0.
Mobile, Dee. 15.—Ootton is quiet; Middling uplands at ll%@ll%e.
Savanmah, Dec. 16.-Cotton dull; Middling uplands HVso.
Memphis Dec. 16.—Ootton quiet: Middling np
lands at ll%e.

PORTLAND
St. LOUIS

68.

MAINE CENTRAL B. R.
LEEDS & FARMINGTON B. R.
PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG
R. R. “GOLD”
SOUTHERN PACIFIC B. B.
“GOLD”

7b.
6s.

6s.

Secured by Land Grunt of •even million
For sale by

6s.
6b.

acres.

& CO.,

H. M. PAYSON

Exchange Street.
oct7- -1.

codtf

MUNICIPAL
-AND

Railway, Bonds
BOUGHT AND SOLD.

9TO C K.8
bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations fun# New Tort
Stock Exchange.

SAMUEL HANSON,
194 Middle Street.

octa__eodti
HQT78K

BANKING
—or

—

HENRY CLEWS & CO..
1SNBV ST., NEW tOBK.

\

(NEXT DOOH It) THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securitiee bought and sold strictly on eomuuisioa,
and carried u loug af required, on tarorable terms
and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on Aw
uand received.

lallv balancer.
ebang-

Four per
Members

cent, interest allowed an
of the N. T. Stock Ea
marlSsod

“NOW OPEN
-AT-

No. 268 3IIRDLE STREET,
THE

MOH”

“ART

-OE-

■

LORINO, SHORT & HARMON,
COXS'STIXG OF

_

Enrspeas Marsels.

i

Telegraph.*

Bv

London, Dee. 15 American securities—United
States bonds, 4%s, 117%.
Liverpool,Doc. 16 12.80P. M.—Cotton mar*et
steady. Uplands at 0 9-16d; Orleans 6 Il-I6d; sa’e10, (X) Pales; speculation and export 1,000: fn
tares steady.

Average Price, $13.00.
The Latest Groups are:
r.tidiing

PRATT’S

Balcony.

Furnishes
wrc

a

clearer, softer, steadier light than gas.

Foster’s

sneodt25ja

Ooll-r».
invited tf> call.

I* Tea
aie

368 MIDDLE

STREET.\

Thr.e doors above H.

Loring, Short & Harmon.

MARKS,

\NM. M.

Dye House, Book, Card, and Job Printer,
I» .-inter8’

13 PREBLE STREET.

111

Tailor’s

Popular West’s Groups,
one

GRO-

CO., Agents,

21 MAKKET|SQtJABE.

Shvlork,
Refer**.

Popular Price*—Knag lag from
The public

that Ten

W. W. WHIPPLE &
octS

AS

BEST.

AN

get OF VOITR
ER, PRATT’S GENUINE.
Re

The

OIL.

ASTRAL

SAFEST

Doctor.

Also a Full Line Of

SPECIAL NOTICES.

The

Chicago.-Wheat-.

SKATES GROUND

narnei.

iKattlHt.

Fores.5%@7

Street.

Congress

dec7enW.TMtiyeodtf

—

Corrected for the Press dally by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants In Chicago Dretsed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 6%®9 'Hinds. 7%@11
Hacks.6

488 cfc 490

16fc

Virginia.

of Potatoes; small

Daily Domestic Receipts.
r»7 water conveyance—1000 hush Oornmsal to G
W. True A Go.__
rren

Wednesday, Dec. 7.

Union Pacific stock.119%
Western Union Tel. Co. 86%

(By Telegraph.)

to

MSTIIS HOODS,

Chicago Live a lech market.

British Policy in Ireland.
London, Deo. 15 —Hon. Evelyn Ashley,
Secretary of the Board of Trade, speaking to
his parlimentary constituency at Ventnor, Isle
of Wight, last evening, asid he hoped the
preseut powers of the government of Ireland
would be sufficient, but if, when Parliament
assembles, it was found necessary to ask for
further powers he believed the great liberal
constituencies would be willing to accord them.
Dondon, Dec. 14.—Dillion has been indirectly informed that he could at once obtain
liberation by promising to leave Ireland. He
refuses to give any pledge.

$20,000

v.

*__mtoilt

TURNER BROS.’

Chicago St Alton. 133
Chicago St Alton preferred. 140
C. B. Quincy. .......139
*4%
Erie.

f)nn.

Reports,

Our Detailed

Company..I }%

Blue Hill
Douglas Mining Company.....
Eastern K. R.. ...106%
Sullivan Mining Co.*’••• 3 Vi
New York

Book,

800,containing the names and ratings of
000 Merchants, Manufacturers, Bankers andTradsa
Provinces. U iwoed
in the United status a- d
promptly Junuary, ITlnrrla, July uud

—’

39%
Common.
Broker’s Board, Boston, Deo. 15.1
Deer Isle Mining Company. .s 10. 23c
•*

—

Our Reference.

84

Ta
Oatalpa.
Summit Branch.
79*4
Denver St Rio Grande.
Northern Pacific preferred. 81%

WITH

Eighty-six Branch and Associate 0«ces.

38

37%
94 Vi
85

PORTLAND 1868

NEW YORK 1841.

28

C.S.&.C10T. 2«V%
Eastern
Flint * Pere Marquette preferred.
L, H. & Ft. Smith.

«, Manager.

P. FRANK

Closing.

22
Flint * Pere Marquette common
0. S. * Clev. ..—
Hanford * Erie 7s. 67%
A. T. & 8. .. 84%
Boston * Maine.749V4

[Sa'68

>

jlVa Exchange street,.Portland, Me.
No. 1 Bboad stbeet,. Bangor, Me.

The following quotations of stocks were reeelred
yesterday by Woodbury * Moulton (members of the

FOREIGN.

‘The west bound passenger train from El
Paso on the Southern Pacific Railroad was

boarded when a short distauce from that station
last night by a band of train robbers, who entered the Wells, Fargo & Co. car by means of a
key which they had in their 1posfession. Af:er
knocking Agent Barnard insensible and taking
the extra precaution to bind and gag him they
rilled the safe of $3000 in cash and $12,000 in
other valuables. When tho train neared Roger’s Station it slowed up for a bridge, aud the
robbers jumped off and cut across the country
into Mexico. There is no prospect of capturing them.”

Best.IB
Medium. .11

about thirty persons on board.

Grain

Another Train Robbery.
Galyaston, Dec. 15.—Tho News El

SrEUIAL.

T1CKHKM, BTC.
Drills....
Corset jMtna.
*18

Tickings,

Pressman

Employed.

Exohance,

Exchange St., Portland,

Particular nttention paid

so

,

Pant, and Ve*t» flesowil
Every Day.

Dyed

or

*«/Sn?."'

Sacqne.. C loak.. Shawl.,
Dyrd. Kid Gloyr.Uleaa.ed Ever, Day.

Too7

«"•

<*»«

PAINTS!!
sample
If yon

Are

cord

About to paint send for
of colors of

Johns' Lipid Asbestos Paints,
W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,

Ill market Square, Portia ad,

Agent, for the sale of Genuine Asbestos
Koof Paints, Steam*Pipe anti Boiler
Corerings, Steam Packing, Mill
Board Centiags, etc.
oc*

*»«*

aad

k

H

Pamphlet Prussia*
Con

Me.

Plat Job Printing a Specially.
Orders oy mall or In person promptly attotuiod to

TnThStf

,j

^Westbrook

Seminary

AXD

FEMALE COLLEGE.
Tlie

of
Winter
Term
weeks, will begin

l*n

TUESDAY, JANUARY, 3d, 1888.
Address J. P. WF.5TON. Presided

dec 15

eodtjnSJw2t60

ESTABLISHED Ihf IMP.

8. n. PETTENOIEE * CO.’*.
Advertising Ajf*“cTs
Estimate* furnished crash tor Advertising In
Newspaper* In tb» Pulled States, and British Pretnoes.

s

THE PRESS.
FRIDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 16.
Til hi PKJsaa
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei A Oo., Andrews, ArmUr.i.g, Oo*. Wentworth, Hodedon, A. T. Cleveland,
Bobert Coetello, Boston A Maine Depot, and
Ohiaholm Bros., on all trains that run out of the
WUlard Small
**Tuburn,
Augusta,

A Co.

F. Pierce.

Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
BMdeford, F. M. Burnham.
Jellerson'e Bookstore.
Bridgton. Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Onm>erland Mills, F. A. Verrill,
Damarlsootta, B. w. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, B. C. Hannon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer A Oo.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Ballowell, G. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, 0. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falla. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Mlllett.
Norway, A. 0. Noyes.
Bichmond, G. A. Beale.
BeeklabdiO.0.

Andrews.

B. Lane.

—

0. Clark.

AUCTION SALES.
Manufacturer’s sale.
Christmas sale of paintings.

Silk Umbrellas in
handsome
del6-2t

styles

grades

ail

and

very

for Christmas presents.
Owen, Moore & Co.

The closing sale of Turkish and Persian
rags, by F O. Bailey & Co., will be made at
11 o'clock this morniDg, at their rooms 18

Ex-

Dr. O. Fitzgerald,
(be man who makes so many wonderful cures
Mill visit Portland, Falmouth Hotel, Friday,
the 16th, for one day only, and will examine
all who may call on him free of charge.
decl3

dtd

Or era Glasses, in Lemaire’s and other reliable French makes. New stock just received
•*
Owen, Moore & Co.’s.
d2i
decl6

Oysters,
The first cargo of oysters of the season has
arrived to Timmons & Hawes, and from this
date they will sell only fresh shocked, opened
fresh every day at their wholesal house, 119
decl2 dlw
Commercial street.
The largest assortment of Bird Cages in the
city may be found at Kendall & Whitney’s.
d6t

declO
_

Stecial lots Hill’s Building Blocks reguone dollar size for 61c.
deel6d2t
Owen, Moobe & Co.

lars,

Visible Improvement.
Mr. Noah Bates, Elmira, N. Y., writes:
“About fonr years ago I had an attack of bil.
ions fever, and never fully recovered.* My digestive organs were weakened, and I would be
completely prostrated for days. After using
two bottles of yonr Burdock Blood Bitters
the improvement was so visible that I was asI can now, though 61 years of age,
work.” Price

tonished.

do a fair and reasonable day’s
$1.00, trial size 10 cents.

decl2dlw

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
OFFICE HOURS:
ejccpted.

Delivery

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.25 and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and tbe West—Arrive at 12.45. 5.10.8.10,
wad 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.25, 3.00
wad 2.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston ft Maine
Railway—Arrive at 12.45 and 8.10 p.m. Close at
IU

—

m.

8.16 a/m and

12.25p.

m.

Great Southern ft Western—Arrive at 12.45 5.10,
8.10 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.25,
8.60 ami 9.60 p. m.
rentes—Arrive at 1.20 p.
Bangor and connecting
Oose at 11.4* a. m.
sa.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
Close at 11.45 a. m. and 4.45
m. and 1.2o p. m.
aad 9.00 p. m.
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Kail way
Arrive at 8.40 a. in. Close at 7.1/0 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00 a
Close at 6.30 and 11.45 a. m.
m. and 1.20 p. m.
4.46 and 9.00 p. m.
Caetine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert. Jones port, Machias Machiasport, East Mackias, Millbridgs and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
East port, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m.
Close at 6.00 d. m.
Foreign mails via New York, day previous to sailtag of steamers—Close at 8.16 a. m.
Express. Augusta. Bangor and the East—Arrive at
8.06 a.m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
8kowbegan, intermediate offices and the norm—
Close at 11.45 a. m.
Arrive at 1.20 p. m
Bkowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. XL—Arrive at 12.25 p. m. Close at l.Ou p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
11.46 a. m. and 4J.00 p. m.
Swanton Yu, and intermediate offices, via P. ft O
R. R.—Arrive at 6.45 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. ft
O. B. R.—Arrive at 11.16 a. m. Close at 2.0u p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
A R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.35 p. m. Close at 12.26
p.

m.

Rochester, K. H.f and intermediate offices, via P.
A R R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
QUrrier* deliveries are made daily (Sundays exOgited.) in the business portion of the city at 7.00
aad 10.00 a. m., and 2.00 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 and 11.46 a. m., and 3.00 p. m. Collections
are made on week days at 7.00 and 11.00 a. hi.
•ad 2.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.
ttupreme Judicial Court.
The following rescripts have been sent down from
tbe law court:
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

George I. Northrop .in equity

adm’r.

vs.

Clarence Hale,

Rescript by Appleton, C. J.—Where A having two
thousand dollars in a shavings’ Bank, made a further
deposit in the name of B without bis knowledge, retaining tbe pass book till death, and drawing the
dividends and such tortions of the principal for her
she chooses.
Held—That the title to the deposit remained in
depositor and subject to her control. That if

own use as

the
the

deposit was la trust, B was trustee
positor and net cestui one trust.

for the de-

Bill dismissed.
Mary Eliza Northrop in equity vs. Clarence Hale
adm’r.
•
Rescript by Appleton, C. J.—Where A deposited
but
in a S vingsr Bans: money in the name of B,
without he knowledge1 sub. (subject) to A” in the
books of the bank and in the bank pass book, re
•eivtng the dividends and such portion of the principal ae she required for her own uses, and holding
tbe pats book always in her possession till her death
Held—That this was not a gift inter vivos. 'I hat
here

not a trust in favor of B. That if there
trust. B was trustee for the depositor and
not claim or hold the deposit iu her own right.

was

wa* a

eould
Bill dismissed.

Superior Court.
lhHl.
KEY.

Mi-funn fivri. tpp«

IIRFORE JCDGB BON-

TmnuiDAT.—M. G. Palmer v«. Charles W. Goddard, 3d, at a). Debt on tlx months bon I. Defense—
payment. Plaintiff claimed that defendant only
paid the amount of the debt and agreed to pay tbe
Defendant
coats to counsel, who wna then sick
claimed that what be paid was accepted by plaintiff's Clark Id full and released him from the bond,
Decision for tbe plaintiff f >r 38.08.
Thomas & Bird for defts.
fogg for plff.
The Stoddard Lectures.
Tbe Stoddard lectures begin at City Hall
this evening. The opening lectnre on Scotlead is one in which Mr. Stoddard is parti-

^

cularly fitted to do his best work both by

rea-

acquaintance with the country end through a poetic vein which will find
happy expression among the scenes hallowed
by the former presence of Scott and Bums.
eon

of

familiar

The following topics of the coarse are no less
interesting while the illustrations to all the
lectures are to befnllynp to Mr. Stoddard’s
best standard which his been fonnd everyThe sale of course
where to be unsurpassed.

Uckete has been almost unexampled in our
elty, but none shonld lose this rare treat from
Oar City
fear of not being able to get seats.
Hall ie very large and convenient and Mr.
Stoddard’s voice is very clear so that practical*
In order that the
ly every seat is good.
leeture may commence promptly at S o'clock
and tbe audience may not be disturbed the
doon wiM be closed promptly at that h.-ur. and
the ushers will cease seating ticket-holders,

*

Tbe doors will be open at 7 o'olock bo that
ample time will be afforded to seat tbe audi*nce before tbe lectnre begins.

High Street Church.
We have received from the printers, Messrs.
Brown fTharston & Co., the proceedings of the
semi-centennial celebration of High street
ehnrch.
on

good

3»ges.

W. H. Gay. The committee expect to meet
aud decide on the order of exercises some time
this week.
There was an alarm of fire yesterday afternoon at half-past 2 o’clock, caused by some
clothes taking fire in the shop of B. S. Bacon

give

an

exhib.tion on

eral Hospital fund.
The seventh dance in the Mechanic Blues
course will take place at Army and Navy Hall
this evening. Chandler will furnish the music.
A little boy named Currier fell into the dock
at the International wharf Tuesday night and

drowning. He was rescued by
Jason, who bravely jumped into the

came

ers.

near

audience gathand brilliant
stieet church,
Lewiston,
Park
at
to enjoy a musical
Wednesday evening,
the
and
literary entertainment under
the direction of Mr. Homer A Norris, the talented organist of Free street Baptist church,
Portland. Mr. Norris was assisted bv Miss
Hinckley, a young and rising reader of Lewiston, Mrs. Robie, Miss Walker, Mr Glover aud
Mr. Stinclifield. Mr. Norris played a very difficult fugue on the organ with wonderful
The church at Portland which has just
skill.
secured Mr. Norris’ services as organist has
A
ered

James
water after him.
The monthly statement of the Grand Trunk
Bailway Company of Canada, just received,
shows that during October the gross revenue
The
was £192,247, a decrease of £14,951.
woraiug expenditure at the Bame time was increased by £44G7; so that the actual results of
the month showed a net income of £56,020, or
a iuoo vi

e>iV|Xiv>

u*v

»«>**

***««•««

xyU«..Ug,

won a

with October 31st the decrease in gross earnings was £30,892, and the increase in outlay
£31,670, leaving a net falling off of $62,502.
The annual business meeting of the Maine
Editors and Publishers Association will be held

street

society
evening.

gave

a

elbow.
Old Orchard Beach Water Co.
The Old Orchard Beach Water Co- has been
formed for the purpose of providing the cottages and hotels at that place with pure water. It is proposed to run a pipe from a spring
and pond, some two mileB from Old Orchard
to Pine Point and thence along the beach to
Ferry Village, York Co. The capital of the

sociable at

Hall last
There were two arrests for drunkenness last
evening and the police made several seizures.
The City Hotel has been crowded with guests

Congress

the last week.
The meeting of the Law Students Club will
stand postponed until Saturday evoning of this
week, on account of the funeral of Judge
Fox. On that evening HonefWilbur F. Luut
will lecture to the club onthesubject of “Practice in Federal Courts." The moot oourt will
open at 7.15 p. m. Members of the bar and
friends of the club are cordially invited to at-

tend.

prize.

Accident.
I
Yesterday forenoon Mrs. Elias Norwood,
who lives at No. 11 Lowell street, West End,
fell dpwn stairs and broke her arm above the

at the Common Council
Wedesday
evening, Jan. 25th, at 7J o’clock. The literary
exercises will take plaee at Reception Hall on
Thursday afternoon, the 20th.
The Park

company is 550,000 and they have elected the
following officers:
President—Charles E. Dorman.
Secretary and Treasurer—J. H. Fogg.
M.
G.
Directors—Charles E. Dorman,
Palmer, J. E. Palmer, Charles L. Gilkey, A.
L. Dennison of Portland and Mr. Robbins of
Lewiston.
List of Patents.
Weekly list of patents granted to residents of Maine, dated Dec.. 13,1881. Reported for the Press by C. E. Foster,

___

A Hardship for Convicts.
The other morning the Argus contained a
long article complaining of the United States
officials because criminals convicted in their

Patent Solicitor, 609 7th street, Washington
D. C.:
250,879—Charles H. Buchanan, Portland, reclining chair.

courts were not sentenced to jail in the town
where they resided (provided there was ono
there) but were Bent to those located in other
towns, and gave as a reason therefor that an

250,985—Dexter Smith, Litchfield, apparatus

for

official had said “the convicts wanted to go
where they could get something to eat.” As
the bulk of those convicted receive their sentences in Portland tho Argus said the remark
was an imputation on the Portland jail under

preserving

AROOSTOOK

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The volume is handsomely printed
paper, and makes a book of some !Ni
__,

Personal.
Hon. JbBepb 8. Berry, senator from Kennebec county, was in the city yesterday

a
The Executive Council gave
bearing
Wednesday on the question of granting a parthe
Kennenow
in
A.
don to Edwin
Getchell,
bec jail for violating the liquor law. No decision was reached.
Gov. Plaisted will not
nominate county officers to fill expired terms,
week.
Until next
The library of Colby University contains 17,500 volumes and 8,000 pamphlets, and additions are made from the income of the Lihrarv
Fund, and from the Keeley Memorial I< uud
Hon. J. Warren
established by the alumni.
Merrill hasauthorized the President to offer,upnu certain conditions, to students needing aid,
who may enter tbeUmveM y next year,a special
prize, to be given to the oue who, upon competitive examinations shall be found to be exceptionally well fitted for college. The prize,
with ordinary University prize, will secure to
its possessor »n annual income of $182 to 8728
for the entire course.
The Kennebec Journal says that an Augusta young man, who is connected with a largo
oai-of-towu wholesale house as a runner has
forwarded bis photograph to Burnum, aud enters as a contestant for the $10,000 prize offered
to tho handsomest man.

the country were not conducted as economically as was advisable. An arrangement
Auof
the warden
with
was
made
burn
jail, New York, by which that
Ml*

1X7

icts and properly feed them at so much a
head. A circular was sent to Judge Fox advising him of that fact. Judge Fox declared
lie wouldn't send his convicts out of Maine,
v

but he was desirons of securing a reputation
for economical administration of his court. He
therefore asked for proposals from the keepers
of the various jails in the State for good board
for convicts. Tbe keepers of Alfred, Auburn
and Wiscasset jails made the most satisfactory
That his how prianswers to his request.
soners sentenced by him were sent to those
jails rather than to Portland jail, and even
then Judge Fox would allow them to go to
Portland jail when, in his judgment, it was

advisable. What any official may have said to
an Argus representative we don't know, but
these, we are assured, are the facts.

PENOBSCOT COUNTT.

William Delano, a Bangor blacksmith crazy
from drink yesterday morning undertook to
shoot bis wile aud children. Swearing that
he would have the lives Of them all—or words
to that effeetr-he started for a revolver which
his wife knew to be in the house aud loaded.
While Delano was after the weapon, hie wife
pushed her six children through a side door
and then followed them herself, while her husband, who was in hot pursuit, in the dark,
evidently supposed they had gone imo the shed
into which he tired two shots. Luckily the
darkness enabled them to escaped. Delano
was arrested.

Railroad Visitors.
A special train over the Ogdensburg from
St. Johnsbury brought to this city, yesterday
noon, W. K. Blodgett, president, and A. AGeddis, superintendent of tbe Ogdensburg &
E. M. Moore, Os'
wego, general maniiger of the Rome and Wa.
tertown road, and B. B. Mitchell, Rochester,
N. Y., general manager of the Blue Line.
They were accompanied by President Anderson and Mr. Tolman, general freight agent, of
Like

Champlain Railroad;

SOMEBSET COUNTT.

Rev. Webster Woodbury of Skowhegan has
the pastorate of the Congregational
church at Foxboro, Mass,, and will remove
thither at once.

accepted

the Ogdensburg.
It will be remembered that a new trunk line
has lately been formed of which the roads >nentioued above constitute the links, while tbe
Blue Line is the great freight line to which the
Ogdensburg was lately admitted. President
Jewett, of the Vermont division of the Og..

WALDO

and very anxious to see the facilities afforded
by Portland as a railway terminus. The condition of the Ogdensburg pleased them very
much and the run from Fabysn’s here was
made in remarkably good time.
After their arrival here they were taken to
the Falmouth Hotel where they dined, and
after dinner Messrs. Anderson, Hamilton and
Tolman took them in carriages, showed them
all the advantages at the western end of the

Happiness and prosperity depend to a very
great extent upon good health. -.All those suffering from Hoarseness, Colds or Coughs,
should try Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup. It cures
and costs only 25 cents.

city, and thence along the water-front, down
and
wharves
along the Grand Trunk
through the Portland Company’s property.

occupied the
pressed themselves

They all exdelighted with what

afternoon.

much
shown them, it being the first visit of sevIn the evening they reeral of the party.
ceived callers at tbe hotel and left for the west
by the 2 a. m. Pullman this morning.

Insurance of the Right Kiryi.
Read the advertisement of W. D. Little &
Co. in our columns, particularly that of the

was

old Mutual Life Co.
H
Delmonico, the celebrated restaurant proprietor in New York, was noted for his sagacity. He had a policy for ten thousand dollars

TPnnflral of thfi Lata Judcre Pox.

The funeral of the late Judge Edward Fox
will take place this ofternoon at 2 o’clock at
his late residence No. 325 Danforth street Rev.
services. The CumDr. Hill will

his life in the Mutual Life Ins. Co. of
New York, and'with characteristic shiewdnes.
took another policy for the same amount. Daring the week ending on the Dili inst. this comupon

conduct^Jie

berland bar and many members of the legal
profession from abroad will be present. Tne
services are appointed at an early hour to accommodate friends from Boston who return on

pany paid on those policies the snm insured, or
$20,000, and in addition dividends upon the
first of $5,068, and on the second of $1,893.

the afternoon traine.
The following committee have been appointed by the Cumberland Bar Association to dralt

Delmonico nover used his dividends to pay
premiums, but allowed them to accumulate
When
and purchase additional insurance.
such prominent men as the late Lorenzo Del'

Mattocks.
Members of the Cumberland Bar are requested to meet at the house of H. W. Swasey, 327 Spring street, at 1.45 this afternoon.
The Judges and officers of the Federal and
State courts and the District Court jury arc
requested to meet at the residence of Mr
at

1.45 p.

m.

The District Court.
Wednesday Judge Lowell telegraphed he
bad appointed Judge Clark of New Hampshire to finish the business before the present
of the District Court. Later in the day
another telegram from him stated that, by the
following statute he had not the power to do
so, and that all court matters must await the

successor.’

Arrival of the Brooklyn.
The Brooklyn, Captain Liudall, of the Dominion line, arrived at this ;port at 4 p. m

Liverpool December 2d,
and had a very good run of 12} days, consider,
ing the heavy westerly gales which prevailed.
The Brooklyn sustained no damage.
She
brought 38 passengers, mostly steerage, and a
large cargo for Canada.

yesterday.

She left

^Barque

L Richardson,

Notes—W Adams A Son. East Boothbay, have
oommsneed work on a schr 126 tons, for Gloucester
parties.
to
Hodgd m Brothers, of Boothbay, are preparing
build a fl hing schr of 130 tons, wholly or partly
Herriman, of Bucksport. 238 tons, has
been purenased bv parties at Bangor at $9000. Oapt
H

Wood, formerly of

E H

schr

July fourth,

Is to

com-

mand her.

at
The new ship Gen Knox, now being rigged
Thomaston, has been chartered to load at Norfoix
for

Liverpool,

with cotton at 30

shillings.

_

Phipsbnrg.

iAfUN» DAYS OE STEAMSHIPS.
FROM
1

;

FOR

City of Montreal...New York Liverpool.. ..Dec
.Dec
Gellcrt.New York..Hamburg
Knickerbocker.... New York..Havana.Dec
Aleue.New York..Kingston, J..Dec
..New York..Havana.Deo
Niagara
..

Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow......Doc

15
16
16
16

17
17
17

Oder...New York..Bremen.Dec
Britauic.....New York.. Li verpool.Dec 17
Samaria. ..Boston.Liverpool.Die 17

City.New York..Aspinwall ...Dec
Parisian.Boston.Li verpool.... Dec
British Empire ...New York..Havana.Dec

20
22
22
..Portland .Liverpool.. ..Dec 23
Scandinavian.Portiaud.. .Glasgow.Dec 24
Atlas...Boston.Li verpool.... Dec 24
Moravian.Portland—Liverpool... Dec 30
Colon.New York..Aspinwall....Dec 30

Crescent

nieniobanda.
from
Ship David Brown. Pendleton, at Melbourne
reports heavy gales in the Southern ocean,
split sails, washed decks, stove bulwarks,
deckhouse, Ac.
Sch Frauk Norton. Bird, from Rockland for Philadelphia which put Into Dutch Island 12th. reports.
11 o’oloek, night of 10th, thirteen milee ENE of
Thatcher's island, a large yawl boat containing six
men came down and bailed the sebr, the men saying they bad been wrecked and wished to be taken
The vessel was Drought about and kei t
on board.
to leeward, the captain supposing the boat would
follow but she did not appear. She remained in
the vicinity until 8 o’clock next morning, ana then
.,

yi uuovudu•

ALMANAC.. ..DECEMBER 16.
Sun rises..
.7.31 I High water,(P M)., 7.16
Son sets...4.22 | M'on rise*,........ 2.27

Phoenix Assurauce
Net

Surplus,.$3 170,0*6 53

Losses Paid,

over

DOMESTIC POSTS.
GALVESTON—Ar 13lh, brig L M Merritt, Barrett.

Philadelphia.

will

$03,000,000.

Old Phoeuix, of Hartford.

Paul, over $3,000,000.
Continental, of New York,
Assets,
$4,000,000.
National of Hartford,
A* sets,
$1,000,000.
Orient, of Hartford,

MILLINERY
GOODS.

$1,200,000.

■

$800,000.
As*ets,
Western, of Toronto,
$1,350,000.
A-sets,
Lion, of Loudon,
$1,300,000.
Assets,
Trans-Atlantic of Hamburg,
$900,000.
Assets,
Northwestern of Milwaukee,
$1,100,000.
Assets,
■

ALSO, THE OLD

NEW YORK.
Established in 1848.

CASH ASSETS,

over

$92,000,000.

Its RATES of PREMIUM are LOWER, it* DIVIDENDS LARGER, its Security Greater ibau any
other Life Jomjany, in the WORLD, its Policies
are continually increasing in value.

Death Claims and Endowments, av
declt dtf

Brer y Boy and OIrl la Delighted with
”

ZIGZAG JOURNEYS
“Zigzag

The Famoni

Sid 13ih, ship Alice M Minott, Whitmore, Liv-

9th. sch
"aPALACHICOLA—ArGalveston.

Charlie Bucki,
French. Morgan City for
PASCAGOULA—Ar 12th. barque Hattie G McFarland McFarland, New Orleans.
PENSACOLA—Ar 12th, brig L F Munson, Smith,
Wood’s Hole: sch Waldemar. Parker, Galveston.
JACKSON VILLE-Old 12th, schs W H Sargent,
Low, New York; Acara, Chandler, do.
SAVANNAH—Ar 13th, sch J Nickerson, Farr,

By

S^~THE NEW VOLUME.
Zigzag Journey* in the Orient. A Journey
of the Zigz-tg Club from Vienna to the Golden
Horn, the Euxine, Moscow and S*. Petersburg,
containing a description of tbe Great Fair at
Nijni Novgorod, and many Oriental tales and
wonders.

in Cln**ic Land*, or,
Tommy Toby’s Trip to Parnassus, ad account of the tour of tbe Zigzag Club in France,
Italy, Greece, Spain, Portugal. One of tbe most
instructive and entertaining books ever issued.

Zigzag Journey*

NCHABLKSTON-Ar

14th, sch Victor Puig, Harris, Baracoa; Geo Washington. Parsons.Nassau, NP
Cld 14ih, brig Katahdiu, Dodge. New Yors,
BALTIMORE—Ar 14th, sch Addie Fuller, Jorgenson, Fall River.
Cld 14th, schs Nellie, Drinkwater, for Charleston;
Chas H Morse. Cash, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13th, sch Wm Cobb, Kendrick, Boston.
Cld 13th baroue Boylston, Small, for Cienfuegos;
Nellie Doe,
schs Oliftord, Bragilon. Charleston ;
Trask, Pine Island.
Ar 14th, schs Brave, Bennett, SuUivmj; H A De-

Mansou, Jacksonville.
Cld 14th, 80h C J Willard. Wallace, Portland.
WILMINGTON. DEL—Ar 13th, seh Annie R
Lewis. Lewis, Bangor.
NEWCASTLE—Passed down 13th, ship Theobald,
for San Francisoo; seh Geo Walker, for Portland.
Sldfm Delaware Breakwater 13lh, brig Edith,
for Boston; seh Kate M Hilton, for Philadelphia.
Sid fm do 12th, ship E W Stetson, for Bremen.
NEW YORK—Ar 16th, ship Klwell. Barstow, Sin
gapore Sept 13; brig David Bngbee, Stowers, Trapani 61 days; sobs Gertrude E smith, Smith, Pensacola; Flora E McDonald Kane, Jacksonvil'e; A L
McKeen, Paterson, do; H T Townsend. Smith.Hlllsboro; America. Truworihy, Rockland; Manitou,
Hamilton. Bowdoinbam via Portland.
Cld 16th, barques Surprise, Averill, Brisbane;
Hosea Rich, Norton, Gloucester; Matthew Baird,
Pray, Kings'on, Ja.<
Passed the Gate 16th. barque Daring from New
York for Portlaud; schs Lama Briogman, do for
Boston; Benj Reed, do for NorthtKjrt. Island City,
Hoboken for Eastport; Willie H Lord, do for Portsmouth; Gamma, do for Boston; Light of tne East,
do for do; Carrie Walker, Wethawken for do; Loduskia, An boy for Providence; Kolon, Port Johnson lor do; Minnesota. Gross, and Commerce, Lord,
Elizabethport for Portlaud.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 14th scbs B Carver, Lowell.
Port Johnson; Dclmont Locke, Veazle, do; American Chief Snow, New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar Vfilh, sch Izetta, Hinks, Bando.
gor: George Albert, Bryant,
In port, schs Jed
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR
Frye, from Calais for New Haven; M E Van deaf,
Rockland for Wilmington; Cabot, Horton, NS, for
New York; Sea Foam, Bangor for Greenport; TTios
Hiz, Rockland for New York; Sardinian, do for do;
Jas O’Douobue, Bucksport for do; Mary Sfewart,
Bangor for do; Eliza B Coffin, Calais for do; Ned P
Walker, Joiiesport for do; Frank Norton, Rockland
for Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—At 12th, seh Dreadnanght, Sann
tiers, Wickfuid lor New York.
in port, schs .Jas Barrett. Jones, from Elizabethport. Albert Jameson. Caudage, for New York; Geo
B Somes, Norwood, and Trenton, Stewart, N York;
Wm Butman,
Tttinmaii Bennett, from Wiscasset;
Sprou), Weehawken; Samuel cun, irow rail rarer
,,

Hezekiali Butterworth.

Europe. Vacation RamZigzag Journey*
bles in Historic L'tnds, with interesting St ries
and legends connected with tbe scenes visited.
Small quarto, illumina'ed covers and linings,
and nearly 200 line illustrations. Each, $1.76;
in

cloth,

Over

exua

gilt, $2.25.

50,000

Volume* “ZIGZ4G” Sold.

Sold by all Booksellers.
ESTES X L4UKI4T, Publishers.
eod3t
dec16

Parties intending to subscribe to the
Telephone Exchange are hereby notified
that a new und complete list of Mibscribers will be issued Jan. 1st, 1882.
And in order to have the lists ready
for delivery ou the first of January, no

decie-d3t

bought at ruinous low prices and will
be sold at great bargains, as
the following price list will
they

Lincolnville.
Sid 13th. sch Jennie S Hall, Hall, Pensacola.
VLNKYAKD-HA VEN-Ar 18th. ecbs Anna Frye,
from Amboy lor Portsmouth; Nicola. Philadelphia
forDanver port; Catharine, Roudout for KllBWorth;
Maggie Mulvey. Bath for New York; Empress, from
Kookland for do; Theodore Dean from Portland for
Philadelphia; Victory, Ellsworth for Stamford;
stcamtug Hercules, Boston, to tow brig Shasta to
Portland.
Sailed, sobs

Nicola, Catharine, and Anna Frye.
EDGAKTOWN—Ar 12th, sch Fannie St Edith,
Warren Kookland.
BOSTON-Cld 14th. barque Tatav, Pettis, Portland; soli Wyoming, Bellatty. Pensacola.
Ar 16th, sch F Nickerson, Haskell, Hoboken.
Below. In the roads, Orlg Shasta, from Philadelphia fur Portland.
SALEM—Ar 14th, scbs Charlie & Wilhe, Weed.
Viualbaven for New York; Laconia, Kookland for
New London; S J Lindsey, do for do; Carrie L Hix,
Spruce Head for dp; H L Curtis. BaDgor lor do;
July Fourth, do for New London; Eastern Belle, do
for New Haven; Win Todd, Calais tor VineyardHaven; Enterprise, Gloucester for Philadelphia.
Also ar 14th, scbs L A Boardman. L.rd, Amboy;
T W Allen Childs, do; B L Eaton. Grierson, do.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 14th, sch Velma, Corbett,
_

LUBEC—Ar 8th, sch Nellie J Dinsmore, Parker,

ELLSWORTH—Ar 11th, sch Arboreer, Clark,
Portland.
BUUKSPORT—Ar 13tb, §cb Webster Bernard,
01111 y. Portland.
KASTPOKT—Ar 13th, soh Frank Barker, Smith,
Portland.
PORT C YDE- Ar 14th, soh Chalcedony, Bryant,
Machine for Portland.
BATH—Ar 14tb, scbs Georgie D Load, Murphy,
Potomac River. Va; Abby Wasson. Wasson, Maryland; Nellie £ Morse, Hawley, Darien.
FOREIGN PORTS.
At Samarang Oct 26, barque Caprera, Randall, fm
New York.
At Iloilo Oct 11, barque Jas G Pendleton, Nichols
for New York or Boston, takes 1600 tons sugar.
Sid Oct 4. ship Wilna, Lombard, for New York,
with 1900 tons sugar.
At Manila Oct 21, ship Antelope, Cheney, for New
York, Idg.
At Calcutta Nov 7th, barques Chalmelte, Chadbourne, for Biiston or Salem; Isaac L Bkoltield,
Bishop, for New York.
Ar at Anjier 12th iDSt barque Matanias, Simmons. New York for Batavia.
At Burrard’s Bay, BO. Nov 26 ship City of Brooklvn, Chase, from Bio Janeiro, Idg for Sydney.
Passed Gibraltar Nov 17th, barque Com Dupont,
Crockett, Bangkok for Toulon.
At Mayaguei 3d inst, brig F I Henderson, Hender

BOD, for Port de Palx to load for New York.
Ar at Sagua 13th Inst, barque Jose E More, Carlisle, New York.
At Baracoa 1st inst, soh Victor Puig, Hams, for
Charleston 5th.
Ar at Pictou I2lh, steamer Acadian, Portland.
Aral St John, NB, 14th inst, seb JLUrossley,
Crosslev, Portlaud.
Cld l'4th, sch Julia S. McIntyre, Portland.
Ar at St Andrews, NB, 12th. sehs John Pew,
Spurting, and Nellie May, Dyer, Portland.
Cld 12th, sch W B Keen, Decker, Gloucester.

HPOKEN.
Nov 21, lat 2 S, Ion 37 W, ship Pleiades. Prost,
from Portland for Montevedio.
Nov 1, lat 23 40 S. Ion 38 14 W, ship J Thompson Kirby, from London for Valparaiso.
Nov 13, lat 10 S, Ipn 34 W, sen Anna W Barker,
Snowman, from New York for Santos.
Dec

II,

lai

GO 2*.

iOU
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ou.

urig
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dou, Pierce, from New York for Havana.
Neglect

a

cold,

and

severe

■Stockbridge’s
MUSIC STORE!.
Christmas Novelties, New Music and Books,
Music Racks, Music Rolls and Folios, Toy InstruHarmonicas. Picments, Orguincttes, Zithers,
tures of Mu*ioiaa8, Gift Books in fine bindings, Mu
sical Instruments and Merchandise.

156
Near
deol4

Exchange St.,
City

sleighs:
Prices

C- E.

Suit

to

the

Times.

show:

20 Doz. Fine Felt Hats, in
cream and white, at 75
former price $1.50.

on

Hie

c >rner

of Blah and Pleasan
Dr. Oreeu.

JOHN RAND.

SOR^CCR^FOR DEU1WESHE8&I
s&lboro’, Me.

For CHRISTMAS&NEWVEARS
We offer, December 15th,

at Hollis Center, Me., near the depot
of the Portland & Rochester R. R.
New mill readv for
of ledge 30 feet high.

machinery of

anv

kind: Dam

Address
JAIUEN O.

and elegant assortment of artistic and useful goods,
suitable for Holiday Presents. Below will be found some of the special holiday bargains which may
now be obtained at our store.

tremely large

pearl,
qents,

CHRISTMAS GOODS.

Prang’s Christinas and New Year
Cards, chromos and placques,
French dolls, fans, leather, plush
and seal skin pocket books and
bags, satin and plnsli wall pockets,
15 Doz. Trimmed Felt Newports,
bottles, cabinet frames,
cologne
$1.25, former price $1.75.
sharing mirrors. We have a fine
5 Doz. Real Beaver Top Trimmed line of gentlemen’s silk umbrellas,
ladies’
Hats 75 cts., former price $2. pongee silk handkerchiefs,
and gentlemen’s linen haudker*
20 Doz. Trimmed Derby 75 eents, chiefs, silk scarfs, ladies’ and
$1.00 aud $1.25.
gents’ kid gloves and mittens, ladies’ silk mittens, children’s hoods,
10 Doz. Satin Bound Derby 87 1-2
and an endless variety of fancy arcents to $1.25,

Real Full

ticles too

| 5 Doz. Plain

Ostrich

Shaded

Rich
Doz.
Plumes.

Colors,

at the lowest

prices.

Black and
in great

Also

Tips

Shaded Ostrich

variety.

Rich Fancy, Brocade and Plush
at half the nsnal
Ribbons

LACES.
We call special attention to our
Lace Department. Real Dachesse
lace scarfs, tlchns and handkerchiefs, at prices from $3.50 to $20.
Made np lace collars, Mother
Hubbnrd styles, Spanish and Russian Thee collars and ilchns, silk and
coljet beaded collars, collars andNotlarettes for children, antiqne
tingham and satin tidies, canvas
toilet sets in Kensington work.

MJDDLE STREET.
eod2w

dec 2

Raw silk table covers, fancy embroidered woolen covers, linen
covers, towels, napkins and doylies,
fancy lin**n tidies, blankets and
qnilts. crib blankets, cardinal and
bine all wool blankets.

OPENING.

NOTICE.
Maine,

1

to the Rules <>f the Circuit Court of

the United Stales, lor the District f Maine,
PURSUANT
that W vi. H. LOONEY, of I*orttice is
no-

AND

hereby given

Arcist’s

Materials.

«_

CYRUS F. DAVIS,
FINE

593

ART

just opened

We have

assortment of

large

a

fine

that we
seU at low

Holiday

goods

propose

to

PIANO COVERS

PRESSES and DIES
handed, at low prices, suitable tor Corn

Apply at
Portland Packing Co.’s Office,

decieeodlm

choice designs at
thatwHl
please close
prices
In

and Fish Packers.
SECOND

buyers.

_220 Commercial St,

We shall offer our black rhadamas and Merveilleux satins at 25
per cent lower than former prices
to red nee stock before January 1st.
This is the bes1 opportunity ever
offered in Portland to buy these
goods. We have the best variety
of colored Merveilleux and rhada-ua satins and colored silks in Portland at red need prices. Sicilian silk
for cloaks.

WAN FED.
young men. who would like to study Suryeying and' ivil Engineering, at ihe dice of
C.
E.
Jordan, 184 Middle street. Call between 12
decl6d3l#
and 1 p. m.

TWO

LINEN GOODS

HANDKERCHIEFS

Plushes.

A

large

Choice

SHAWLS.

Handkerchiefs.

Damasks,

yard,
Napkins

THE

We have just secured
direct from the manufac-

a

guod

chance to engage in

F. «. BAILFY A CO,, Anclioncers.

declSdtd___

SPECIALTIES.
BOOTS,

water

proof.

CANADIAN OVERSHOES,
for Gentlemen, Ladies
and Children.
WATERPROOF BALMORALS for Gentlemen.
CuRK
CALF
FRENCH
SOLE BOOTS for Ladies.
PEBBLE GOAT and French
Kid, Hand Sewed Boots
for Ladies.
LACE BOOTS in
SIDE
French and American
Kid and Goat.

only stock of fine, fancy

SLIPPERS in Maine.

CHILDREN’S Spring Heel

Boots in Calf, Straight,
Goat and American Kid.
DANCING PUMPS in Goat,
French Rid and Patent
Leather for Gentlemen
cl

a BY
IW11U

IIayto

brushing.

_

M. G. PALMER,

COMPANY,

Mercantile Agency,
65 EXCHANGE ST.,
Collections made throughout the
United States and Canadas.

JMES 0. CLEAVES,
M A N A G

deoO

..

eodlm

turers

MASK

a

large lot of Linen

slightly

Handkerchiefs

CLOAK

^

DEPARTMENT.

shall sell
damaged
a full
Also
woven to represent hunting very cheap.
of
line
perfect goods in
Silk and satin fur lined circulars,
scene*, is new and of supewoolen rloaks and dolman*, ulsters
new and choice patterns.;
rior
that

we

quality.

and jackets for ladies and children
at reduced prices.

NOVELTIES IN

RARE PROOF ETCHINGS
—A5D—

ENGRAVINGS.
In

Acknowledged

to be the finest

ever

the city

Portai (1 Pine Art Store.

CYRUS F. DAVIS,
No.

593

CONGRESS

STREET.

LAHitiS

Lunch,
Dessert,
Fruit
—A*n>—

TRAY CLOTHS.

DRESS
CHILDREN’S GOODS.
A3\rr>

attention is called to

TOWELS

Special
Fancy Hosiery finished 75 cent job lot of

from 614 cts. to $2.50 each.
ALSO

seams,

slightly damaged,

at 18 cts., worth from 25
to 50 cts.
Any of the

New Designs in fine White above goods wUl please
our customers.
Toilet Quilts, prices
Remember you can buy
to
from

$3.50

ate If advisable. This U
paying business.

a

the

with Doylies and
to match.

BELGIUM

BY
MNOINK
AND
BILL
AUCTION.
/YN Saturday Dec. 17tb, at 12 M., we shall sell
U the City 'Gris'- Mill, si'uated on Daering’s
Bridge. Said'mill is fifed to grind grain and salt; Is
furnished with a twenty-five horse power engine,
b filer, Ac., in guod order which will be so d tepar-

PORTLAND.

assortment of
Elegant black brocaded Plushes,
the newest material for elegant
at
prices
Styles
garments, plain plashes in
lower than we have ever outside
all grades and colors.
To meet the demand of the
to sell them
HOLIDAY trade, we have been able
before.
made special purchases for
our Linen Department.
Among some of the artiLINEN
cles to which we desire to
call especial attention are
Paislay, India, Himalaya and
the Fine Satin and Heavy
Woolen
Shawls, in great variety.
both in
Double

cloths and by

dlw

deolC

COtlMT

230 MIDDLE STREgT.

STORE,

SALE.

SATINS.

prices.

Congress Street.

FOR

Street, Wednesday, Dec. 21st. Pictures on ExhibiMonday and Tuesday.
Stale commences at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m.

Boots with low heels:
very serviceable.
Colored Boots and Slippers
for Ladies and Children.
Nubian Waterproof Blackpolishes without
ing,

SILKS

10, 1*8i.J

land, in said District has applies to the undersigned
for admissl* n as an attorney and counsellor of said
A. H. DAVIS,
Circuit Court.
Clerk of the U. S. Circuit Court.
dec!6dlt»

MB. J. B. HUDSON, beiug about to leave the
city, will sell at auction, his entire collection ot
Paintings and Sketches, at store No. 18 Exchange

Misses’ French Kid School

CLARK,

District

PAINTINGS

DONGOLA

BOSWORTfl, Honsekeeping Goods.
259

___

Portland Dec

-OF-

The

M. i

sin;

IHMSTHS

specify.

colo.'s,

Rich Black Ostrich

A large lot oi
Plumes.
5

numerous to

and
NappedallBeaver Hats
at low*

Bonnets, in
est prices.

F. 0. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.
deolfl d3t

tion

Hanford, .He.

declO-dlw

Elegant Repou-,£e Euergnes, Tilt Pitchers, Vases,
Sets, Butter Dishes, Cake Basket,, Berry
Dishes, Knives, Porks, Spoons. Carven. Ut les.
Napkin Rit gs. Sir. Also Elegant Maible an.l
Cathedral gong,
Bronze French Clocks, strike
Bronze and China Goods, Sk.

an ex-

25 Doz. Moscow Beavers, in all
colors, 25 cents, former price
75 cents.

MILL and PRIVILEGE FOR SALE

$10.00.

more

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT,

492 & 494 Congress
Building.
dec 14
c!2w*

occupied by

Congress St.

former price $1.50.

REAR31 GREEN STREET.

WHITNEY,

goods

money at
any

our

for
your
store than

place in the city.

St.

S. K.

NILES,
Advertising Agent,
BOSTON
(TBEIIONTNT.,
Contracts for Advertisements In Newspapers in si
and the
the
United
States
of
citiei and towns
British Provinces.

onr

UPRIGHT PIANOS
Sell

plain.

MILLETTI LITTLE
516 Congress Street.

«e«l*

YEARS,
03t

SQUARE

-AND—

We offer the best Black
Cashmeres to be obtained for the
money in Portland.

or

253 Kiddle Street. NEW
dtf

ORAM®,

From

Goods,
merly sold for $1.25. Largest variety of black dress goods, figured
Dress

STUDLEY,
deolO

deol 5_

for-

•

d«f

To Let.
house

THE
.treeta, lately
decSdzwis

a
Exchange
day
m.,
Block of Rich and Elegant triple plated Mlver Ware
in
the
from the best manufacturer,
country, lea
Sets, Urn., Walters, Ice Pilchers, Dinner, BreakTureen.
fast and Pickle Castors,
Baking Dishes,

FIRST CLASS FANCY AND BUSINESS

Hobokeu.

Portland.

were

prices.

At

December

and

a.

FOR SALE.

—

lor New York.
Also in|port. ecbs Nettie Cushing, Robinson, from
Rook loud for New York; Mary B Smith, Thoiun
ton for do; Ruth S Hodgdon, from Rockland fordo;
Louisa St Kosa, Boothbay for do.
WOOD’S HOLE—Ar 13ih, sch Petrel, Dunean,

bo added after the twen*

new names ran

ty.fifth of the present mouth.
Re- pectfully,
C. B. GARDNER,
Pres’t and Gen’l Manager.

c*?o.

AUCTION.

BY

Toilet

,,

TELEPHONE MICE

FRENCH CLOCKS
Mon-

10 Doz. Fur Felt Bonnets, in pearl,
cream and white, at 75 cents,

Book*”

Fine Silver Plated Ware,

ro ms

Policy for $3,500, on a well-known citizen of
Portland, is now $0,500
Payments for

—

ay
Tuesday,
Saturday,
m., and 2Vi p.
ONeach
17th, 19th, and 20th, at 10
#u«
18
at
street,

A

eraging $126.00o weekly.

OF

—

LITTLE,
516

As

Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

MILLETT
AND

$1,200,000.

Asset*,

Shoe & Leather, of Boston,
Assets.
Commonwealth, of Boston,

Auctioneers.

immense

an

stock of NEW

$3,800,000.

Assets,

Losses

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

this, Friday,

open

morning

ALSO THE

__

Witt.

Announcement.

$2,096,355.87

Liabilities...

and most varied assortment of
useful and ornamental article*
suitable for Holiday Otfls ever In
Choice
in Portland.
store
one
goods s« lling from one quarter
to one half their value.

Holiday

Company

LONDON, ESTA BUSHED 1782.
Total Assets,.. $5,206,372 37
OF

‘

..

MINIATURE

terms as any other agency in Portland.
They represent the old

OF

Boston,
lost and

Holiday Goods.
Every Day and Evening m sloro
No. 545 Congress St., ilie largest

■

MERCHANTS' EXCHANOR*
Sid fm Fortress Monroe 13th. barque Jas McCarty
Smith, (from Buenos Ayres) for Philadelphia.
Ar at St Simon’s Mills 14th, barque Anna, from
Portland, to load for Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Cardenas 4th Inst, brig Elizabeth Winslow,
Locke, Portland.
Ar at Matanzas 6th Inst, barque Ocean Pearl,
Heuley. Philadelphia; brigs R W Messer, Brewster,
Portland. Antelope. Curtis. Boston._
Aral Guauta< amo 4th lust, barque F H Lonng,
Soule. New York.
San
Ar at Havre 13th, ship Sea King, Gctcbell,
Franoisco, 114 days.
FROM

-OF-

Are furnishing insurance for their
fiieudi and customer*, ou as favorable

Belauo, Matanzas—Isaac

Emery.
Soh Nellie Treat, Dow, Cedar Keys, Fla, via Capo
Small Point—Ryan A Kelsey.

*°Scb E

W. D. LITTLE & CO.

Sarmiento, Gould, Buenos Ayres—K Lewis

Portland.___30

Dec. 13, Willie, son of John H.
Sprague, aged 17 years.
In ovell, Nov. il, James Hobbs, Esq., aged about
82 years.
In Woolwich. Nov. 17, Fannv R., daughter of
Capt. Silas H. and Arabella Grcenleaf.
In

term

next term:
Section 602 of the -Revised Statutes of the
United States provides that:
“When the office of Judge of any District
Court is vacant ail precedes, pleadings and
proceedings pending before such court shall be
continued of course until the next stated term
after the appointment and qualification of biB

_

suffering is the result.
Some say, “Don’t use medicine, and it will soon
That may bring about tbe (Jfesired rewear away.”
sult in some: but very few have sufficient physical
the aid
monico, and Cyrus W. Field with their means 8trength to throw off a severe cold, without
of
tome goed balsam, and we should certainly recin
the
Mutual
insure
of knowledge,
liberally
ommend something of the kind. One of the beet
Life of New York, it is pretty good evidence of
ever introduced to the public is Dr. Graves’ Balsam
the character of the investment. Mr. Field has
of Wild Cherry and Tar, a preparation long known
a policy for $10,000 which is now over $24,000
for the speedy and certain re'ief of cougha, colds,
1 be pecusore tbroat, hoarseness, bronchitis, &c.
ttABBIAUEff.
liar combination of wild cherry and tar with other
pleasant and soothing ingredients makes it easy to
In this city, Dec. 13, by Rev. A. McKeown, David ! take, speedy te relieve, and sure to give satisfaction.
A. Knowles of West Bowdoin and Miss M. Addie |
Physicians prescribe wild cherry and tar as remeWebber of Harpswell.
dies fjr pulmonary affections, and if you give Dr.
In Pans. Deo. 3. Nelson Jackson and Mrs. Sina
Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar a trial yo*
Waterhouse, both of Greenwood.
will get elief. Sample, 10 cts. Large bottles, 60
cts. For sale at wholesale by J. W. Perkina & Co.,
OEATHN

resolutions upon the death of Judge Fox, apd
to report the same to the bar at a future meeting.
Bion Bradbury, Josiah H. Drummond, Nathan Cleaves, Almon A. Strout, Charles P.

Swasey

COUNTT.

The directors of the Belfast & Moosehead
Lake Railroad Co. at a moetiug on Monday,
the 12th inst., declared the 7tb semi-annuai
dividend of 24 per cent, upon the preferred
stock, amounting to $6,023.25, payable on and
after the 16tb.
Tbe Belfast Savings Bank declared its 27th
semi-aBnual interest dividend on
Monday,
The dividend was 2 per cent, for
Dec. 5th.
the 6 months, and amounted to $12,920. The
deposits of the bank are about $72,000, and
the increase the past year nearly .$100,000.
Jacob N. Webster of Brooks has been ar"
rested on charge of setting fire to the stable of
S L. Dodge of ‘Brooks and two barns on the
Rich farm owned by the same gentleman.

densburg, had to leave the party at St. Johnsbury. The visitors were on a tour of the line

This

COUNTY.

Capt. C. C. Emery, special inspector from
the Boston custom house, was in Houlion lately, to investigate alleged frauds on the revenue
by importers of horses at under valuation
prices. The duty is 20 per cent, on the price
paid, regardless of the actual value of the
animal.

facts of the case are these. The government
Washington, some time ago, claimed that
the courts under its jurisdiction th roughout

oglteu

eggs«

STATE NEWS.

officer
Sheriff Sawyer's management, that
having been elected by the fusionists.
the
informed yesterday that
We were
Argus was entirely wrong in the matter. The

UU1V/C1

*

X-MAS

THURSDAY, Doe. 16.

Sale

Auction

Extensive

ArrivedSteamer City of Portland, Laroom, Boston for
Ea-tport and St John. NB.
via
Steamship Brooklyn, (Br) Llndell, Liverpool
Hal1 fax—passengers and mdse to D Torranoe A Co.
salt
with
Brig Addle Hale, Lawson. Turks Island,
to Dana A Co. Vessel to E Yeaion A Co.
Sell »illie Florence, Fernald, Campobello— 10,000
frozen herring.
Sob Welcome Homo, (Br) Peck, Moncton, NB—RR
ties to B A M RR.
Sch Diadem, Fuller, Boston for Thomaston,
Cleared,
Steamship Sardinian, (Br) Dutton, Liverpool via
Halifax-H A A Allan.
Steamship Franconia, Mangum, New York—Henry
A Co.
Sch F

AUCTION SALES.

GOODS

DRY

MISCELLANEOUS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

OF PORTLAND.

large

at

Decembers, 1881.
From 8.00 a. m. to 8.30 p. m., Sundays
Sundays open for Carriers and General
from 9 to io a. m.

cided success in "Aida.” She established in
that opera a just claim to the title of a dramatic soprano, and in such a different role as
that of Margherita there was naturally an interest manifested to see if she was so versatile
an artiste as to be able to assume the
part. It
is beyond question that this talented young
ladv is a dramatic soprano with a fine voice
and a knowledge of her art.
A special dispatch to the New York Tribune
brings intelligence of the great success which
the Musical Festival Association of Cincinnati
has met with in the sale of seats for the performance of “The Messiah” on Decembey 28,
The choice
at which Madame Patti is to sing.
of seats is selling at auction, the sale having
begun on Monday. That day’s sale aggregated
1,400 seats, and yielded 87,802 20; Tuesday
1,315 Beats were sold for 85,043. The total receipts, therefore, have been 812.845 20 and not
much more thau one-half the seats in the Music Hall have been disposed of.
Miss Leila Farrell, the bright young Portland actress, is home on a visit.
Col. Mapleson's season of Italian opera at
the BaMon Theatre will begin on the 20th
“William Tell,” "Aida,” “Carmen,”
inst.
“Rigoletto” and "Lohengrin” are announced
Seats will be ready
for the first five nights.
on Wednesday, the 21st inst.
Mrs. Samuel Doten of Portland gave select
readings at Cumberland Centre, Dec. 8th. We
are informed that she was very happy both in
the selection and tte rendering of her pieces
and that she is one of the best of amateur read-

room on

change street._

S'

On Tuesday, at the New York Accademy the
principal interest centered in the appearance
of Mile. Rossini. This young lady made a de-

the Western Promenade next June.
When the magnificent new Bteamship of the
Allan line, the Parisian, arrives at this port
she will be placed on exhibition, the proceeds
of admission being devoted to the Maine Gen*

ENTERTAINMENTS.
City Hall—Hair dressers ball.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Owen, Moore A Co—3.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Artists’ ma e'ials-Cyrus F. Davis
To peraoue designs Insurance W. D. Little A Co.
Presses and dies for sale— Poitlaud Packing Co.
Warned—E. C. Jordan.
Notice—A. H. D.vis
Telephone notice—C. B. Gardner.
Sleighs »er sale C. E. Whitney.
Mill and privilege fur sale—James
Zigug journeys—Estes A Lau. lat,

NOTES.

Courts.
Ivanhoe Lodge, No. 25, K. of P., will celebrate its first anniversary on Tuesday evening,
Jan. 17th. The following committee to arrange a programme has been appointed:
Bichard Libby, chairman, William L. L. Gill,
Arthur B. Morrison, Herbert E. Emery and

and took out a license to

AUVlUiTlBJliAUllNTS TO-DAY.

NSW

tractions.

Clark were drawn as traverse jurors for the
January term of tho Supreme and Superior

with

CITY AND VICINITY.
e"

acrobatic, Ethiopian
and jugglery business, and, it said, special atwill be song and dance,

on

Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
WatervUle, J. M. Wall.
Wlscaaset. Gibbs A Bundle*.
Woodford1* Ooruer, H. Moody.
Tansonth. 0. E. Coombs.

PORT

Our exchanges speak in the highest terms of
the variety show which will be given in this
city at Portland Theatre Saturday night. There

during Wednesday night.
At a meeting of the Board of Mayor and Aldermen yesterday noon Leander W. Tobey,
David B. Capon, John S. Bussell, Nathaniel
O. Cram, Frank H. Chase and Dennis W.

USHECWS.

MARINE

BOTLSTQN STAB TEOCPB.

Oak street. The fire was extinguished
slight damage by members of Machigonne Company No. 1.
Barnum’s agent was in the city Wednesday

Babattns, K. H. Johnson,
laecsrappa.at the Post Offloe.
■ taro, of L. Hodedon and H. B, Kendrick,
rhomaston, S. Delano,

Vlnalhaven,

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Brief Jottings.
Quite a change in the weather. Mercury 30®
at sunrise yesterdcy, 27° at noon, 25® at sunset;
wind north. There was a light fall of snow

also
many of the best Manufacturers,

on

Instalments

or

lent.

in the best
Eepairing and Tuning done

Wm. P.
144 1*2

exchange

tr

anner.

Hastings,

St., Portland, Me.

decl-i___ ^13ruo_

Prof. J. W.

Maynard,

assisted by
the favorite blind Pian'st and Basso,

PROF. J. A,

HILL,

the Eminent Violin Soloist, would respectfully
that they are prepared to
nounce to the pumic.
furnish tlrsi class musical entertainments for
fhurcbes, Fairs, Private Parties, Ltcure Courses,
rates. For toinii, Upply or
&<*., lit very reaeoiiabJe
addrett
an-

Maynard, 36 Boyd St., or at
Me.
Chandler’s Music Store, Portland,dlm

Prof. J. W.
decIG

PRESS.

Ti£E

When an Indian boy is born the “medicine
man” looks oat of the door, and the first object
he sees furnishes the child’s name. If this rule
were followed in Hackensack, most of the

Th* Muck Delusion.

The delusion which prevailed, twenty and

yeart ago regarding the manurial valof of what is known as muck, has lost
some of its force, but it still exists among
farmers, especially those new in the indusAmong the newspapers “the great
try.
value of muck to farmers” is a standing
from which a labored sermon is
more

ue

dyeing

in one of the

ployed

establishments

of that city, which supplies the material for
these sermons, and will continue to do so,
perhaps, for the next half century. That
book is full of errors and absurdities, and

1

incurring serio. s
expenditures without corresponding returns,

has led more firmer* into

than any book or. manure ever written.
The fallacy of muck consists in the error
of regarding it a* manure, or a substance
which turns spontaneously into manure
without cost to the farmer. The term
“muck” is usually applied to the dark, wet,
unctuous product of low meadows, and the
black mud from the bed o( marshy lakes and
frog pouds. The material varies greatly iii
physical character and chemical composition,
no two
specimens taken from different
localities being alike. The advocates of
muck, or the writers upon the subject, have
but little to say in regard to these important
modifications; with them, muck is muck,
whether it be made of black sand or vegetable
debris in a stage of partial decomposition.
Now, muck is not a manure, whether it
comes from a peat meadow or from the
gilicious deposits in the bed of a dried up
frog pond. It is not manure, and moreover
it cannot he made into plan' food by any
expense of time and labor which the farmer
nan
.rH to anr*lv to it.
For a period of twenty-five > ears we have
given much attention to muck,and have instituted a series of experiments with it in the
laboratory and in the field, in all the forms
and modifications iu which it is found upon
New England farms, aud we say now, wha'
we have often said before, It Is a material
which, in general, farmers cannot afford to
spend much time upon. If it had absolute
or potential value as manure, the wet mud
from meadows could not be hauled long
distances with profit, but it has not, under

circumstances, manurial value. The
peat of bogs, as freshly taken out, averages
of water fully 90per cent, and a load of this,
of 2,000 pounds, gives but a couple of hundred
any

pounds

of

dry

humus at the barn.

If, through inexperience or want of close
observation, a farmer backs up his cart to a
mud hole, dry iu summer, he loads iuto it a
substance which is usually valueless; we
have seen many farmers bard at work, after
haying, upon a deposit of this nature, and
have often had the pleasure of saving them
much toil, by proving on the soot the worth
lessuess of the substance they were endeavoring to utilize. A substance holding seventy per cent of clear sand and thirty per cent
of black mould is ‘‘oue well calculated to deceive." It looks rich, and is tempting to
many who desire to increase their manurial
A lttle of this material puti iuto
esources.
a tumbler and stirred up with much water,
at once re

veals'itself,

as

floats above.

matter

the black vegetable

value of muck is well understood
among chemists, or at least it ought to be. It
really holds no available plant food,although
it contains some nitrogen and carbonaceous
elements. These do not exist in it in available forms,and cannot be brought Into that
state at a cost which will, under ordinary
condition , warrant transportation and manipulation. Muck has a certain value as an
absorbent of liquid manure, aud It may pay
to procure aud dry it for such purposes; but
to meet this want, it must be convenient
to the barn, and of good quality. Farmers
cannofafford to lie deluded or led astray on
any point, and thtre'ore. it is important that
the true value of what is called muck should
be understood.—Boston Journal of Chem-

The

true

communion! How beautiful it would be
How I envy Mrs.
to hear their conversation!
Lyon Hunter’s outler!” Miss Meagrim—“Oh

Often the

day

dead shot and sat with two revolvers in hand,
kept the society in comparative quiet while
the questions: "Ought a flush royal to beat
four aces?” and “Is it wicked to lynch MexiBut when
cans on Sunday?” were debated.

Bankers—Bank of Montreal.

General Manager—Edward Rawlings.

Kai^s. DocmnrniN and full information as to the workings
of tne system, and lists
of corporations
which have accepted the Bonds of
the Company, may be obtained

you to fire

when a man reaches for his hip pocket, or are
you bound to wait till you see whether it's a
revolver or whiskey buttle he’s orawiug?” The
president couldn't control then and five funerals was the result.—Boston Best.

on

Small Comfort.
When yon are continually coughing night
and day, annoying everybody around you, aud
hoping it will go away of its own accord,
you are running a dangerous risk—better use

Oil,

Dr. Thomas’ Eclectbic
remedy in all such cases.

application

and Grocers.

to

soon as

®u

CA* FIX IT'KAMA 8PECULTY.
oena

Losses

Paid

in

PRICE, *1.00.

TIIIiL SHE, 10

Thirty Days

&C«».’sand a*great variety of imported

AnnounceThank*gi>ing,
ment and Birthday Cards.
Call early and avoid
the erowd.

,lle

-» v_/xx

y

Basal

Bookseller and Stationer,
515 Congress St.
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the
and
smell;beneficial results
are realised
by a few
applications. A tborough trea'ment will
cure Catarrb. liny Fever &c. Umqualed fo
head
the
colds in

sore' and restores
sense
of taste

Agreeable to use Ap
ply by the little Anger

Into the nostrils, on
package For gale in Port

receipt of 60c will mail a
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego. N. T.
d&wly48
nov24
i*i«yn<ir/\¥TC!

Cure

A

vwvanva

MINCE MEAT.
All Prepared to put between the
« rusis and Bake.

■ ■vir

Guaranteed.

C. Wert’s Nerve and Drain TreatDr.
ment: a sp*cific for Hysteria, Dizzimss, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, .Mental I»epr« ssion, Logs
of Metnorv. Spern atorrhoea, lm«otei cy, Involuntary Emissions. Piemature Old Age, caused by overself-aou-e. or over-indu gence, which leade
ertio
Owe box will cure
to misery, decay and death

Cairo's Bccho-Paiba.-A quick, complete
for Catarrh of the Bladder, Urinary,
oi
Kidney and Bladder Diseases, in male
remale, Paralysis, Diabctes,Gravel, Difficulty
Brick
Gleet,
or
Urine,
of holding
passing
Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Unne,
Milky and other deposits Stricture, banging.
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation Whites,
Pains in the
impure or Diseased Discharges,
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down,. Dripping,
ox
at
druggis.s,by
Ac.
¥1,
Ulcers, Tumors,
P
Fleck is to be useoc
with Buchu-paiba, in cases of Impure ora
ail
Diseased Discharges. With Syringe,
for
druggists, sent by express, prepaid, of
on
8--A.B
receipt
Both
prepaid,

CHiciN’s^IsjlcTiOT

|1,

by express,

E. S. WELLS.

jereGyCItj^N^JJ
WF*Wly42

ocl 9

SCIATICA

(Sciatic Rheumatism)
U considered by physicians an inourahl* disease.

BISHOP

recent cm-es Each ho* contains one month’s treatment. Oned. ll»r a b x, or six boxes for live dolsent by mad prepaid on rece ptof pri« e. The
A Co., gu trainee six bo>ei
propr'etors, John C. Wed
With each order received for
to cure any case.
with five dollars, the pro.
anied
accom
six boxes,
prietors will send the purchaser their written guar
if the treatment does not
ru
the
ret*
mo'-ey
autee to
Guarantees issued through H H.
effect a cure.
HA'S A CO., Druggists, only agents in Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.

lars;

The Jamaica

ton.

Boston, Mas*

Broprio

BY

G. I). HOWS & CO., of BosIoh,
has just be**n awarded a Silver Medal, 1 he
only <>ne of any kind awarded to the
mauy Jamaica Ginger preparations competing for a reward.
It contains no intoxicating stimulants
an«i is for sale l*y all first-class Druggist* and Grocers.

nov30_____dim*

DR

F. H. KEMISOS
has opened
Por tland and

SOULE’S LINIMEN1

B. W.

Ginger Cordia!,

MANUFACTURED

an
c»n

(flice
be foun

5o. 270 Middle Sl.i

ulilrart tht w»r*t f«row off that pafaffa
di*ei»c. U»e • A tkt- B bull a* for \#iAti«a. *beu
putlmn and Neuralgia Price $1.50/ »»*J1 ■ Hit
b;
(for >pra iu Lau>* Raok.A#), To oaiiti.

druggist*.

_d*wly4B

novl5

Charter Perpetual.

over

INSURANCE

CO.

3017

■

$2,128,626.91

Will continue the sale for thirty da vs.
(ggr^.B. Positively ai oost.

regards Policy-holders.. 1,4*4,546 O i
N. Dunham. President; Sanford J. Hall, Secretary; Andrew J. Wright, Treasurer.
as

S.l-m, tiloucester, kockpoit,
Newburyp-rt,
Lynn Chelsea »nd Boston, .rrtvlng at USpm,
Saco,
At'l.lOp u>. for Cape t lizaheth -o rboro.
Bi deford. Kent ebunk, Wells. North amt south
B rwick,
Kittery, I ortsu ooth, Newburyport,
Salem, (ilouceeter
Rockport, Lym Che sea and
omiecttng with
B* -ston, arrivng at 6.1f> p m.
Sound and Kail Lines for all Southern skid Western

points.

Train, leave Boston.
and arrive In Portland at 12 30 p.
m At 12 30. p. m. and anive In Port and at hd 0
At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and anive in Portland
at 11.00 p m.
Pullman Pnriar Car..

8JIO

At

n. ui.

p.’m.

On trains leaving boston, at 8.80 a. m. 12.30 and
7 00 p. m. anu trait a leaving Portland, 8.45 a.
m. .ml 1.10 p m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p.m. and
Portland at 2 00 a m).
■ nroupn

««*

ur»riP

—

*»■»

—

C.

Medicine*
A. PaRSDNS A CO

a.

m

Paint* and Oil*
117 and 1 9 Middle S

Good*, wo*ieo»,

DKi
DEER1NG.MILL1KEN

PASSENGER OFFICES

TYftf Good*, Woolen* and Fancy Good*
STOKER BROS. & CO. 54 A 56 Middle bt
good* and
WOODMAN, TRUK &

woolens.
00., 7 to 141 Middle St

Dry
woolens, Ac.
A LITTLE & OO., 236 & 238 Middle St
Dry goods,
and Fancy Good*.
Woolen*
Goode,
TWITCH ELL, CHAPMAN & CO.. 159 Middle
DRY
Fancy Good*
JOHN P. RAND. 96 Cr<wB St
Dealer*
in Suit.
and
Pickled,
Dry
DANA A CO.. 124 Commercial St
and
Stuoked
Pickled
Dry,
GKO.TKEFKTHKK A CO. 6Commercial Wbat

E.HBROIDERlE*>.Lai‘eM.
ILLIAMS, PULSIFER
FLOI'R
V>

&

FLOER,

of

points in the
Northwest, West anti Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Ueneral Mauser.
J. SPICEK. Soi* rinte&deiit.
octl7dtf

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND* ROCHESTER R. R.
ARRANOBOTENT.
On and after Monday, Dec. 3,
I AN I, Passenger Trains will leave

WINTER

IRON, Gutters A Cornice*
H SCOTT. Mfrs., 29, 33 A 33 Uutoa St

W.
GALVANIZED
Flour aud Pr«vi*ion».
W.AC. R. Milliben lo7 A 309 Commercial St
GROCERIES.
Flour aud Provision*.
GOITRE NS A TOMLINSON, 217 A 219 Com»
GROCERS.
Spice Grinder A Cotfee
W TWITCH ELL, CHAMPLIN A CO., 176 Corn’
(IROCERS,
JT CHA8. MCLAUGHLIN A CO.. Central St.
C'lROCEKS.
Koaster.-

3 ROCEBN,
VJT SA WYER, FOSS A DEERING.l Centra Whrl
and Provinion*.
CUN ANT A RAND, 163 Commercial St

4

GROCERIES
Floor and Previ»ioB*.
FLETCHER A CO., 169 Commercial St
GROCERIES,
Flour and Provi*iou*.
H. s. MELCHKR A CO.. 147 Commercial St
GROCERIES.
Cattery
HARDWARE,
SMITH, TIBBETTS A CO., 131 Middle St
Ageuts for Oriental Powder Mills.
N. M. PERKINS A CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl’b
Hardware.
and Farm Tool*

mm supplies. Agt*. williams

RING A

DEXTER, 269

FUR CALIFORNIA.
JAPAN, CHINA,
Iislaoda,

•lan-iwith
The
Fork

New
Auatralla.

Middle

t

and
Portland at 7 30 a. m.,
1-03 p. os arriving at Woroester
7.30 p. m. Returning leave
u 2.16 p, m. and
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
•n.t arriving at Portland at 1 26 p. m. and 6 46 p.
v.

Wor Clinton,
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg,
Naahoa. I.owell, Windham, and Bpping at 7.30 a. as. and I 03 p. na.
For »*a nche» ter. Concord and points North, at
1.03 p. m.
For Rochester, Apringvale, Alfred, Water boro and Aaco River.7.30 a. ns., 1.03
p. m., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. ns. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 0.46 a.
mu 11.24
a. ra., and 3 36 p. m.: arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.36 a. m., 1 25 p. m. and 5.46 p. m.
For Oorham, Aaccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Hill*,
at 7 33
a.
f .03, 6.JO and (mixed)
ns.,
*6.30 p. in.
The 1.03 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with Hossac Tunnel Route for
obe West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
Vets Vork via Norwich Fine, and all rail,
via Apriugfleld, also with IV. If. A IV. B. R.
H. (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
outh and with Boston A Albany R. R. for
-he West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at Grand Trunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
crams of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Hollins St Adams’, No. 22 Exchange Street
*
Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
l\ Snrt
6 Bn. P.
dec3dtf

Shia,

Zealand

ana

splendid steamers sail from New
loth, 2«tb and 30th of each month
carping passengers and freight for San Francisco
48

S.
S

new at
on the

'-'.alow.

Crescent CHty,.. Dee. 20
S. Colon... Dec. 30 |
i>
Acapaico, for Isthmus of Panama only

v

HI

XPhanore *t.

Portland.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Saturday.

Wharfage.
From Lone

No

Wharf/Boston,

From

m.

Fine

Street

3 p.
Wharf

Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
'sailing vessel.
West
for
the
by the Penn. R. R., and Sooth
Freight
bv connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip 313,
Dollar..
Passage Eight
__

Freight

or

Room included.
to
£. R. MAMP'ON,
lO !.«**•*■

STEPHEN

Passage

apply

No. 37 Plum Street.

JOST A NORTON,
Agent,

Rm|«*

Baltimore, Norfolk & Washington

□

Steamship Line,
will sail

one

of their first-class

steamship.
0 <ANK,
D. H. MILLER,

FRESCO PAINTERS,
li Jlaiket N,iarii. Portland.
Pdoo* reasonable and satisfaction fuaraateod.
i.o■dir

M3.

LAWRENCE,

and
§». « o to Washing'on, D. C
Potomac
Alexandria. Bills of lading glv-n at the wharf.
and
Norfolk,
and
TICKKVN to Baltimore
Through 3 ickels to all nans of the South and
Southwest, for aaln at the Waarf. au1 240 and
Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
30H Washington St
fi) no fi'St class; 27x0 second class, Including meals

Accountant and

and bertba.
Ji. ktUPKON, Gen. Agent, 33 Central
nov2-Utf
Wharf, Boston.

Portland, Bangor & Machlas
DdA A fr

Arrangements.

Conueneing November Il3ih.
ONE TKIP PER WEEK.
LEWISTON
Mae
■CHARLES DEERING,
lii fi ter will leave Railroad wrhart.
The

Steamer

iMlffri *'
£j££saMSE3fc Portland,

every

Friday

evroiag.nl 11.13 o'clock, for Rw Ulnoii. <’•«■
liar, ikeet loir. Sedgwiek da. WenlHerbar, Bar Harbor, Hillkridge, J one* port
uad Iftaehiaopart.
Keloroiag, leave. Maehlasport every IHan
day Horning, ai 4.30 o’aloel, reaching as above,
arriving In Portland about midnight, •cnnectit.g
with Pullman night trail toi Boston and be West.

(i. s.
sann.ro
Rockland with
at
fbr Belfast.
Bangor and Rivei
steamer for Green’s Landing,
wltb
also
landings;
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bai Harb-i with
steamer for Lamotne and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Bine Hill.

On.

Notary Public.

QEO. C. CbDIIAH, Office Vo. 184 .Tltdd:.
Ntreri. Parilaad.

Book Binders.
V n. A. QUINCY, Ua.n> II, Printer.
Exchancr Ns. Ilf Eirbsssr Hired.

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. V. BA HOUR, 33 Cran Hi., Porllaad
He.

..V”..

WANTS.

st.

■

DIRECTORY.

BUSINESS

WM

BUtKSHlKK.
ALLEGHAN Y.
every WEDNESDAY and SUTl'RD'Y,
from Central Wharf, Boston,
at 3 o’clock, P. M
direct to Noriolk and Baltimors.
Freight torwaroeo iron Norfolk to all part* of
CAKOl.lNAS,
TENNESSEE,
VIKG’NIA,
FLORIDA.
ALiBAMA,
GEORGIA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA. MISSISSIPPI.
By Va.. Teun A <lu. Air Line. Bibs »f lading g veil by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Wasbington St.
By Atlantic Coast I.ine and Nenboard At
Bills of Lading given by Waldo-A. Pearce,
l ine.
Aient, N". 22-t Washington st.
By Inland & Neaboard ton-nun C o and

H-

BERRY,

and (gald

Mock, Job

WANTED.
woman cook, who Is willing to assist
In«•; her work; one wb * is smart and active.
(Cooking f<»r trauseut e<»uipam mostly.) Address at
one*' Pose Office box, No. ±1, Bethel, Me.
dlw*
dec 15

NICE

A

so

e

NEW « HRISTHAS BOO
“IllVINO 1Hiir(iBTN»l col'ection of
2.500 gol mi ns of prore and poetry. IH H*r^f
Price $2.50
il I u»ir<«
Pliilr
Agents
wanted. Address, F P. SHUJuWAk, Jr,. 21 Bromlield St., Boston, iiass._dec7dim

WAITED.
SALESMAN «nd book-keeper In the Varnish
and 01 business. A ddre s * itb reference P 0.
Pox lino Pori laud. Thi« Isa good opportunity
fra young man who can wake himself useful In
both positions.
noxl7 dim

A

WANTED.
buv a Scboont r Smack, 35 *0 80 tons N. M.
Well s[>,a. k prelerrcd. F. W. MILL! R A CO.,
oct29d2m*
Mobile, Ala.

TO

Tu

Connect,

gt

Every
Deftrriptiou.
PORTLAND FURNITURE CO.,
FTRNITI'RE
Exctwige

Hardware,
Belting.

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

T»<*keis Sold at Reduced Rates !

and all

U-diJan4

Direct Steamship Line.

Wmter

To ('ao»da, Detroit, Chicago,.t|illwankee
Om» ha, Noginim< inunii,ni. Looi
aw, At. Phm'. Sait L«l*e City,
Aon
Frau
cisco,
Denver,

CO.. 69 Com’l St

Groceries aud Previ*ion».
E. C- HKRSKY A CO.. 93 & 95 Com’l

non

OUice.

^

PHILADELPHIA

-AND-

W.

l/i 'NI>,v; ‘KRFY
AND
Kfcb&T'oWV
LIVERPOOL, DIRECT JO PORTLAND. Fortnightand
steamers
from
Liverpool
Queenstown to
ly
Baltimore.
Kind treatment to steerage passengers made a
specia t) and gu .rauteed.
ALKi»r |OFi>HFG anil iiii«»rnt»tlon apply te E. A.
DK'>N Agenl at Portland, 40 hxebange St., or
1JLYE A aLDkN. 2<‘7 B'w»}\ N. t,; 201 Washtneton St.
Huston; 107 South hth St Phlla.
Ticket, for .ale at E. A. Waldron*. Ticket

—AJfB—

DEPOT AT FOOT JF INDIA ST.

and Grocerie*.

hoval
Fortn'ehfiyservices frotu OLA600^ UaLWaV,

(j

leSRdtf

Boston

Atnnrt A m

Rj

allanTine”
mail steamships

!r\

For freight or passage * ates and the follaat Infoi
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
€. L. UABTIJTT A CO.,
I Id Mlalc Hired, coi Broad Ml.. Bsutss
or to W. D. LITTLE A OO.,

8TEAMER8.

IS TKHJiUT

74

dt

«•«* "••‘arsiBnvtw aTRKRT.

Dec. 10.

un«i

ruuc> uoo.i*.
ACO., 166 Middle St

T. P. ncGDMAf, bookseller,

"-

Mont* may be bad of J. M. Fr- neb. Ticket Master.
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets far Meats art!
Berths salt! at Depat Ticket Office.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and *» ^set Agent
Master
Transportation
D. W. SANBORN,
***
dec6

m.

xRUGS,

LET.

eteamer.

Doaiag West,
onnects at Rockland Monday wltb Sanford S. S.
Co. from Banger and River Lendings mi Portland.
GEOHGE L. DAY. General Ticket Agent.
E CUSHING, General Manager.
nov23Kitf
Nov. 23, SSI.

DOMINION LINE.
The steamer* of

rjmrT

this Line will

AsU*jk prun during the winter tear-on
injfr^r^f«»rti ightlj between tbts port and
£JLj—saat Live pool. The vessels a* e CL de

bui t ful powerrd and have superior accommodaPrepaid
tion for cabin at-d steerage passengers
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing fn m
Portlaud to Liverpool.

DOvilXiuN. C pt. Reid.Pth Dec.
BKOOKLYN, Capt. Liudall.23d Dec.
ONTARIO, Oapt Williams.6th Jan.

To Let this Winter.
for

press Offi
AHORSE

F. B.
decl6d3t

keeping.

Address

A Nice Room to Hent
144*4 Exchange St., and a room at 22
Wilmot. T.o good 2d-h uni stoxe- for sale—
at W. P. Hastings- Piano Warerooms, 144*4 Exde0l4 d2w
change St.

AX

Room to Let.
young gentlemen can be accommodated
wl h board uud room n reasonable terms in a
pleasant h use np town. Adores,
F. W. L., Press Offlcs.
decR-otf

TWO

TO LKT.
tenement in rear, and one on A’der St.
Apply to JHHNC GERRY,
157 High Street.
nov24dtf

ONE

ESTATE.

REAL

BATES OF PASSAGE.

$60.0° Odd.
Cabn..
Cabin return.$w .00 Gold.
For passage &c.. app’y to DAVID TORHANCE
& CO General Agents Grand Trunk Freight offidec6 uimayl
ces, foot of India street.
........

his

e.

..

FOR SALE.
In the town

a

run

never

ur

a

ness.

on

o
on or

arc

a

Mrs. J.

~

dtt
_

REASONS

3

WHY THE

CELLULOID

No. 31 1-2 Exchange St.
declO_dtf_

EYE

CLASSEQ

To Persons Desiring Insurance.

BiD'P-

and

doing as well for their custom-

in matter of insurance
any other Agency in Portland.

JERSEY MILK.

as

oct6dtf
I

Ha’ ing made an addition to my herd of Jerseys
prepared to furnish h few in 're families with
Jersey milk, delivered every m*'ruing, eun
included
1 havt al o Sw.-et. Corn put up exays
am

Sur«

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

prrssly ior family use.
ford's.
nov21 cod t mar 1

MARgnSafJS&f^TItADB MARK
Seminal Weaknes*.
Impotency, and ail
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Los* of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Bock, Dim no**
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many
other Diseases that

AFTER
BEFORETAKMQ.cCn.umpt"ionn'.‘nd»
Premature Gravt.

eod6m

sep2

ROLLINS & ADAMS

Lti.KOW

LmnBER.

Addresi,

Y. H.

Soule,

Wood

Hardwood Floor24 rrebie St

Hnllawoll.

much. Pine A Hard Wood.

and Boiler Milker*.
East r im, rore S:

POKTLAN COMPAN Y,
MACHINISTS
millinery
MANN.
MILMYCBV
Goad*,
INERT
MAN
G.D.
CO.,
MIL!

Good*.
and
92 Cross it
BIBBER. MORRILL A Mo
Mfrs.
and Straw
98 and 100 Cions St.
A
BILE

Planter* and Shipper*.
TIMMONS A HAWES, 119 Commercial

OUSTER*. Vnrni*hea
Oil*,
PERKINS
CO..
JOHN
PAINTS,
A

PAPER

B^*Full particular. in our pamphlet. which we deeire to
free by moil to every one. KB^The Specific Medicine ie
mid by oil druggiete et 61 per paSlege. °r »x package. for 66
er will be eeaf free by mail on receipt of the money, by

OCtl

OBAT MBDIOINB CO.,
Ite. 106 Mala Street, BtrrFAlo, Jf. T.

FUUTOGRAPH1C
PICKLES,
PORK

GOODS.—Hall Rubber Uo.
sts.
cor. Middle A

EMKRV A Ft

A Denier*.
Head of Union

Store* A
BROH
8*4
8. WINSI/1W A

Stores.

Advertising Agents,
L

H.
STEAM
W.

Wnl

and
St

Rl AN A

A,

VMS W. FOChTH ST.,

CUVOINNATf

HtATIKG and Plumbing.
PENNELL A CO., 17 and 10 Union St.

OUGAR A itfotan*. * Importer*.
GEO. 8. HUNT * Co., Agte Eagle Ketlnery
flYACKLE Block* Gnlvnnized Bout Trim
St
i
miag*. T.LAUGHUNA SON, tenter
'■YEAS, Coffee*, Spices and Grocers’ Sundries.
J. G. w. SIMONTON A CO.. Mfrs.. 13 A 16 Union

IS

TIN

E, M. FRESH1HAM & BROS.

*-

10.10 a. m., 2.46 p m., tlO.oo p. ra.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. ra 10.27 a. ra., 3.07 p. ra..
til 14 p m Hath, 6.55 a. m., 11.15 a. m., 4.10
p. m., Brunswick* 7.26 a. m., 11.44 a. m.,
4.35 p. m., 112.36 a. m
(night.) Kockland,
8.20 a. ra., 1.35 p. m. Liewiaion, 7.20 a. m.,
11.28 a. in.. 4.16 p. m. Phillip*. 6.40 a. ra.
Farmington, 8.20 a. ra.; Winihrop 10.25
as
follows: The
a. in. *eing due in Portland
from Augusta
and
Bath,
morning trains
The day trains
8.36 a ra. Lewiston, 8.40.
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
1.06 p.
roads
at
and
1.00
connecting
trains from
The afternoon
m.
Vvatervillo,
and
at 6.40
Kockland
Lewiston
Augusta, Bath,
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60
6.00

Paper-hangings

B. C. JORDAN, AIM, Maine. SHOW

•end

§.

Hanging*, Book* A- Stationery
UIK1NG. SHORT* HARMON, 208 Middle St
and cnrpeiiug*.
A1Ail RETT, BaILE t A O., 190 A 92 Midule
raaterinl*.
J. D. DEXiEK A CO.. 480 Congress et
Vinegar, Cider, Ketchup Ac
E. D. PETTENGILL ACo, MfrB., 8 A 10 Market
PACKERS.
TRI’K A LEIGHTON, 13 A 16 Silver St
Wholesale and Cotumi-aion.
THOAIPS >N A HALL, 163 Cowme.ciul St.

Ptitpe, Ac. G.M.StanwooiiACo. 17 -3 Cotn’l st
CASES of orery D.«ci ietien.
CHARLES H. BL KE, 78 Cioas St

TAKINfl.

Halifax, 8.15 a. ra., 2 45 p. ra., at.
John, 8.16 a. ra., 9 00 p. m.; Boulton, 9.00
a m.;
St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.; t»nek*port,
5 3<> a m.. 6. p. m,; Kaugor, 7.16 a. m., t7.46
7.06 a. m 4.4<» p. m.; Belfuat,
Dexter.
m.;
.35 a. m., 2.6u p. m. 8ko** began, ft 20 a. m.,
2.40 p tn.; Watervill*, 9.22 *.m. 1.65, tlO.UO
p. m.; and 5.1h a. m (Mondays only) Augu»ta,
From

St

WARE, mig’* anil Dealer*.
TENNEY A LEIGHTON, 202 ForeSt.
mm. and Dealer*,
Q. B. BROAD A OO., 162 FiebitugeSl
Dealer- In Sawed Wood nn,i

Bag- Ac.,

TRUNKS,
Kindling*. MORSE A FICKETT 19 Plum
WOOD.

a

m

a. m.

Sleeping Cars attacbod, run daily, Sundays included,between Boston and Maine Central R. K.
only.
Runs
X
through to Bangor every morning, and SkowDoes
hegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday.
to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday
ruD
not
morning.
I limited Ticket- flint and aecond cIbm far

t

w

John and

Unlifax

on

sale

at

WITH
reasonable.

Portland,

Me.

reduced

rate*.

AYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Dec. 5lh, 1881.
:

dec 2

dtf

DODD'S

Sewspaper Advertising Agency*
BO-TON
MS W*,HIVGT«A it..
Adveruseuieuts received tor every Paper In the
United Statei- aid British Province* at the Lowest
Any Luformtuieii cheerfully given
•Jontract Prices
and estimate* promntly furnished.
for lu-ipeotion at any ttmo
File ot tb* Prbss
Send for Circular.
Estimates furnished.
A List of 100 oholee newspapers.

One of the oldest stands In
A ddre* H. A. BE KKY, care Cutler

Bros. & co., Boston,

dec7d2tr*

Mass.

Brief Extracts from Testimonials
—FOR—

Hi<k.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

A supplie*.
74 A 70 Com 1

PRODUCE,
Union
Portland Branch,
RUBBER
Importer*
Wharf.
R I8H,
SALT.
Chandlery.
ERS,
Central
CO..
SHIPJ.
Cordage, Chandlery
KEL8BY.16I Commercial
SHIP BROKERS,
chors. Boll,

c.ir.lin...

FOX, Genera] Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 87, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms cam M obtained at 22
Excnange Street. From Deo. 1 to May I, no pasdecBdtf
sengers will be taken by this line.
HENRY

uionil. nod BruoHwirb 7.00 a. m.,12.55 p.
in.,6.16 p. m„ til.16 p m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12. 5 p. m., 5.16 p m. Stockland, and Knox
A l.incoln H. R., 7.00 a. ra.. 12.65 p.
ra.; Auburn and Levrinton, 12.46 p. m.,
5.05 p. ra. Tjewixton via Hrua*wick 7.00
a. m., til.16 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillip*,
Bonccle) Lnks, Monmouth, Wtnthrop,
Bead Aeld, Weal Water* ille and North
12.45 p. ra.,
In-ou
Farmington via
Hrun*wick. 7.00 a. m.

MA£“F"?sT*wfi5.n,S;,^w^ S^“,er

kJHIPSraiTHS, Chains.

1,000 Oak mid Sprure Piles.
500.000 ft.Oak. for Car Timber,
Sl.'p Plank and Timber.
500 OOO ft. Uemloek.
100,000 ft. 7-8 dry pine be
boar s

and all stations on B. A
Piscataquis K R.. 111.16 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain In Bangor over night); for
Bangor. Buckspert, Dexter. Belfast and
Akowhegan. 12.45 p. m., 12 55 p. m., til .15 p.
m. Wnterville, 7.00 a oi. 12.46 p. m„ 12.55
p. m., 11.15 p. m an 1 5.15 p. m Saturdays on'y,

WII)BEK A BACON, 220 Com’l St.

D

Bake,

Uloo-ehead

.Tlt’r. of nil kind, of Hpruce
foot of 1'a.rV

W.

C*

12:55, and til.15 pm.; At. A ndrews, «t. hte4 onntv,
phm, Fredericton, Aroostook

Western A Huuthe.ro
266 to 264 Fort. t

A. It.

8.

or

on

Kind*. “Maoufr’..1
272 Commercial St

EDWIN CLEMENT ACO..
LUiTIBKR
Eaatern,
DOTKN.
H. A
Lr.dBEK,
GILBERT
SOCLE.
Agt., Com’l.
LCniiER.
Kiln-dried
BROS.,
LTTIBER,
ing,

Petroleum, 1 igouia and

COR. CONGRESS AND CASCO ST.

PRENTISS LOKIA’G, Agent,

All

Water Waite Oil*. PORTLAND KERO3DH.YDETJ, OIL.—«*eOned
SENE OIL CO., I 94 Fora St.

dec!4

hbbBMI yr

m.

ami

Preparatory to rnoviug I will offer at
cost my entire stock of Millinery an#
F <ncy Goods, comprising a fall line of
Ribbons, Feather*. Feather B inds and
Flowers, Rats and Bonnets in all shades
and styles, Web and Ribbon Velvets,
Silks, Satins and Flushes of all shades.
Black and White Laces of all kinds, real
and imitation, All Colors in Veilings,
Fancy Goods of all kinds, too numerous
to Ul**nti«l«.

Snrplos overall Liabilities.304,526 03

fron

q

for Cape Flixabeth. Scarht.ro, Saco,
Biddcf Td, Ke nebonk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting lor all
statione on Conway Division. Klitery, Portsmouth,
a

a

TO THE LADIES.

Losses

ffi^.lOO.SS

Edwards & Walher’i

st- re,
Hardware
»d to 47th.

a.

in.

ei

Capital stock all paid up.$1,OOO/MlO.OO
7‘',876.88
OutHtan ing L sees.
Re-Insurance Fund. 650,(Kb >.00
All Olhei Claims. 13

TD

a no

m.

of

LIABILITIES.

addreeeinz

p. m.
At 8 45

on

STATEMENT JULY 1st, 1881.

TRADE

m.

m.

at

European Ticket Office.

summer

...

are
ers

Railway of Canada.

H

uni Water Lines.
Through Hate) uawed and Bills of Lading ivto
Erom any point in New England to Ftuiadelphl
For rates of Freight .-and other information, apply
D. D. C. MINK. Agent,
198 Washington Street, Boston, Maas.
A
VT»i.
Clyde
»:o.. General Managers,
No. 12 S<>. I ‘law re Av*.. Philadelphia
t*h«

OftbtD ar-1 Storage 'I ickats by ths
Cuoanl, AMud, ittuao, While Hiar am*
Anchor Lub* of European Nirunen
falling weekly triia Boston and New York. Fa#
further particulars call on or addraft

a

Paid Is Great Fibe or Chicago...$625,000.00
260,000.00
Paid in Gkeat Fibe of Boston.

J.

Grand Trunk

dec6dtf

sure

Paid $8,000,000.00.
All losses in Portland, Chicago and Boston, paid
•
promptly and in full.

Surplus

Hamilton snp’t.

BAIL.

OLD COLONY
ROA n.

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH.
rime. *,aw
f.lne, Qaick
Semi-Weekly
Rate, S equent ftepartarea.
Freight received ted forwarded daily to FALL
aiVER, there connecting with the Clyde Mtramsra, .ailing ever) U'KXlNDSIiAY and SATURDAY to I'hiladelphin
direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clvde Steam Linee to Ckarlew
lon, N, C., WHahingten, D. C., Uur»lov.n. D. C., Alexandria, Va.. and all Sal

rim as

FIRE

CASH ASSETS,

j.

Portland. Dec. 3, 1881.

connection with

n

Train, leave Portland.
Dan* (Night Pullman) for Saco,
4 a. na.
At
lllddeford, Kennehunk. Kiiteiy, Portsn" nth.
Newhoryjon, n»«nn, Cyan and boston, arriving
A special
at 6.30a. m.
Sleep er (lar w-.il he
u,('0
ready tor oeenpanev In Portlam' station,
to
thi*
train for Boston,
attached
m
and
Is
p
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untlil 11

W«.

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
f I OO n. at.—From Fhbyan’s and Bartlett,
p. m.—From Burlington and swan ton.

an

Cape, For*, Robe* and Glove*.
BYRON GREENOUGH A CO.. 234 Middle 8t

are
ma

ca»e

MILLION Dollars.

Incorporated 1840.
In Massaclruse'ts.

tions.

a.

A

INSURANCE CO.

LARGEST

*

BOSTON

FROM

Meals and

LEAVING PORTLAND
8.45 a. m.—For all stations, through to BurMontreal and UgOtnaNwanion,
lington,
burg.
.* |.) p. m.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate sta-

LINES

STEAMSHIP

Flour Mill, situated
Maine Steamship Company. THEof Orrington
Orring on, Maine, ab< ut three miles from
HATS,
the City of Bangor. Said mill has
failing
Steel, Heavy Hardware Ac.
foot burrs and all
of f
water power, t*o
GENUINE
Semi-Weekly Line to Sew ¥ork.
160 Commercial
A. E. STEVENS A CO 3 46
IRON,
large custom busineccewarv machinery tor doing
wheat
less
western
Hardware
Ac.
more
or
ground
Carriage
PUDDING. IRON,E. Steel,
Steamers Eleanors and Franconia and hasAlways
ENGLISH PLUM
the reputation of being «he b*st flour mill
COREY A CO.. 126 A 127 Commercial St
with
the
Will
til further notice leave Franklin Wharf
bouse
goes
in the vicinity. Good dw<clmg
nud fthip fin Id”
BER, Ship 84«»»
be propriePortland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
Ready for the Table.
mill. Beacon for selling: III health
Lem
ing. W. il. SJLMoNTuN, 8)4 Commero 1 si
and leave Pier 87, Eaat River, New York,
address
call
informal
t.M.,
ion,
tor. For funber
These standard articles
prepared with scrupuHER. Southern Flue Timber, Flauk aud
BKASTOW BKOS.,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M
well
lous
from <hi lest
erials, and have
J. W. DEKEING, 210 Commercial
fitted ap wltb fine accommoda
Beanie.
These steamers
LfJ.fl
Brewer Village, Maine.
cct21d&wtf43
earned reputation, and all grocers keep them
convenient
tor passengers, making this
very
all Linda. Black Walnut
ape
and obtain Atm»refs, and don't be imposed
Be
comfortable route for travelers between New
MM CENTRAL RAILROAD. tions
LCH8EB,
daily. S. W. LABRABEE A SUN, 124 Com
months these
upon with worthiest* imitations.
and Maine. During tbe
York
A
1‘UIKI
Plium
and
Cement. €al.
their pas*
FOR SALE
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven
On and after Monday, Dec. 3th, Passenger
■lair. C. A. B. MOUSE A CO., 5 Com’l Whi
LIMB,
York.
Passage, including
sage to and from New
follows: Leave Portland
Trains will
meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Atmore’s. The Only Reliable!
State
C6,
Room,
.TlHEK, Spruce, Pine aud Short.
At. John. Halifax and the Provinces,
New York forwarded to destination at
Apothecary Stock for Sale,
Portland
eodlm
Ll BUMERY, BlKNlK CO.. 332 Commercial St for
noTlG
B. A IV. A. Railway,
and all stations
oace. For further information apply to
FIXTURES. Also lease of store. Rent

Springfield Fire and Marine
Capital ONE

-ON

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1881

For

run as

ATM ORE’S

E.

cure

STOCK

BOCERS. Provision* and Flour,
W W. P CHASE A CO, 167 Commercial St
4 'v BOCERS and Dealers in Flour.
XJ
8MITH, GAGE A CO., 92 Commercial St

CELEBRATED

passages of

ions,
healthy
inflammation.
os i***4* 1 allays
membrane
the
IB wflS^SB.50
protects
HEAD I
from additional colds,
■|KA.
a\n«»“/fowl comp etely heals ti e

^j
i|||'

AT M ORE’S

Ml him:

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

TI*IF.

Exporter*.
GEO. S. HUNT A CO., Ill Commercial St
COOPERAGE
chaxgiTof time.
China and Gla** Ware.
C. E. JOSE A CO., 140 A 142 Middle St
CROCKERY,
and after MONDAY. OCT. 17th,
GI<»mm and Plated Ware.
follows:
01V 1881, trains will
HAYES A DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.
CROCKERY,
Dft PARTI,’KEN:
PIPE, Garden Border, Emery
For Auburn nod Lewbton, 7.10
m.,
Wheels. Ac.
J. W. S OCK WELL.
DRAIN
t 6.15 p.
12.35
Window*. Blind* and Fixture*
F«*r Gorhnm, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 6.16 p.
LEftROW BROS., 24 Preble St
DOORS,
For borhani 4 0<* p. ui., (mixed )
For Montreal Quebec
Chicago, 1. 30
Painter* A Mfr*. Suppli<
A
138
W.
PHILLIPS
to
F.
Middle
St
p.
DRUGGISTS,
CO.,134
ARKIfAJiN.
Chemical* A Drug'i* *taudrie*.
From I.ewiaton and Auburn, 8.30
m,
.J. w. PERK INS A CO.. 74 A 76 Commercial M
DRUGS,
3.16 and b.00 p.
12.30
Chem*cal*, Paint*, Oil*, Ac.
From CSarbum, 8.30, 9.40
m., and 12.30
MWket
A
E.
L.
STAN
WoOD
CO..
DRUGS,
p
Medicine*. Faint* and «il«.
From Chicago, Montreal and
uebec.
W. W. WHIPPLE A CO, 21 Mirket Square.
DRUGS,
12.30 p.

e*

mg

jl

_dtf

nov9

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

«-aus
DpLw'B Caarrhal virus,
secret

^MCaTabL'uV™

A Fancy Mfr
PEKKINS, 489 Congress St.

OF

CJntil further notioe passenger trains
will run as follows:

RY^Piain

a

R“ CLARK,

Eastern Railroad.

and after Monday. December 5th, 1881,

40

Birth

FRAIVK

CHANGE
On

L1(JRNITI)RE ITYuuir*. Fine A C'uuttuou
WALTER CORBY A Co.. 28 Free St
ff

Also,

Cards.

No one of the Six Companies represented at this Agency has
Assets of Less than

Elys’ Cream Balm
cleans*

QUARTERS
fob

A large and elegant assortment of
Christmas and New Year’s Cards,
comprising a full line of L. Prang

Cents.

Effectually

A
L. J.

CONFECTION

FISH,

So. SI 1-2 Exchange St.

FOSTER, MILBURN & CO., Prop'rs, Buffalo, N. Y.
W.F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Aets.
M.WSFIy

CATARRH.

COAL.
COAL.
Roa*ters and Spice Grinder*.
H. H NEVENS A CO., 184 A 186 Fore St
(COFFEE
J
Spice*, Cream Tartar, Ac
ROLLINS A RUMERY lft4 A 186 Com. St.
COFFEES,

CHRISTMAS CARDS FISH,

fcslllMWI[4 Pirns
LORUG,

Cure* Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Boils, Tumors,
Face Grubs, Blotches,
Scald Head,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum,
WeakSores, Meriurial Diseases, Female Loss cf
nesses and Irregularities, Dizziness,
of the Liver,
Affections
Appetite. Juandice,
and
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.
rnest
the
will
Bitters
satisfy
Blood
of
Burdock
course
A
on earth.
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Punter

eodow

16

HEAD

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS,'Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
feb9dlmteodllmAw6wO
Fsb. 9, 1881.

&

and

Coal*.

Speeial

L. PAINE. 267 Commercial S
Lehigh, Whit* Ash and Cumberland.
WARREN A RING, 162 Commercial
Wholenale by t'arload or Ton.
CHARLES H 0’BRiON, 236 Oom’l St

19

fcostou.
51 i Washington street,
Orders by express and mail promptly attended to.
**

After Proof.

WW4W-H*

ior Iiiu*iruu'u Iirtunr.

Importers

Dealer in

COAL,HENRY

1

R. ROLLINGS & CO.,
Manufacturers,

40 PER CENT.

Henry, Johnson & Lord, Prorrittcrs,
Burlington, Vt.

bot17

water-borne.

Dividends to Policy Holders o»
Premiums Terminating in 1880

treatment of above diseases.
Price 25 cts. and 60 cts. per
bottle. Sold everywhere.

^^^^B

Cloisonne Ware, elegantly mounted and titled with
the celebrate i Haiv»rd Rimer. These lamps form
a rare om*» nation «-f t>eauty and u ility, without
which no house is complete.

$12,608,356.71

most cases

Hbhmh

ticularly tine ilue
of Longwy ami

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.

One trial will prove its
Its effects are in
merits.

MH0

MARINE

nov

HORSES.

Z

to
student
and
far
lamps
8upe ior o that
of » as.
is
Atiention
invited to a par-

ASSETS,

on

equal

igh

four

$5,728,622.27.

OEars,

INSTANTANEOUS.

Hup ei Burner,
which affords a

Year Ending Dec. 31, 1880:
Total imniint nf Promii me f nr thp Yppr

and all other
Pains and Aches.
It is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for
Sails, Strains, Scratches,

Every bottle warranted to
give "satisfaction. Send address for pamphlet, free, givtog full directions for the

par or
ing Unij b. These
Lami s are tit’ed
wi>h tbe English

Company will take risk, at their office. Mew
York, on Vessel*, Cargoes and Freights, and issn
open policies to merchants, making risks binding a

_I Setettfs» liehwle,
wmam Frosted Feet and

umm

for
and read-

designed

rbls

Burns and Scalds,

^^^^9

a

importation

OTIS HAYFORD. Snpt,
Portland, Dec., 6th, 1881.dec3 dtf

or

rare to

ALLEN A CO., 229 Middle and 6 Temple RtCLOTHING
Whole*aIe, by Cargoor Carload.
RANDALL
COAL, A McALLlSTER. 60 Commercial St
the Cargo, Carload
Too.
A SON. 36 Commercial St
COAL, 8.byROUNDS

Philadelphia A lew

England
and
Leave Canton for Portland
Lewiston *.00 and ».20 a. m.
at
1.30
for
Canton,
Leave
Portland
,
Leave Lewiston at 1.57 p in.
Stage connection* with Byron. Mexico, Dixfleld,
?ern, Livermore, Weet Sumner and Turner.

at.

or

NEW YORK.
___ai»_
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

ONLY.

RISKS

|»uih;w

Oitarr^BWdepi

STREET,

YORK,

AGAINST

INSURE

J Sprains, Bruises,

usually

Rata, Mice, Roaches,
Flies, Ants, Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs, Insects,
Skunk. Weasel, Crowa, Gophers, Chipmunks.

18 BEATER

Mutual Insurance Co.

9? NEURALGIA,
= CRAMPS,

-BETWEENSt
BOILER
New York, Trenton & Philadelphia,
Stationery
Piiprnt.
BAILEY A NOYES, 68,70 A 72 Exchange St
BOOKS,
Stationery A Room Paper*.
STATION IN NEW Y0BK
CORING, SHORT A HARMON, 208 Middle St
BOOKS,
host Central Station in Philadelphia
Blank Book* and Stationery,
DRESSER. McLELLAN A CO.. 47 Exchange
BOOKS,
Philadelphia &z Readiug R. R.
Town Good* and S. S. Supplie*
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,
HOYT, FOGG A DON HAM, 193 Middle
BOOKS,
Puint, Whitewash, Ac.
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.
D. WHITE A SONS, 127 Middle St
BRUSH MFRS.,
Mfr**., Paint, Whitewa*h, Ac.,
Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias
TRUE BROTHERS. 190 Fore St.
BRUSH
(team
Be
Maker*. Fine Furniinre.
buy ticket, (at any railroad
boat otfloe in Nett England) ria
DEANE BROS. A SANBORN, 183 Mid ile St.
CABINET
and Paper Hauging*.
BOUND BROOK ROUTE.
CARPETINGS
MARRETT, BAILEY A CO.. 190 A 192 Middle
A Sleigh Mfr*. A Denier*.
MARTIN. PENNELL A CG., Elm A Cumberland
CARRIAGE
and Sleigh Mfr*. A Denier*
Z&NAS THOMPSON, Jr.. 34 to 38 ITniou St.
CARRIAGE
No* York and Philad.lphia
{g£jEH», *£oS
and Saddlery Hardware.
JAMES BAILEY A CO.. 264 Middle $t.
CARRIAGE
NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,
Meat*, Fi*h and Vegetable*.
219 Washington Street, Boston.
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 CommerciM
CANNED
H. P. BALDWIN,
Manufacturer and Importer
»»en. Pas*. Agent O. R. R of N. J.
PONCE,
and
Middle
ERNESTO
CIGARS.
Exchange
RS, Tobacco*, Canaed Good*. Ac
G. W. S» MON ION & L0.t 13 and 16 Union St
CIG4

Manufacturer* A Jobber*

ATLANTIC

22 Biieiimi,

Bound Brook Route.

/CLOTHING and Furni*hing Good*
J. T. LEWIS A CO., 147 Middle St

isyLeRoi.
Ratiiand’s Lime
og s, T o k i.
Oaari, and other
rare
potteries,

OF NEW

A

UF

new

REMEDY

runing

cor.

declOdtf

EXTERNAL

a

tinker* ami BIuck*mith«.
QUINN & CO. Office, 35 Commercial

a

Justrceived

Sores, &c.,

I-

on

MerkMplaMii

and Cooperage (dock.
IIABBBLS
n
IT
IIT O' VT
1 i/1
Lu
P. Dill IN_I,.

trial of over SO years duration in every
section of our country of Cdolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical facnlty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by ail Druggists

No. 311-2 fxchange Street.

FIBE

15c.

and

general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or ether causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
As

INSURANCE

Jk.

CO„

of Ch

farmer

ve Functions. Clears Cloudy Urine, stops
The great Hees and escapes la same.
le Tonic for Genera! Debility or Special
is.
A complete Kejuvenator for ExFaintness. Excesses, Advancing
Ague, Chills, Female Weakness, Ac.
; druggists, or by ernress, prepaid, on
pt of Si.m. E. S. WELLS, Jersey City, N. J,

&

t$Mf,

AIMERS._

CLYDE’S

after Monday* Dec.

Boston & Maine road connect with all
between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machlas, Eastport, Calais. 8t
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Centra)
and Portland & Ogdensborg trains at Transfer Station.
All trams stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshFirst class Dining Rooms at
ments
Portland,
Transfer Station Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West anC
Soudj may be had of M. I<. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at (Toften
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAB. T. FtTRBER, Gen. Bupt
8. H. STEVENS Gan- Agent. Portland.
dtf
dec2
Trains

steamers

aa«>

SCHNAPPS.

STATE AGE

"bEAST.I|
■jEHT'FTHE
MMAK1A™
BEST

AOKICIH.TIBXL
ACSBICCLTIIBAL
4BTI«T»»
itt’fr’-. Brut Onk Tunueil.
d. K. FuY A CO., 135 Middle St.
BKLTVNC
DorapHtip nml I’hiftiwo Die*Ned.
JOHN L. BKST & CO., 2«9 Comercia) St.
BEEF.
FfMi'iipp- HID* Illrnl. 8 ime Ac
C W. BELKNAP & SON, 142 Commercial S
BONE
:UoccaaiuB.
Shorn
BOOTH,LORD, HASKELL A CO.. 136 Middle 8t
Leather
A Finding*
and
F. COX & RON. Manufacturer*
BOOTH A.Nhoe«>
and Shoes, Leathrr A FiuiUokm.
O. .J. WALKER A CO.. 163 and 165 Middle St
BOOTH
and Shoe*, iHanfm.
Jobber*.
CHASE, KNIGHT & CO.. 52 and 54 Union St
BOOTH
Hhoe*. Leather aud Finding*.
B. B FARNSWORTH & CO.. 133 Middle St
BOOTH,
Ar Hheett, IVltra. Ladies' A- 9Ii*«es
Fine Shoe*.
SHAW. CODING & CO.
BOOTH
A Hhoes. Leather A Finding*.
BOOTH B. F. WHITNEY & CO.. 222 Middle St.

3!$ North direct, Bo-Ion.
deod 2w

5

and

and Room

Loring, 0(
AT,

Prentiss

unfailing

an

We always enjoy Greenback meetings, when
the meeting happens to occur between a greenback and ourself.—Oil City Derrick.

ed and protected

imperfect

_1

“Ought

they tackled the question:

cabbage will begin to grow be-

single head
ordinary

George—I

good.”

are

Canady.)

Vice President-John Ranking, Esq., (Rankin, Beattie & Cf>.)
Thomas Cramp, Esq., Ex-Pres. Board of Trade.
Hon.
J. Ferrier, Senator, Chairman Canadian
Board, G. T. R.
D. L. Macdougall, Esq., Pres. Montreal Stock Exchange.
Edwd. Mackay, E»q., Director Bank of Montreal.
James G. Ro s, Fsq. President Quebec Bank.
A ndw. Robertson, Esq., President Dom Board of
Trade and Chairman Harb. Commissioners.
James Ros *, Esq., Merchant.

They organized a debating club in Deadwood
last week. The fact that the president was a

a

prowith
the
and
his
for
sufficient
wants,
more than
advantage is that by selecting the best cabbage every year, and allowing no side shoots
when growing, much annoyance is avoided
stock and spurious or stale
from
A
the

vides

and get

know hops

MONTREAL.
President—81R AI.1X4NDEB T. GALT
G. C. HI G.
Finance Minister of

—STREIp ANI» IROV plows.
JOHN J. EKYIi, Mt’r., Ill Oreene St.
1 niplrm.nl-, VM.
KENDAL). A WHITNEY, Market Sytmr.
anil Oniry Iwplrarnu. GEO. BLANCHARD & BRO. 4tl Union
MaiPPiaL, Picmrp Frmu«N,
Art f*ood«. CYRUS F. DAVIS, 5^3 Cong. St

Schiedam Aromatic

diheotohs.

(Formerly

u.anhet>

WOLFE’S

I

Head Office : 260 St James
Street, Montreal.

it possible that Mr. Godfrey is up and
at work and cured by so simple a remedy?”
“I assure you it is true that he is entirely
cured, and with nothing but Hop Bitters; and
only ten days ago his doctors gave him up and
said lie must die!”
“Well-a-day! That's remarkable! I will go

fore being uncovered, if tne Spring is early
and mild, when a cracking or bursting of the
mound may be noticed, As soon ns it is uncovered it begins to bulge out, sometimes
from the centre, and again from the sides’of
the bead. When this is seen the head is relieved by cuttiug acri ss the protruding parts
with a knife, and the shoot will immediately
make its appearance. Shoots will grow out
from different parts of the cabbage, but they
should be pulled off and not allowed to
that will not
grow, as such shoot yield seed
fulfil the. expectations of the farmer, producing inferior heads. Only the shoot that
of the head,
grows directly from the centre
or as near as possible thereto, should be allowed, and care should be exercised in keepvarieties
different
ing cabbages, of
apart.

bv Doctors.

SIR HONS

IV.

O.

OAK HALL,
deol2

Corpora

<

,‘Is

against extreme cold. The cabbage will remain in such condition until Soring, when
the earth forming the mound shoald be re-

moved.

The Particular attention of Wail wa,
and other
(!o panic** Bank*
t“*n-. i* <itreeird to the act that thin 1* the
ONI T fO'tPaNY exclusively devoted to
l«(7 iBAIVTRE BU«1NM«, and offer*
the mod ample *ecu ity, both a* to fund*
nud expeiiruced
uny
matiugem* nt, of
Company trami'Acting »hi* bn»inee* on the

world, you know? Tells such capital stories,
and gives Buch capital diunors!” M. le Professeur—“He, he! and 'os veil she dress! And
she dance like au angel! aud vat a charming
figure! aud vat a pretty foot! Hein, inon ami?”
—Punch.

but the preferable
wav is to select from a field of cabbage that
has' been grown from seed furnished by a reliable dealer and fully tested on the farm.
The heads so chose are taken up from the
field and carried to a special location that
has been prepared for the purpose. The
cabbage from which the seed is to be grown
Is pulled up with its roots, and before putting in the ground should have the lower
portion of the stalk with the roots attached,
cut entirely off leaving to the head only a
small portion of stalk. This is put In a dry
location in the soil, stalk downward, aDd
-well covered up, leaving a mound over it to
turn away the water. Do not bury it too
deeply, but leave about half of the bead
above the surface line, though the whoie
cove

PRIVATE SURETYSHIP IS ABOLISHEO.

preciate women like you and me, Cynthia!”
Mr. Professor—“Mrs Pousouby de Tomkyus?
I should think so! The dearest creature that
Such a thorough woman of the
ever lived!

Horse

On link Book fob Jdvknilk Artists
Ha
a superior t>ox of Water t'olors goes with each book.
The hook contain-50 ori.inal dcs'gn« by our best
arlists. Prizes of $20 and $lo are offered for the
best co > red hooks return'd rous be ore Keh. 1. A
cost 25 cts.: but
single b ok and box of water colors
as the boxes aren't inailabl*. wc Bball not take
single orders except from those who ca 1 for thim.
But we will send four copies, with boxes, for $1.1 <1
Ibis is the
am prepay the express to any astdress.
chca est and prettiest gl'r. for children in the
market, ami o secure any it will ba necessary to
order immediate y. Address

It is nmler the same experienced
management which first introhas for nearly 19
duced and
years successfully transacted the
business on this Continent.

yes! demolishing some time-honored, out-worn
creed In every sentence! How they would ap-

this

200,000

Albany.2.

a

Boi»».

orrrreH-N

English Driving «>Iove>,
Rugby Footballs,
All Goods bought for gifts will be exchanged after
ho'idacs, if not right m sice; or will be exchanged
for other articles, if desired.
JNJ O TIOB
We publ'sh to-day 50,000 copies of the “OAK

This Deposit is for GUARANTEE
ONLY, no other business
being transacted.
business i«
Tilts
company's
solely that of issuing Itomls of
Suretyship for officers and Emiu
positions of trust,
ployes
whereby the necessity for

mate

Pennsylvania exchange,

bead should be well

ment

Miss Ladoosh—“Oh, look, Palladia! The two
great scientists of the day in earnest and inti-

some for my poor

of Trust.

Authorized Capital.$1,000 000
270.000
Paid up in Cash.
As-ets lune .-iU, 1881, over.
320,000
Deposited with the Insurauoe Depart-

St., Baltimore, Md.

istry.
Raising Seed of Cabbage.
There are several local methods, says

curiryfor persons in

I have the utmost confidence iu the mails.
Enclose SI, for two boxes, or S2 50 post office
order for six boxes of Celery and Chamomile
pills and I will take all risk for money and
goods. Dr. C. W. Benson, 100 North Eutaw

nn

“OAK HALL,” Boston,

Devoted Solely to the issuing of Bonds of Se-

On

Train*
Paueoter
LEAVE
PORT I. AND
-“—FOR BOUTON at 8.45 a.m. 1.10
Express ) and 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at
L.16, 6.10. and 8.00 p. m Returning, leave Bos
ion at
8.30 a. oi (Express), 12.80, 3.30 p. m.,
wrrJviUi; at Portlanu at 12 30 6.00, and 8.00
Portland for Scarborough Beach,
in.
y.
Pine Point,Old Orchard Beach, and Keanchnuli.at 8.45 a.m 3.30 and 6.30 p. m. (See
Sote ) For Maco and Biddetord. at 8.45 a. in.
1.10, 3.30 and 5.30 p. m. Far Well*, at 8.4r> a.
North Her*
For
m and 3.30 p. m. (See note.)
•rick, Maloaou Fall*, <»reai Fall*, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawreuce and Lowell,
nt 8.46 a. m,. 1.10 and 8.30 p. m. For New
For
Vflurket, at 8.4 S a.m. and 3.30 p. m.
f&ochcMter, and Fnrmiugton, N. H., at 8.06
For Alton Bay,
fi. in.
1.10 and 4.30 p m.
At 8.45 a.m. and 3.30 p. m. For Manche*ter
uud C'oucom, N. H.. tvia Lawrence.* at 8.46
-u.; rvia NTew Market Junction) at 3 30 p. m.
Mo uiug Train will leavr Kennebunk for
I'oriina,* «t 7 26.
NOTE—'lbe 1.10 p. m. train from Portland will not *top at Scarborough Be-ch, Line
Point. » »ld Orchard Beach, Kennebunk or Wells,
except to take passengtrt* f *r Boston.
Parlor i' re ou tiaius leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8 4* a. m. and
l.l«» p. m.
Parlwr Par Meat* necnrcd in advance ax
Depot Ticket Office.
gp-The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland eonnectr
with Mound (Jlac Mlearner* for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
New
connects with all Rail I inc* for
train
York and the Mourn >xnd Went.
TRAIN* Leave Portland for
MONDAY
Ronton
Ronton and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.

This circular is presented hy the nndersigned, Wholesale healers and ManuThe Merchant
facturers of Portland.
and Manufacturer will here find convenand
classified
iudexed, general
iently
merchandise and supplies of every deoffered to the
which
are
scription,
Trade by firms whose facilities, experience ana enterprise have given this Pity
an honored positiou among the Wholeale Markets of the country.
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COMPANY

Reverend Aminidab Biedsoe, of the Austin
Sam Webster
Bine Light lahernacle, met
yesterday and asked how he was off for firewood. “I reckon,” said Sam. “I’se got about
five cords.” "Dat’s gwineter last yer plum
fru de winter,” said Bledsoe, who wanted to
borrow some fuel. “No, it won't parson, for
de white gemman, in whose yard dat wood is,
burns it up jess as if h*t didn’t cost him a
cent.”—Texas Siftings.

nivfln

Guarantee

The

Lydia E. Pinkham, No. 233
Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets
relative to the ourative properties of her vegetable Compound in all female complaints.
Write to Mrs.

twice a year. Twenty-five
or th.rty years ago, a little book was published bv Dr. Dana, a Lowell chemist,em-

WHOLESALE

-OB'-

“Ne-gas-on-moonlight-nights,” “Boy-with-sCigarette,” or “Stick-iu-tbc-Mud.”—Hackensack Republican.

once or

Suretyship.

Etumford Falls & Bucftlleld

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

STATE AGENCY

children would be called “Bad-Sidewalks,”

text,

preached

Bonds of

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

FORJ88I.

ST K

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

CIRCULAR

TRADE

MISCELLANEOUS

INSURANCE

Wit and Wisdom.

MANN’S

Steamers!

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT
from

FARE $1.00.
John
The xftvonto 8teamers Forest City and
Brooke will alternately le*ve FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 Vcloek p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 6 o’c'ock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the expense
a id inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
ggT Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
Y"TNON
Middle street
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and hound Line* for sale at very low rates.
Fre’ght take * a« usual.
J tf. tOYLE, Jr., General Agent.

dtf

&pr5

Oliver Wendell Holnra, A. D.,
Harvard University.
It furnishes a concentrated form f exercise which **
V
I have found salutary, agrteanle and exbiaraiing.
The particular appara'u? v» u use. Ttie Reactionary
Lifter.” *8 a n ost Ingenious, convenient, compact,
«

and serviceable arrangement

Anatin frliul. A.

D.,
New York,
I have derived, personal y, a lvaotage from
use. and I have known of its having proved bene-

ficial in several instances. Judicioosly m*ed it secures the benefits of physical exercise to both body

and mind.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.9
Charlottetown, P. E. I.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
TWO

TRIPS

.rr-

PER

WEEK.

ON AND AFTER WONP OIl.NOV.TlMh, Plena,

er*
of
(hi* I* Id* will
<MSraESSIi Leave Railroad Wharf,
of
toot
State
Monday,
every
street,
and Thors lay,
at 6 p. in.,
for
Bastport au«.
dt. John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston,

St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock.
Grand
Meuan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmonth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newca«*tle? Amherst,
Pictou, Shediao, Bathurst, Dalheusle, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the Nea Brunswioh and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any InX9" ‘Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
For Circulars
State Rooms and further information apply at
T. C. HERCompany’s Office, 40 Kxohange St.,
uev£4dt?f
EBY^ President, and Manager.

prominent Professional Men.

T. A. B. frow, A.
New

D.,

York,

Systematically used it imparts increased bodily
and mental vigor, And wiil be found particularly
va<uable In toning up the muscles of the back ana
loins.
Win. W Asrtand A. D.,
Boston Mass,
Every one who givo* *ho Reactionary Lifts.* a
becomes
fascinated
with it.
fair trial
James A. Ain or, A. O
New York,
It accelerate to a high degree, and exalts to great
perfection all the ordinary processes or nutrition,
forming new maierlal iu larger quantities «nd of
belter quality, rec oviug at the same time, and with
like rapid lry. t e etl to material by oxidation, by
which b«>th warmth and power are simultaneously
furni»hed in increased quantities to the constantly
renewed fabric.

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS
201 MIDDLE SIKEfcT.j
novo

dt#^

Westbrook, Maine, Dec., 12th. 1881.
I, the ut <ier»lgned, give my son Ji eeph L.
kn.itb his lime, 1 shall cl« m none of bis earning!
or be liable for any debts con r*cted by him after

NOTICE.

this dale. Witness. D. H. Drummond.
JOHN SMITH.
deeUdlw*
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